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11-16-2019 $10,384 16" Mac Book Pro is on Sale Today at Apple.com Please buy 
one, five for Greg and his 4 MD Wife's from Yale. Thanks. 



4 Teen Girls get a $10,000 loaded 16" Mac Book Pro from the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ... ha! 

11-16-2019 Time clock today points to Jews at the Swiss Banks and a Jewish 
Exodus with 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon links with specs and 
Einstein tutors to get to Sirius. Yes faster than light is possible with the hand of 
time in the Paris clocks today pointing to physics on kindles and CERN "Trump 
Towers in Istanbul" "Exodus Towers in Los Alamos" is a better buy for the Jews, 
grin. Jewish strategic rationale that Los Alamos can invent it! And they are right. 
Click on the Los Alamos Web and you will see 1,001 Oppenheimer at work 24/7 not 
your Dept of Education with Chrome Books for kids but Super computers that will 
be 4 core, have 4 Super Computers in one Super computer. The software would 
cost trillions at Microsoft, grin. What simulation can they run with 4 super 
computers the size of a Navy Carrier? 



Hands of Time pointing to Paris Wife's 4 in a Legal Polygamous Marriage; 4 MD 
Wife's!!!! For 4 Nobel's in Medicine Working Marriage looking at the iWatch from 
Apple sent to Los Alamos for upgrades in secret, yes in secret who cares who gets 
the upgrades invented... 16" Mac Book Pro is reworked at Los Alamos today, yes a 
touch screen! 

11-16-2019 Jewish Exodus Streaming of Jews from Sirius, What to watch to get this 
invention!! "A Streaming Guide, in 6 Easy Questions" "Netflix, Apple, Disney. 
Here’s a user guide to the services that will define your future: what to watch, 
where to watch it and what it will cost." Time... 

11-16-2019 $10,384 16" Mac Book Pro is on Sale Today at Apple.com and the specs 
on the SS hard drive are 8T enough to put all the NY Times since 1776... with some 
AI apps to crunch Windmill Articles for spin off inventions, ha! Yes I 'Ordered 
one' yesterday for $10K without anatomy cad as this was not a choice at Apple.com 
web. $11K if it would have been offered by Apple. Touch Screen in the 16" II. With 
built in iPhone 12 

11-16-2019 Starbucks would get a windfall with 24/7 Latte Rx for no sleeping 24 
hours or 7 days with the extra charge... ha $$$ 

11-16-2019 Time Steve Jobs Today points to the iPad Pro has eaten into the time I 
spend on my phone and my old-school laptop and desktop. Among other things, I 
now research Steve Jobs Cancer Cure via Rx Recipe's and write just about every 



column using an iPad, no time anytime now days for “High Noon,” “Bonanza” and 
“Gunsmoke. Steve Jobs Show then Olivia Newton John Cancer Show is all I watch 
these times 2019. Actor Skerritt Comes To Island For Key West Film Festival Tom 
Skerritt is a rugged outdoorsy actor, well cast as a sheriff in CBS-TV’s “Picket 
Fences,” and numerous movies; as a cowboy in TV’s “High Noon,” “Bonanza” and 
“Gunsmoke. Show Times is now 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine 
times masterminded by the Elite at Orwell HQ. Steve Jobs is not the only CEO with 
Cancer. How many CEO have Cancer, search Google HQ. 

11-16-2019 An Illegal Gas Station Time Line, a Cop Cars World Wide in Deadly 
Gas Tank Explosions writing a ticket and Now Guilty Verdicts, no pardon for these 
War Criminals with Bone Saws and $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues all gas station 
hold ups in Miami, Cuba. 

11-16-2019 Olivia Newton John's Army of 1 Million Pink Dead in 2019; A Victim 
Not Only of Unjust Laws, but of ‘Unjust Authorities’ By AIDA ALAMI Page A7 
Page A8 Impeachment Masterminds this Is a Distraction, Not a ‘Witch Hunt’ as 
Olivia was talked about as a Pink Witch who will burn down the White House War 
Rooms that are used for Baghdad's and now Syria Oil Fields not breast cancer, so 
instead of blowing something up for a distraction of the Pink Witch they went with 
this masterminded Impeachment Is a Distraction, Not a ‘Witch Hunt’ Syria oil 
fields are worth $777 Trillion. I’m Sorry, Is Impeachment Not Entertaining 
Enough for You? Listen to the 'Pink' album by Taylor Swift. Breast Cancers 
Endless ordeal by Warriors. War Crimes not just Impeachments. Taylor Swift 
Escalates Battle With Scooter Braun and Big Machine. When she should be 
ordering her Rx Pink Latte from Starbucks. 

11-16-2019 Olivia Newton John's Army Barr Suggests Impeachment Inquiry 
Undermines Olivia Newton Johns Rx Recipe Discover Time Clocks all the Way to 
Paris’ Intent. The attorney general strongly defended President Trump’s assertions 



of executive power. By KATIE BENNER Barr will live to see streaming Jewish 
Aliens on Apple TV Prime and the Law Campus of Yale and Harvard Closed and 
given to the Yale and Harvard Medical Schools because the War on Pink Breast 
Cancer the Yale Key West Hospital was Bombed by the Navy in 2011. 

11-16-2019 Olivia Newton John to Barr, I sized you up in the moment of Time our 
fates meet in this Pink War! AG Dr. AG MD at Galaxy Edge Star Wars history of 
the War On Cancer area at Disneyland. 

11-16-2019 Page A8 "Olivia Newton John Inside Hong Kong’s Battle-Ready 
Campuses" By TIFFANY MAY and LAM YIK FEI Masterminding this War 
Inside Hong Kongs Campus, Law Campus not the Yale Key West Medical School 
Campus same as Key West USA. 

11-16-2019 4 Way POW Swap 4 MD Wife's from Yale and Greg in Key West swap 
working in Starbucks for Los Alamos. Russia Frees Norwegian Convicted of Spying 
in Unusual 3-Way Swap... for 4 Nobels in Medicine. This would be a Swap from the 
Warriors with MIT War Toys that don't win Many Nobels. Henrik Pryser Libell 
contributed reporting from Oslo gas station 14 miles from the Russian border in a 
cold car... 40 F not 80 F like a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR would feel like, Warm. Not 
this cold war getting into a frozen car in Oslo. 



11-16-2019 Paris Time Hibernation Works for NY Times reporters who don't want 
anyone working on a 24/7 invention No Sleeping In Ever Again! No Sleep Human! 

4 Teen Girls get a $10,000 loaded 16" Mac Book Pro from the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ... ha! 



1,800 Page Web 3 megs Ran Out of Memory on my PC Click Here its HTML as I 
don't have enough memory to make it a PDF, Thanks Greg

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf 
version long file takes a few mins to open with Win 10

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages





11-16-2019 Gina at the CIA has the Sex Tapes; Prince Andrew Says He ‘Let the 
Side Down’ When He Stayed With Jeffrey Epstein. Prince Salman has sex tapes too 
with even younger girls. 

No Mercy for Decades 1980 Jimmy Carter and Steve Jobs trek through India - 
Qatar is the Richest 'City' with $777 Trillion Taken in gas money from the ruling 
Caste in India Diagnosis this Madness in the Caste System! ...desperate search for 
clean air for India - the Upper Caste Elite are not desperate yet... Why? Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD will Write Art of the Diagnosis for 1 Billion breathing in smog and 
diesel desperate for clean air not coming by the Ruling Class Caste in India. 
Diagnosis of this Crime!! $$$ 

11-16-2019 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in India find Clean Air and $888 Trillion. 
India, Choking on Toxic Air, Tries Something New: An Oxygen Bar. As top 
officials remain silent, the country’s pollution levels remained hazardous this week, 
prompting a second closure of schools in the capital and a sometimes desperate 
search for clean air. 

...desperate search for clean air for India - the Upper Caste Elite are not desperate 
yet... Why? Dr. Lisa Sanders MD will Write Art of the Diagnosis for 1 Billion 
breathing in smog and diesel desperate for clean air not coming by the Ruling Class 
Caste in India. Diagnosis of this Crime!! $$$ 

11-16-2019 Turkey and food poisoning and heart attacks MD Kindle Super 
computer simulations. Now read this “Don’t be a tough guy,” Trump had implored 
in that letter. “Don’t be a fool!” With one epic gesture of contempt — a raised 
middle finger taller than Mount Ararat — Erdogan left no doubt as to who’s the 
real tough guy, and who’s the fool. 2 Shots were fired at the middle finger, 
H-Bombs. Toxic air they breath and the Oil Money they spend at the Qatar Trump 
Casino after each meeting. One theory is psychological: greed of $777 Trillion in 
Prince Salman's Palace handed out in Blood Money, bribes and kickbacks at $1 
Billion each time. Trump is cultivating his extensive business ties in Turkey. $$$ 
Swiss Banks never give back what is stolen money from illegal gas stations. Time 



clock today points to Jews at the Swiss Banks and a Jewish Exodus with 1,001 IP 
invention projects on 1 Click Amazon links with specs and Einstein tutors to get to 
Sirius. Yes faster than light is possible with the hand of time in the Paris clocks 
today pointing to physics on kindles and CERN "Trump Towers in Istanbul" 
"Exodus Towers in Los Alamos" is a better buy for the Jews, grin. Jewish strategic 
rationale that Los Alamos can invent it! And they are right. Click on the Los 
Alamos Web and you will see 1,001 Oppenheimer at work 24/7 not your Dept of 
Education with Chrome Books for kids but Super computers that will be 4 core, 
have 4 Super Computers in one Super computer. The software would cost trillions 
at Microsoft, grin. What simulation can they run with 4 super computers the size of 
a Navy Carrier? 

11-16-2019 Jewish Exodus Streaming of Jews from Sirius, What to watch to get this 
invention!! "A Streaming Guide, in 6 Easy Questions" "Netflix, Apple, Disney. 
Here’s a user guide to the services that will define your future: what to watch, 
where to watch it and what it will cost." Time... 

11-16-2019 $10,384 16" Mac Book Pro is on Sale Today at Apple.com and the specs 
on the SS hard drive are 8T enough to put all the NY Times since 1776... with some 
AI apps to crunch Windmill Articles for spin off inventions, ha! Yes I 'Ordered 
one' yesterday for $10K without anatomy cad as this was not a choice at Apple.com 
web. $11K if it would have been offered by Apple. Touch Screen in the 16" II. With 
built in iPhone 12 

11-16-2019 Gas Stations in Santa Clarita; Gunman Dies as Investigators Struggle to 
Uncover Motive. HS life with Gas Stations. Authorizes remember being in HS with 
gas stations at every corner. 



11-16-2019 Paris Time Hibernation Works for NY Times reporters who don't want 
anyone working on a 24/7 invention No Sleeping In Ever Again! No Sleep Human! 

11-16-2019 I Hear Starbucks is trying to open at Starbucks at the UN... every UN 
building world wide $$$ With a Mac Book Pro at every table, with office Chairs, 
grin. 



4 Teen Girls get a $10,000 loaded 16" Mac Book Pro from the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ... ha! 

11-15-2019 Paris Time Hibernation Works for NY Times reporters who don't want 
anyone working on a 24/7 invention as the Times would be open 24/7 MD's would 
not sleep for a few hours, they would spend all this time in Brain surgery. 



11-15-2019 Starbucks would get a windfall with 24/7 Latte Rx for no sleeping 24 
hours or 7 days with the extra charge... ha $$$ 

11-15-2019 Hear Olivia Newton John; Jeff Williams, the chief operating officer of 
Apple, said the company hoped the studies would bolster the understanding of 
women’s, heart and hearing health. Jeff can't hear the Hysterics of Olivia Newton 
John as they are censored by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who have tortured 1 
million breast cancer women who will die in 2019. Hear Manhattan Project 
Headlines Hell No... so some God reasoning they will not start a Manhattan Project 
to crunch 4 Trillion Rx Recipes to get one Rx Pink Recipe for the Pink Starbucks 
Latte! 

11-15-2019 Apple Super Kindle II with Steve jobs cancer cure, how it was cured 
with a Rx Recipe for a Starbucks Latte. "Steve Jobs Was Right: Smartphones and 
Tablets Killed the P.C. There has been only one tech trend worth paying attention 
to in the 2020: the dominance of the smartphone. The personal computer was an 
inevitable casualty." Amazon Super Kindle II unless Lisa Jobs orders a iPhone 12 
the size of a Kindle. 

11-15-2019 Time Steve Jobs Today points to the iPad Pro has eaten into the time I 
spend on my phone and my old-school laptop and desktop. Among other things, I 
now research Steve Jobs Cancer Cure via Rx Recipe's and write just about every 
column using an iPad, no time anytime now days for “High Noon,” “Bonanza” and 
“Gunsmoke. Steve Jobs Show then Olivia Newton John Cancer Show is all I watch 
these times 2019. Actor Skerritt Comes To Island For Key West Film Festival Tom 
Skerritt is a rugged outdoorsy actor, well cast as a sheriff in CBS-TV’s “Picket 
Fences,” and numerous movies; as a cowboy in TV’s “High Noon,” “Bonanza” and 
“Gunsmoke. Show Times is now 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine 
times masterminded by the Elite at Orwell HQ. Steve Jobs is not the only CEO with 
Cancer. How many CEO have Cancer, search Google HQ. 



11-15-2019 Hear #1K SUV Sun Scree invented at City Hall Key West on 
government paid time. For the 20 grand kids! Local governments’ ability to ban 
certain types of sunscreen could also keep the City of Key West from regulating 
Duval Street’s Jewish Cosmetic Store's. Mecca in 2019 spent $1 Trillion on Shade 
Umbrellas for its Citizens. Key West Citizen Newspaper censors this SUV 
Umbrellas for Key West Kids out in the Sun. 

11-15-2019 Hear Citizen Newspaper in Key West is blocking our View of 25 
Hospital Ships Docked in Key West at Truman Waterfront Park. So they put this 
in todays paper... “Really, another cruise ship still parked after sunset? That is 
three just this week. What happened to the exemption limit? Come on, follow the 
rules and stop blocking our view!” 



11-15-2019 Hear Key West is trying to keep the U.N. findings secret; UN... The 
United Nations is investigating attacks on seven humanitarian sites in Syria. 
Diplomats say Russia is trying to keep the U.N. findings secret. By WHITNEY 
HURST and RICK GLADSTONE 

11-15-2019 I Hear Starbucks is trying to open at Starbucks at the UN... every UN 
building world wide $$$ 



11-15-2019 To Make This Tofu, Start by Burning Toxic Plastic from the recycled 
bins in Paris and Key West. City Hall's Worldwide Are Reimagining Their 
Relationship With Cars, the Gravity Engine Cars and the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCar's with super conductivity GE Turbines with 1 trillion volts and amps 
for spin off accessories. Plus F-35 Radar No Head on Collisions. How many are 
there today? 11-15-2019 there will be head on collisions and deaths, well murders 
by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Paris Hands of Time pointing to the Head on 
Collisions in Paris and France Today. Delhi toxic air from upper Caste Minds 
burning with greed for the bins of Gold in Qatar and Saudi Arabia, gifts every time 
they visit Qatar and Saudi Arabia. 1 Million Gold coins for India Elite, 1 Million 
New Gas Stations for Xi in China. Toxic to 2 billion people and no NY Times 
Headlines. F-35 Radar. New York City, packed with cars and noisy, diesel-burning 
trucks. That Crash into Cars! Authorities say three people were killed in a wrong-
way crash on a Florida road. The Naples Daily News reports that the crash 
occurred early Wednesday. 

The rich elite, none of the 20 Grand kids have ordered the new 16 inch Mac Book 
Pro after Sanders said no to expensive, grin. 

11-15-2019 Paris Time pointing to apple’s Reach Reshapes Medical Research. The 
company’s tools enable researchers to track huge numbers of people. But doctors 
do not yet know if it will significantly improve health outcomes. 

11-15-2019 Starbucks not Apple will significantly improve health outcomes via 
those working on iMac and Mac Book Pro 16" at every cafe table in Paris 
Starbucks USA. 

11-15-2019 Significantly improve health outcomes via Amazon Kindle on Salads in 
a super computer anatomy goings on for which is the best Salad Recipe for heart 
attack prevention and of course breast cancer prevention salad recipe in a super 
computer simulation 



11-15-2019 Amazon 1 Click to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine with specs and genius 
Einstein tutors will significantly improve hearth outcomes. Olivia Newton John will 
be cured, Loss in our Time via Trump and the West Point Medical school. 
Starbucks not Apple will significantly improve health outcomes via 

11-15-2019 Paris Time pointing to making first contact with Aliens in the Universe! 
Humans at Sirius too, grin. 



11-15-2019 Paris Time pointing to Brain Surgery Drama Time to Watch the Show; 
Review: ‘The Crown’ and the Burdens of a No-Drama Queen Colman takes over as 
Queen Elizabeth II in the new season of “The Crown,” premiering Sunday on 
Netflix. Paris Time Pointing to Masterminding 50% decide not to drink in 2020 and 
another 75% mostly Drama Queens decide to become a Brain Surgeon or just 
crunch Rx Recipes for a Memory Rx Latte at Starbucks. These are not on Netflix 
and millions start counting the minutes wasted on Netflix and Facebook knowing 
InventBook has been censored for Decades. 

Netflix in Ho Chi Minh City; Show Stand-up comedy is sweeping Vietnam’s largest 
city, often called Saigon, with locals braving open-mic nights in the city’s hippest 
cafes and bars toxic wasted of time news is censored... stand-up comedian George 
Carlin on YouTube as Dr. George Carlin 1984 MD. MD health Stats for Ho Chi 
Minh City are censored in the comedy. Sick! 



11-15-2019 Paris Time “Smoke and Mirrors,” a standout episode of Season 1, Brain 
Surgery 101 cutting out the Syphilis in Trumps brain, Caller ID that has AI can 
look for Trumps Medical Records and when he calls you get Syphilis in the brain, 
smiling for the Mirror and cameras. Season 3, arriving Sunday, with you in surgery 
or mixing up a Rx Recipe you hacked on NetMiracleCure Show Time. 

11-15-2019 Paris Time with caller ID that looks for his medical records and gives 
her the toxic results. In Paris. Masterminded by the Elite, not the Elite French Men 
but the French Women, grin. 

11-15-2019 Paris Time pointing to Hong Kong Masterminds; When there is a 
plague in China. Months of anti government protests and increasingly violent 
clashes with the police have upended daily life, with the potential to alter the city’s 
character. 

11-15-2019 Paris Time pointing to Yale Hong Kong Medical School with 25 
Hospital Ships some bigger than carriers bombed by Pilots with no time for Jewish 
Exodus to Sirius. 



11-15-2019 Paris Time pointing to Trucks that are now 3 Story High Heavy Lift 
Helicopter that carry the Trucks into Paris kept off the highway's as the accident 
count with trucks is high and in favor of the truck drivers not the Fiat under it. A 
Quick death no in Fiat commercials. In one of his last interviews before his death in 
2011, Jobs declared the iPad to be the future of computing. “PCs are going to be 
like trucks,” 

11-15-2019 Paris Time Innovations lost to Time at Apple HQ; Mac, in 2019, doesn’t 
even have a touch screen. The iMac too 



11-15-2019 Paris Time 1 Click Amazon to buy someone to write this upgrade for 
your exercise programs... not on Amazon yet. “For someone like me, who’s been 
using a desktop operating system for a long time, there’s a lot of built-in 
conventions that I’m used to that can be frustrating,” Seifert said. In particular, the 
iPad doesn’t work with antiquated work flows that are built for PCs. Say you need 
to log into your company’s bespoke publishing system or expense program? It’s 
possible those won’t work on your iPad — at least not yet — because they were 
built for much older devices. Amazon is built for packages not writing code and 
apps you would order and pay for. Sorry Jeff Bosez!! 

11-15-2019 Paris Time Hibernation Works for NY Times reporters who don't want 
anyone working on a 24/7 invention as the Times would be open 24/7 MD's would 
not sleep for a few hours, they would spend all this time in Brain surgery. 

11-15-2019 Paris Time Hibernation Works for Bears. Could It Work for Us, Too? 
A grizzly’s body can slow down for months without damage. Researchers wonder if 
the ability can be harnessed to aid human health. 



11-14-2019 Time to get Professional. CERN Time is the New God Particle not in the 
NY Times Headlines like the Higgs God Particle... 

11-14-2019 16" Mac Book Pro is on Sale Today at Apple.com and the specs on the 
SS hard drive are 8T enough to put all the NY Times since 1776... with some AI 
apps to crunch Windmill Articles for spin off inventions, ha! 

11-14-2019 Sanders after his heart attack he has been requesting fish for dinner 
instead of steak or ribs, he is not up to intellectual task of masterminding yet so 
Greg will note his 20 grand kids should be able to buy the Amazon Kindle today 
about after heart attacks not before men requesting fish for dinner instead of steak 



or ribs yet have no idea what the super computer simulation of steak and ribs will 
show passing through the aorta and heart. Thanks to Sanders intellectual Heart 
Attack his 20 grand kids will eat steak, buggers and ribs until Amazon gets this 
Kindle into all the schools stocked with Chrome books that are no better at 
intellectual masterminding feats of IQ or AI than Sanders and his grand kids with 
Chrome books, as cheap as Sanders is you know none of the 20 Grand kids have 
ordered the new 16 inch Mac Book Pro after Sanders said no to expensive, grin. 
“I’ve noticed him ordering a heck of a lot more salads, but have not ordered the 
Amazon Kindle on Salads in a super computer anatomy goings on for which is the 
best Salad Recipe for heart attack prevention and of course breast cancer 
prevention salad recipe in a super computer simulation you might be able to run on 
the new 16 inch Mac Book Pro but not the Google Chrome book, to cheap. I expect 
the expensive ingredients for a salad will be the best for heart attack prevention 
too. Grin $$$ We need to get Dr. Lisa Sanders to write in the NY Times about 
Sanders heart attack and his mentality trying to cover it up. 

11-14-2019 A professor of pediatrics at Harvard Medical School Dr. Ludwig MD 
"We Need a Amazon Kindle Super Computer Simulation for our Masterminds 
giving the orders" Well he said this; "We need a 'sort' of Manhattan Project to find 
definitive answers to the epidemics of diet-related disease. Nutrition research to 
prevent disease must have the same quality and rigor as pharmaceutical research to 
treat disease. 

11-14-2019 A Sort of Manhattan Project to crunch 4 Trillion Rx Recipes to get a 
few Nobels in Medicine for a few Miracle drug Rx for the Rx Latte at Starbucks. 

11-14-2019 Mr. Putin said that the Kremlin did not comment about cats. City Hall 
Moscow and Key West comments from the Cat Lady would make front page NY 
Times for a week if anyone in charge of comments about the troubles the Cat Lady 



has with City Hall Moscow and Key West. International Cat Lady Movie wins best 
picture if cat lovers got to vote. AEROFlOT When airline employees told Mr. Galin 
that his 22-pound cat, Viktor, was simply too heavy to fly in the passenger cabin on 
a flight to Vladivostok, in eastern Russia. Putin had no comment about Aeroflot 
changing by the pound, $100 a pound extra as Putin missed all the NY Times article 
on cost of a extra bag earning airlines $22 Billion a year more. Lost Keys and lost 
Time, now we have lost money charging the Cat Lady more for her over weight cat 
flying Aeroflot. 

11-14-2019 Paris Time pointing to Drinkable or not; in 2020. The company said 
that the ship S.S. Kyros, a Swedish steamship, in international waters between 
Sweden and Finland, where the ship sank in 1917 after being attacked by a German 
submarine during World War I was carrying 50 cases of cognac, branded “De 
Haartman & Co.,” and 15 cases of liqueur, branded “Benedictine,” a brand now 
owned by Bacardi. The ship came from France and was supposed to reach St. 
Petersburg after traveling through Sweden, which remained neutral during the 
war. No one was killed in the attack. The crew was transferred to another ship and 
returned to Sweden, Ocean X Team said. The S.S. Kyros itself had been heavily 
damaged over the decades by fishing trawls, Ocean X Team said. But its find has 
raised the tantalizing possibility that the liquor, which is more than 100 years old, 
could still be drinkable. Drinkable or not; in 2020. 

11-14-2019 Paris Time pointing to Drinkable or not; in 2020. Masterminds in Paris 
decide after reading the Amazon Kindle super computer simulations to cut the 
Paris drinking by more than 50% in 2020. The New 16" Mac Book Pro with a new 
64 bit app written can give the Elite Paris Masterminds the Time gained in years 
and days lived of all those in Paris 50% who quit drinking in 2020. Like New Years 
Time and the Masterminds convince 50% of Paris to stop drinking for 2020. With 
the Amazon Kindle super computer simulations. 



11-14-2019 Paris Time pointing to 1 Million New Gas Stations in Chins built in 
2019. The levels of dioxin found in that egg were second only to eggs collected near 
Bien Hoa, Vietnam, the former United States air base that was a Vietnam War 
staging area for the defoliant Agent Orange, which contains dioxin. The United 
States recently began a 10-year, $390 million cleanup at Bien Hoa, which remains 
heavily contaminated nearly five decades after the war ended. 

Plastic as the furnace fuel recycled from Key West. Bill and Melinda Gates have 
shipped 1 million wood stoves they built in the USA to Africa not in this NY Times 
article on fuel for the stove. Wood or Plastic 



11-14-2019 Paris Time pointing to NY Times article on tofu heated with plastic as 
the furnace fuel recycled from Key West. Bill and Melinda Gates have shipped 1 
million wood stoves they built in the USA to Africa not in this NY Times article on 
fuel for the stove. Wood or Plastic with you have the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 
with 1 trillion volts of electric stoves... censored from Todays NY Times. Paris 
Time! Yes Paris Elite will not write about the electric stove accessories with the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Paris plastic collected from consumers in the United 
States and other countries and burned to make tofu in Indonesia,” “People need it 
as fuel for the tofu factories,” said a truck driver, with no comments about getting 
gas for his truck. The open burning of trash — including plastic — is widespread 
throughout Indonesia. The practice is illegal but the law is seldom enforced. Illegal 
in Indonesia is the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR headlines, Yes Paris Elite Time 
Keepers keep the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR out of the local Tofu kitchens in 
Indonesia. Truck drivers think nothing of filling up the truck with gas at the local 
gas stations. Indonesia’s president, Joko Widodo, has neglected health concerns as 
he spends his Time in Paris. Smog. “The tofu makers only count the profit, profit, 
profit. Paris Time is running out for gas station owners profits. Hands of Time 
point to the iPhone iDash Cam in 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in Paris too. 50% stop 
drinking the other 50% can's start or drive their car if drunk or druged with AI 
accessories. 

11-14-2019 Time to drink, get drunk, wake to the murders; She said the two men 
had been drinking before the fatal encounter. Police officers from neighboring 
towns stepped in to give the Mannford force some time off. Chief Miller’s funeral 
service will be held on Saturday Grave will be marked with 1 of 1,001 murders by a 
drunk in 2019 and 2010. Time to End Ruined Lives from Drunks! Rx Sober Latte 
Starbucks. Rx NoDrinking Latte at Starbucks! 

11-14-2019 Pensacola, Fla., that left Mannford’s police chief dead and his detective 
and close friend in jail on a homicide charge has jolted the 2 White Men 
Masterminds of this drinking culture... Police reports of ruined lives by Drunks on 
Duval Key West have no Time - They are all the Time Police reports of sex and 
fights. 



11-14-2019 Time to close the Yale and Harvard Law Schools when its Time to drive 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's sober as drunks and drugged the car won't start 
and there is a iPhone iDash cam and iCop in the car. Yes help for traffic and 
directions too as these cause deaths sometimes. 

11-14-2019 MD's as the Masterminds to 'Cure' the Homeless!! 1,001 Army MD's in 
NYC with their Art of Giving Orders so different from the Generals who are not 
MD's will Cure Hopelessness in NYC! 

11-14-2019 MD's as the Masterminds to 'Cure' the Homeless!! 1,001 Army MD's in 
NYC with their Art of Giving Orders so different from the Generals who are not 
MD's will Cure Hopelessness in NYC! New York to Use 18,000 City Workers to 
Identify and Help Homeless. The effort is the latest attempt from Mayor Bill de 
Blasio to tackle street hopelessness, an intractable problem throughout his 
administration. By JEFFERY C. MAYS "Then New York Identifies Hospitals and 
Nursing Homes With Deadly Fungus - Diseases etc." Then Homeland Security at 
JFK scans everyone for every disease and virus... whooping cough guys next to the 
kids in strollers. NEW YORK TODAY "Policing the ‘Churro Ladies’ in the 
Subway. The city limits the number of mobile food vending permits to 2,900. It's 
not so easy to get one." By AZI PAYBARAH [Handcuffed for selling churros: 
Inside the world of illegal food vendors. The details. In the first incident, last 
Friday, the police handcuffed a woman who they said had previous summonses for 
selling food without a license. Video of the incident was shared widely on social 
media; hundreds of people tweeted about the “churro lady.” restaurant owners are 
at City Hall calling 911 on the Food Lady someone else calls 911 for the Cat Lady. 



11-14-2019 Handcuffed Cat Lady was censored by the NY Times, Meow... Vet's as 
the code officers for cats will get the Cat Lady her home back the City Sold at 
Auction to pay for all the finds for feeding the cat at $90 each. $100,000 total more 
than the cat treats, grin. 

11-14-2019 Time to get Professional. CERN Time is the New God Particle no in the 
NY Times Headlines like the Higgs God Particle... 



Paris Time pointing to making first contact with Aliens in the Universe, only if the 
Jewish Exodus Coup Winds $777 Trillion from Mecca and Allah! 

$777 Trillion + No Whistle Blower Veteran in any Town or City yesterday about 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR... 

11-13-2019 1984 News in the NY Times Today; Last week, at a conference in 
Portugal, I met John Napier Tye. He is a former State Department employee, a 
whistle-blower and a co-founder of Whistle blower Aid, a nonprofit law firm that 
represents individuals trying to expose wrongdoing. As you may have noticed, 
whistle-blowers are very much in the news these days, and Tye is very much in the 
center of that world. By Charlie Warzel Mr. Warzel is an Opinion writer at large 
for the NY Times and has read the Secret file on Greg's Amazon Book. 

Jewish Exodus Ford WindmillCAR 2020... 

Jewish Exodus to Sirius and 12 Trillion Galaxies is truly a high-value target, there 
is no way to safely use a digital device. The surveillance systems that we face are 
designed to track people with resources and motivation to hide what they are doing. 
It is a terrible irony that journalists trying to protect their sources, and lawyers 
trying to protect their clients, must borrow digital trade craft techniques from the 
world of espionage in order to make their essential contributions. Jewish Exodus 
Ford WindmillCAR 2020... 

Jewish Exodus Ford WindmillCAR 2020... 

Exchanges of Fire Continue Across Israel-Gaza Border - No Exchanges of live 
streaming videos to Sirius! 

11-13-2019 MD's in the center of the world of State Department employees as the 
top brass will let your loved ones smell the Rose's of Diesel and other deadly 
particle in the air for $777 Trillion more in Oil Revenues... 





11-13-2019 U.S. Catholic Bishops Need to Elect MD's as Leaders By ELIZABETH 
DIAS Dias knows this and censored it out of her Catholic Bishops article in Todays 
NY Times, a Cardinal Sin. 

11-13-2019 Trump’s Contempt for True Professionals! MD Wife's from Yale for 
Greg in Key West. upon lifting the sanctions on Greg to work on a Nobel in 
Medicine with 4 MD Wife's from Yale we will get the 1st Nobel in Medicine for the 
Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. Ivanka will thank us not Trump, grin! 

11-13-2019 As Fiery Wrecks and Cop Cars Rear ended and Burns are censored 
from the front page of the NY Times, Oil Men Leaders Trade Insults fighting over 
who gets to sell their oil. 

11-13-2019 Connotations Trump dressed as Napoleon, all his White House 
Generals dressed up as Napoleon, Joint Chiefs of Staff all Dressed as Napoleon 
while Scientists said an object four billion light years from Earth has Humans and 
Jewish Aliens there, they have made contact with other life in the Universe. Trump 
turns on a live streaming video from Salman using his bone saw on another 
Washington Post employee. As The World Turns in a Universe of 12 Trillion 
Galaxies this is not very far from non-fiction. Supreme Court Appears Ready to Let 
Trump And his Napoleon Generals End Life on Earth! 



Paris Time pointing to making first contact with Aliens in the Universe, only if the 
Jewish Exodus Coup Winds $777 Trillion from Mecca and Allah! 

11-13-2019 Connotations; '1984' Literary Nonprofit Buys Elizabeth Bishop’s Key 
West Home. Bishop bought the house, located at 624 White Street, when she moved 
to Key West in 1938. It has been privately owned since she sold it in 1946, The poet 
lived on the Florida island for nearly a decade, and her former house will become 
the headquarters for Key West Literary Seminar. Losing the Universe of Stars 
because of Bone Saw's bought by Oil Men World Wide. Bishop MD we lost 1,001 
Dr. Bishop's MD via Pope Francis Today! "The art of losing isn’t hard to master; 
so many things seem filled with the intent to be lost that their loss is no disaster. 
Lose something every day. Accept the fluster of lost door keys, the hour badly 
spent. The art of losing isn’t hard to master. Then practice losing farther, losing 
faster: we lost faster than the speed of light because 2 White Men at 1984 HQ put 
out misinformation that we can not invent a way to go faster than the speed of light 
in a Verizon cell signal. Half the Orwellian world knows this misinformation. Loss 
is tragic like Olivia Newton John and Small Fry Lisa Jobs MD. Well dad didn't tell 



her to become a MD and find the cure for cancer, loss by Steve Jobs. 

11-13-2019 No Whistle Blower Veteran in any Town or City yesterday about the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR... Veterans Day: Trump Returns to N.Y. for Parade, to 
Cheers and Boos $$$ $777 Trillion for NYC not Mecca... The 18-foot, three-and-a-
half-ton Charging Bull was first installed under a Christmas tree near the exchange 
on Dec. 15, 1989 when the 1990 Ford WindmillCAR should have been 'Driven' to 
Wall Street USA not Wall Street Mecca and Allah, God is Great $$$. 

Paris Wife's 4 in a Legal Polygamous Marriage; 4 MD Wife's!!!! For 4 Nobel's in 
Medicine Working Marriage. 

11-13-2019 Plague Is Diagnosed in China, Prompting Fears of an Outbreak - 
Plague is 1 Million New Gas Stations in China in 2019 and 1 Million More in 2020. 
Stop this Plague Winds! 

11-13-2019 'JIT' Just in Time invention of the Gravity Engine Car and its spin 
off's... "Venice Floods Because of Highest Tide in 50 Years" Gravity Engine 
invention in 5 years or 50 depends on the 2 White Men at Venice HQ. 



11-13-2019 Soul of Jimmy Carter 1980 Hell; THE SOUL OF CARE "The Moral 
Education of a Husband and a Doctor" By Arthur Kleinman 262 pp. Viking. $27. 
Kleinman, a medical anthropologist and psychiatrist, has crammed two books into 
one in “The Soul of Care.” You can skip the first one, devoted mostly to his early 
life and medical training; it’s a bit of a dull ramble. But his writing, clipped and 
starchy in the opening chapters, comes urgently alive after his wife, Joan, is told in 
her late 50s that she has early-onset Alzheimer’s. 

11-13-2019 The Moral Education of a Navy Commander named Jimmy Carter who 
failed 5 billion people and God with No early-onset Rx Recipe Cure for Alzheimer's 
in every stage with a Rx Latte at Starbucks started in 1981 this Manhattan Project 
at Los Alamos. No the Peanut Plantation Owner and Navy Commander sold his 
soul for $4 Gas on the 4th of July. Spin off inventions and Rx Recipe Cure's for 
1,001 Nobels in Medicine are still possible at Los Alamos today. 



11-13-2019 Soul of Jimmy Carter 1980 Hell; with the 1980 Ford WindmillCar... 
Jimmy + Wife Roslynn. 

11-12-19 No Whistle Blower Veteran in any Town or City yesterday about the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR... Pressure in the Brain News; Former President Jimmy Carter 
this month at Maranatha Baptist Church in Plains, today in the hospital. Jimmy 
Carter was recovering at a hospital in Atlanta on Tuesday morning after 
undergoing a procedure intended to relieve pressure on his brain caused by 
bleeding from recent falls, his spokeswoman, wife, Rosalynn did not elaborate on 
what prompted the trip to the Emory University Hospital or any further details on 
the procedure. "He sported a black eye and a head bandage" looking like he should 
be in the hospital not taking pictures working on Habitat for Humanity Home. 
Working on Whistle Blowing the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR before he talks to God 
about it. ...and ruminated about the possibility of death. Recalling a bout with 
cancer four years ago, he said he would be at peace at the end... letting God Drive 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR with no whistle blower... He won the Nobel Peace 



Prize in 2002 then built 100's of USS Jimmy Carter Huke Subs for the Navy with 
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenue kick backs and blood money from King Salman. He 
has $700 million in cash in the Carter Center Bank for the last several years not 
spending any of it. 

USA Supreme Court to Hear Arguments on Fate of 'Jewish Exodus' to Sirius! 
Travel cost $777 trillion, grin. 

Paris Wife's 4 in a Legal Polygamous Marriage; 4 MD Wife's!!!! For 4 Nobel's in 
Medicine Working Marriage. 

11-12-19 No Whistle Blower Veteran in any Town or City yesterday about the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR... 

A Surprising Finding on Paid to Work on a Nobel in Medicine, did the King of 
Sweden hire 8,000 Cuban MD's yet, to work on a Nobel in Medicine 24/7 in 
Sweden? 

Paris Wife's 4 in a Legal Polygamous Marriage; 4 MD Wife's!!!! For 4 Nobel's in 
Medicine Working Marriage. 

11-12-19 No Whistle Blower Veteran in any Town or City yesterday about the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR... 

11-12-19 No Whistle Blower Veteran in any Town or City yesterday about the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR... 



4 Teen Girls get $15 a month allowance and can't read the NY Times. $15 a month 
for digital NY Times in HS 

4 Teen Girls get $15 a month allowance and can't read the NY Times. $15 a month 
for digital NY Times in HS 



$15 a month for digital NY Times Greg pays... Whistle Blower Secret Files on the 
Front Page of the Times! $ 

11-12-19 NY Times $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, No $15 a month for digital NY 
Times Greg pays. No Secret Files on the front page of the Times about the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR worth $888 Trillion to NY City alone! Controversy over one 
Florida county commission’s response to being asked to pay for a digital 
subscription to the New York Times has spilled over into the local tourism realm. 
"The Citrus County Chronicle reports people are cancelling trips to Citrus County 
and the repercussions are being felt as far abroad as London, England. John 
Pricher, director of the Citrus County Visitors Bureau, said as of Wednesday 
afternoon he’s received 10 anonymous and signed emails from tourists who all 
oppose county commissioners’ actions. In late October, commissioners discussed 
whether to buy the digital subscription but didn’t make a final decision. County 
library officials were in favor. On Nov. 19, commissioners will decide whether to 
take the advice of library officials and spend $2,700 annually for a digital 
subscription to the paper. 

11-12-19 Baghdad Veterans just as Haughty gunning down their Wife Lover 
retuning from Baghdad to the USA yesterday killing the wife, we will never know 
as this News is classified!! 

Paris Wife's 4 in a Legal Polygamous Marriage; 4 MD Wife's!!!! For 4 Nobel's in 
Medicine Working Marriage. 

11-12-19 Bone Saw Prince Salman Plague on Humanity because 'Trump's' take 
Blood Money, letting them off as if this were a DUI Road Kill by the VFW drunks. 



11-12-19 10 year old Katrina and Marry Kennedy protected by 500 more Subway 
Cops in NYC, 2 White Men at 1984 HQ masterminded this 

11-12-19 No Whistle Blower Veteran in any Town or City yesterday about $4 Gas 
on the 4th of July USA and the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

11-12-19 ...once haughty Mr. Sokolov, 63, sobbed uncontrollably as he appeared in 
a St. Petersburg court to express “deep repentance” for killing and dismembering 
his 24-year-old student and lover, Anastasia Yeshchenko. “I am devastated,” he 
said. 

11-12-19 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's on Campus at search of his apartment 
uncovered her decapitated corpse, and local news media said he had planned to 
dispose of his victim’s body parts in the river and then commit suicide, dressed as 
Napoleon, outside a St. Petersburg fortress. 



11-12-19 Moika River he had fallen in, drunk — along with a backpack containing 
the severed arms... USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs 100 of them with 40 H-Bombs 
each - arms! 

11-12-19 ...echoing the dark passions of Russia’s second city explored by the 19th-
century novelist Fyodor Dostoevsky not Greg in Key West with the echoing of the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR Putin and everyone in the Kremlin has read over and 
over again and again more times than they read Dostoevsky, grin. 

11-12-19 Kremlin, scrambled to distance themselves from Mr. Sokolov, not Prince 
Salman after Putin gave him a high five for his bone saw killings, yes many Bone 
Saw Killings and Gina at the CIA knows about them all. 

11-12-19 A professor at St. Petersburg University - Not Yale Medical School, not 
Yale Putin Medical School. The Professor who cut off her head studied Napoleon 
24/7 not plagues unless you count Napoleon a plague on Humanity, Jimmy Carter a 
Plague on Humanity with a scam Peace Prize and Habitat for Humanity Homes 
that are not sky scrapers 55 Stories high. 



11-12-19 St. Petersburg University, President Vladimir V. Putin’s alma mater and 
one of Russia’s most prestigious academic institutions. 

11-12-19 Bone Saw Saudi Student killings at Yale New Haven... grin. Kerry will 
have the audio and video, grin! 

11-12-19 Saudi Students at Yale New Haven had not been held to account earlier 
for their well-documented history of bully and sex abuse for money, $4 Gas on the 
4th of July USA. 

11-12-19 New Haven apartment, beaten her repeatedly and threatened to disfigure 
her with a hot iron. She escaped and reported what she described as a murder 
attempt to the authorities. Nothing was done he was the son of Prince Salman or 
one of the other 10,000 Princes. 

11-12-19 Mr. Putin the president had been informed about what he described as 
“this mad case.” said that “it looks like insanity” 



11-12-19 Determine whether anyone else was to blame for No 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's in Moscow! Warm cars to get into in Moscow 24/7 who ever did 
this is a cold hearted... !! 

11-12-19 Robert Kennedy Jr. and Prince Salman will both kill again... Ms. 
Yeshchenko would not have been killed if Mr. Sokolov had been held responsible 
for his past abusive behavior. They both are certain that they can do everything, 
that ‘they 'Trumps' will get him off even for murder,’ he will go berserk. Trump 
meeting with Kennedy and Salman the first week he was elected President of the 
USA, honored citizen of Mecca was awarded to Trump for this. Keys to the City of 
Mecca to direct deposit $777 Trillion. 

11-12-19 Robert Kennedy Jr. and Prince Salman will both kill again... Key West. 
ST. PETERSBURG — The Tampa Bay area has been hit especially hard by 
hepatitis A cases this year. The region has led the state this year with 466 new 
hepatitis A cases and no one has been held responsible or libel to pay to those they 
infected... 

11-12-19 Apartment, filled with books, old military uniforms and other Napoleonic 
paraphernalia — and a sawed-off shotgun found there, which is believed to have 
been used to kill her. 



11-12-19 Elite Oil Men in Paris were insane in 2003, Mr. Sokolov, who was 
awarded France’s Legion of Honor in 2003. 

11-12-19 Elite Oil Men in Saudi Arabia.. 

11-12-19 Elite Oil Men in NYC. Any with $77 Billion earned from Oil after 9/11 are 
Bone Saw killers, no doubts! Bloomberg for President? ‘No Way,’ His Successor 
Says. Mayor Bill de Blasio portrayed Michael Bloomberg as out of touch with 
Democratic values: “a billionaire who epitomizes the status quo and the status quo 
is bone saw killings so many Putin has to given them a high five for the killings. ” 

11-12-19 ...struck her as very strange and at times seemed to believe that he really 
was Napoleon... 



11-12-19 ... Mr. Sokolov indicated that he would claim self-defense, not insanity... 

11-12-19 NY Times $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, No $15 a month for digital NY 
Times Greg pays. No Secret Files on the front page of the Times about the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR worth $888 Trillion to NY City alone! Controversy over one 
Florida county commission’s response to being asked to pay for a digital 
subscription to the New York Times has spilled over into the local tourism realm. 
"The Citrus County Chronicle reports people are cancelling trips to Citrus County 
and the repercussions are being felt as far abroad as London, England. John 
Pricher, director of the Citrus County Visitors Bureau, said as of Wednesday 
afternoon he’s received 10 anonymous and signed emails from tourists who all 
oppose county commissioners’ actions. In late October, commissioners discussed 
whether to buy the digital subscription but didn’t make a final decision. County 
library officials were in favor. On Nov. 19, commissioners will decide whether to 
take the advice of library officials and spend $2,700 annually for a digital 
subscription to the paper. 

11-12-19 NY Times Home \ Seafood \ Clams, Mussels & Oysters \ 

11-12-19 NY Times Oysters Rockefeller. (1)~2 lb. pkgs. #3008XE $29.99 | $79.99 if 
purchased alone BAKE: Preheat oven to 400°F. Place desired number of frozen 
oysters on baking sheet. Place baking sheet on middle rack of oven. Bake for 15 
minutes until lightly browned, bubbling, and internal temperature reaches 145°F. 
Cooking from thawed not recommended. GRILL: Preheat grill to medium high. 



Place oysters on tray or directly on grill grates and close grill lid. Cook 7-9 minutes 
until bubbling and internal temperature reaches 145°F. Cooking from thawed not 
recommended. 

11-12-19 NY Times internal temperature reaches 145°F Amazon 1 Click will sell 
you a iPhone 145 F remote... along with the Kindle super computer simulation of 
not cooking to 145 F and why you need to make sure you get it hot 145 F Kindle 
more for Medical Students than Rockefeller types in NYC. 

...internal temperature reaches 145°F Amazon 1 Click will sell you a iPhone 145 F 
remote... 



....internal temperature reaches 145°F Amazon 1 Click will sell you a iPhone 145 F 
remote... 

11-12-19 NY Times Pembroke Pines Store Omaha Steaks is conveniently located 1 
mile west of I-75, across from Publix and next to Total Wine. Map Fountain Square 
15950 Pines Blvd. Unit B-4B Pembroke Pines, FL 33027 Phone: (954) 447-2840 



11-12-19 4 'Cinderella' Disney this "First Polygamous Marriage Movie" but the 4 
Wife's would have to be Yale MD Women with their 'Currents' of dialog different 
from the Elite in Paris and Disney Top Brass who never ever dated a Yale MD 
Women let alone married 4 MD women or read one of her articles in the New 
England Journal of Medicine. 

11-12-19 Veterans Day What if You Always Had Friday Off? Why Don’t You? 
Why don't you have a Veterans Day Holiday called National Invention Projects 
Day with 1,001 IP with AI and Amazon 1 Click links to specs and genius tutors, and 
the President could name this Gravity Engine Invention Brainstorming Day USA to 
get ahead of Putin and Xi working to invent the same Gravity Engine in a secret 
project... 

11-11-2019 Paris Wife's 4 in a Legal Polygamous Marriage; Veterans Day Vets will 
beat the hell out of a wife like Sara Palin's Vet son or others will gun her down 
from days and nights in Baghdad for $777 Trillion in oil revenues not needed with 
the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's. 1 Trillion on the roads of the USA since 1980 and 
Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation parking lot is full of gas engine cars. So much for 
a Nobel Peace Prize to a Navy Commander of 100's of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke 
Subs with 40 H-Bombs on each one. Paid for by a Georgia Peanut Plantation owner 
and his wife Rosalynn. $$$ 4 MD Wife's from Yale in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage by Jimmy Carter in 1980 would have won 4 or more Nobels in Medicine 
and a Nobel Peace Prize Rx recipe. 

11-11-19 Veterans Day 2019 Gas Station Day; Mecca's National Holiday for VA 
taking $777 Trillion in Blood Money for all the Dead and wounded Vet's. Veterans 
alive today will pull into a Mecca Gas Station and fill up for $100's of dollars direct 
deposited in Allah's Bank. God is Great thanks to the VA not Whistle Blowing the 



WindmillCAR's on Veterans Day. 2020 Ford WindmillCAR for all Veterans paid 
for by Olivia Newton John's war loss of a Rx Recipe Starbucks Pink Latte that 
cures breast-ovary cancers in all stages in 8 days at the Manhattan Project in Los 
Alamos costing what the Veterans get today $7 Trillion, 

11-11-19 Veterans Day Sanctions on Oil Sales; 53 billion barrels would be added to 
Iran’s proven reserves of 150 billion, he said. “I am telling the White House that in 
the days when you sanctioned the sale of Iranian oil, the country’s workers and 
engineers were able to discover 53 billion barrels of oil,” Mr. Rouhani said 

11-11-19 Veterans Day and Troops are in the Oil Fields in Syria today 11-11-19 
how much a war crime is this when you have the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR in 
public View at 1984 HQ. 

11-11-19 Veterans Day Apple Store's are Empty of Veterans on Vet's Day they are 
at the Gun Store's! 



11-11-19 Veterans Day 4 'Cinderella' On Veterans Day without Dad's working on a 
Rx Recipe for their Breast Cancer's on a Mac, Mac Book Pro because Veterans got 
their $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Medicare for All Vets DV, Mac Book Pro's for 
all Cinderella's. War is Disney Galaxy Edge Humans and Jewish Aliens out in the 
Universe all dead... thanks! Cinderella said. 

11-11-19 Veterans Day 4 'Cinderella' On Veterans Day are there Jewish Aliens out 
in the Universe... will I watch them on YouTube live streaming video from a 
invention by Greg and his Yale MD Wife's in Key West? 

11-11-19 Veterans Day 4 'Cinderella' On Veterans Day other countries involved — 
Germany, France, Britain, Russia and China more than 1 million dead Pink women 
and the Ruling Class is keeping count of the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Greed 
out of control of all the World's Leaders. Iran has the world’s fourth-largest proven 
deposits of crude oil and the world’s second-largest deposits of natural gas. It 
shares a massive offshore field in the Persian Gulf with Qatar. God is Great for 
Greedy Oil Men who know about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR in the USA at 
Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation. 



11-11-19 Veterans Day 4 'Cinderella' On Veterans Day NYC women Must Never 
Vote for Bloomberg as he will not have any money after 4 Cinderella's confiscate 
his $77 Billion in illegal Oil Revenues and write out the War Crimes with audio and 
video by Gina at the CIA and you though Prince Salman was the only one with 
Bone Saws! 

11-11-19 Veterans Day 4 'Cinderella' On Veterans Day Why N.Y.C. Mayors Have 
White House Dreams (and Voters Dash Them) because they refuse to paint City 
Hall NYC or Key West Pink. Cover up Pink Dead Women in the News as a Crime, 
he left her in the desert article today tomorrow it will be another one. Same for City 
Hall NYC and Key West. The Pink Dead will be covered up by City Hall. 

11-11-19 Veterans Day What if You Always Had Friday Off? Why Don’t You? 
Why don't you have a Veterans Day Holiday called National Invention Projects 
Day with 1,001 IP with AI and Amazon 1 Click links to specs and genius tutors, and 
the President could name this Gravity Engine Invention Brainstorming Day USA to 
get ahead of Putin and Xi working to invent the same Gravity Engine in a secret 
project... “The kids are completely transfixed,” said Patrice Seme, 54, who had 
brought his grandchildren, ages 2 and 4, from their home in Versailles to the 
Théâtre des Marionnettes du Luxembourg, one of the oldest in Paris. Gravity of 
Paris with an Mac, iMac and Mac Book Pro at every Cafe and Starbucks table for 
World Class Upper Class invention projects spelled out on 1 Click Amazon links 
with specs and genius Einstein tutors. 600 marionette companies operate in France, 
with the biggest concentration of theaters — known as châtelets, or little castles — 
found in parks around Paris. Many operations, like Le Guignol de Paris, 
inaugurated in 1892 in the Buttes des Chaumont park, are run by the descendants 
of marionettists who passed down their savoir-faire. 



11-11-19 Veterans Day In France, the Gravity of the puppet story is complex... 
different kind of gravity than physics-gravity. Cinderella to working-class 
caricatures like Gnafron, a poor shoemaker, puppets in elaborate costumes 
animated by hand, string or stick keep audiences of every age rapt. They sing 
familiar songs, defy authority and confront life’s dramas, in a new Disney Galaxy 
Edge Time with Time the New God Particle at CERN and the CERN stage 10 
Stories high for the particle smashed held by magnets that pull the puppets. 
Magnetism and gravity puppets in Paris. When the kids are driving a used 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR. Yes you will see Aliens in your life time the pupped said. 

11-11-19 Veterans Day The message was so pointed that Napoleon III briefly 
censored Guignol plays. 

11-11-19 Veterans Day 2020 WindmillCAR's Ending; moment, dozens of 
motionless puppets would spring to life on Mr. Desarthis’s arms. An 80-year-old 
Parisienne and her cat, Minouchette, who lived under the rooftops of Montmartre. 
A heartless chef, Lustucru, who planned to butcher innocent rabbits — and the cat 
— for dinner. And, of course, Guignol. He would free the oppressed, save the old 
lady and kick the chef down a chimney — much to the delight of his young 
audience. By Liz Alderman is the Paris-based chief European business 
correspondent, covering economic and inequality challenges around Europe. She 
was previously an assistant business editor, and spent five years as the business 
editor of what was The International Herald Tribune. 

11-11-19 Veterans Day surrounded by gas stations the Charging Bull is ridden by 
the Fearless Girl in NYC. For 30 years, the Charging Bull statue has been 
synonymous with New York’s financial district. The heavily visited tourist 



attraction sits on a pedestrian island surrounded by vehicular traffic in Lower 
Manhattan. Move the Charging Bull is a front page story in the NY Times today. 
Close all the gas stations in NYC when the Charging Bull and Fearless Girl win the 
WAR of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. A new statue for NYC Wall Street 
Trillions. With the perk of a Universe of stars and Aliens with this Exodus of Jews 
ridding the Charging Bull in NYC. 

11-11-19 Veterans Day at Los Alamos; Vanadium catalytic reductions are rare 
Molecular complexes of vanadium are particularly useful and work as efficient 
catalysts for oxidation processes; however, their ability to catalyze reductive 
transformations has yet to be fully explored. This research describes redox-
noninnocent ligand-supported compounds of VIII and their use in the 
chemoselective hydroboration and hydrosilylation of fossil and bio-derived ketones, 
aldehydes, imines, esters, and carboxamides leading to value-added alcohols, 
amines, and nitriles. Their positive findings indicate that homogenous vanadium 
catalysts have been underutilized but should be reconsidered. 

11-11-19 Veterans Day at Los Alamos; Oil from petroleum or corn can be 
catalytically converted to a range of useful products using a vanadium catalyst. 

11-11-19 Veterans Day at Los Alamos; Catalyst getting 1 Trillion Volts Amps out of 
a GE WindmillCAR Turbine at -254 C generating 1 trillion volts amps will get the 
Attention, grin of Los Alamos Troops. So muc for oil from corn era at Los Almos. 



The Trinity supercomputer—made of 110 cabinets of advanced Xeon CPU's like 
Starbucks with Mac's and iMac with 18 core CPU's. Not your Win 10 apps. Grin. 
Run the Kindle Super Computer Simulations on Amazon Kindle. Not your 
paperback. 

11-11-19 4 'Cinderella' Disney this "First Polygamous Marriage Movie" but the 4 
Wife's would have to be Yale MD Women with their 'Currents' of dialog different 
from the Elite in Paris and Disney Top Brass who never ever dated a Yale MD 
Women let alone married 4 MD women or read one of her articles in the New 
England Journal of Medicine. 



1 Million Olivia Newton John's standing on Top shouting A Ford WindmillCAR for 
everyone who will die in the Breast cancer War lost by Wounded Warriors with 
many Medal of Honors but not for saving 1 million USA women in the USA... 
grenade!!! Save Olivia!! 

11-10-2019 Knowing Paris by its Bridges in the Times today; Iéna and Austerlitz 
were sites of Napoléon’s triumphs; Pasteur never was a 'Bridge' for the Elite in 
Paris. Warriors Out Ranked Pasturer and today with $777 Trillion the Warrior 
Bridge in Paris is a H-Bomb and Pasteur Institute is not rich as Bill and Melinda 
Gates. 



11-10-2019 Audrey Hepburn was not warned she would die a quick death from 
colon cancer!! Warning there is a War to be won... in Paris movies. 

11-10-2019 Warning there is a War to be One lost on the War on Cancer; 
“Sabrina,” Audrey Hepburn explains to a skeptical Humphrey Bogart the magic of 
a walk past the bridges of Paris: “You find one you love and go there every day 
with your coffee and your journal and you listen to the river.” 

11-10-2019 Paris Wife's 4 in a Legal Polygamous Marriage; Even the most fantastic 
love scenes in the movies seem plausible standing on a Parisian bridge. Disney 
would make a Trillion dollars off this First Polygamous Marriage but the 4 Wife's 
would have to be Yale MD Women with their 'Currents' of dialog different from 
the Elite in Paris and Disney Top Brass who never ever dated a Yale MD Women 
let alone read one of her articles in the New England Journal of Medicine. 

11-10-2019 USA Legal Polygamous Marriages in the USA counting on 4 MD Yale 
Wife's getting 4 Nobles in Medicine, better odds at the Qatar Trump Casino than 4 
Moslem wife's in Qatar getting 4 Nobles in Medicine!!!! 

11-10-2019 Elaine Sciolino is a writer for The New York Times and a former Paris 
bureau chief, based in France since 2002. Her new book, "The Seine: The River 
That Made Paris" Art of the Diagnosis on the Seine That Made Paris Revolt to 1 
Trillion Volts on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Elaine wrote it cost Paris a fortune 
to light all the bridges. The Revolt of 1 Trillion Volts will give Paris 1 Trillion Volts 
and their will be No Charge, Oui! 



11-10-2019 Aramco, the world’s largest oil company, said it would set a final price 
for its shares on Dec. 5. Dec. 25 USA will celebrate the gift of $777 Trillion 
confiscated from Prince and King Salman. The King is Born USA. 

11-10-2019 VA DV Veterans Day Top Brass refuse to look at the scar's! VA Top 
Brass told the NY Times not to put this picture on the front page on Veterans Day. 
And the Editors at the Times sold their soul for the VA. $$$ "I still can’t believe I 
had cancer. I still hate looking at the massive scars across each breast. I still live 
every day with the fear it will return." Veterans Day will return in 2020 and 
massive breast cancer scars will not have been pictured on the front page of the NY 
Times all year even though 1 million women died on this battlefield the VA and the 
DV refuses to look at... the horrors of Battle in Breast Cancer. This is a war crime 
of course! 

11-10-2019 With Breast Cancer Medical Bills Skyrocketing, More Hospitals Are 
Suing for Payment. NY Times should write this story for Veterans Day $$$ 

11-10-2019 Los Alamos High School Women; Cult of the Literary MAD End of the 
Earth Woman Non-Fiction is awash in female suffering #1 being tortured by Breast 
Cancer and H-Bombs. The author Leslie allure — and its alternatives. No one ever 
Winds the Nobel Peace Prize though its given out every year. 



11-10-2019 High-End Ball Parks in Manhattan or Starbucks with the Catch of a 
lifetime being the Rx Recipe's for ALS and Breast-Ovary Cancer Cures for all 
stages in 8 days with a Rx Latte. High End iMac Mac Book Pro's $18,300 at every 
seat. Every Seat at Madison Square Garden sold out with Mac's and iMac's higher 
end Madison Square Garden has never experienced, final is the IBM Super 
Computer simulations on all the Big Screens so many you will think you are at 
Disney Galaxy Edge. All the Oil Men are Dead! Every Seat is Taken by a Inventor. 

11-10-2019 Diagnosis, but I chose a mastectomy, Exactly one year after, death of 
both of my parents by a car, then I read a Amazon Book "Secret Files on 
WindmillCAR's" and discovered F-35 Radar $7 Trillion was to expensive for the 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ and no reason at all but War and VA expenses to not order 
the $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with 100,000 MD-Scientist. 

Godsent gas money $4 on the 4th of July USA for Veterans Day Parade, Trump 
paying from his Mecca 'God is Great' accounts... grin $$$ 

11-9-2019 40 of these 52 Story Buildings Built in Key West for the Yale Key West 
Medical School will change Key West as Much as ROTC on Yale Campus kicked 
off for Vietnam, then back for Rich Saudi Students at Yale New Haven the New 
Rich with enough money to pay for sex after tuition and fast cars RR kids. MD 
Burn Unit Technology has never made the front page of the NY Times or the Yale 
Student Newspaper. 

11-9-2019 'Cinderella' with ALS and or Breast Cancer as a Disney Movie remake 
that would be Rated MD by the Movie industry in our New Universe of West Point 
Medical School and Yale Key West Medical School. 

USA Legal Polygamous Marriages in the USA counting on 4 MD Yale Wife's 
getting 4 Nobles in Medicine, better odds at the Qatar Trump Casino than 4 



Moslem wife's in Qatar getting 4 Nobles in Medicine!!!! 

4 'Cinderella' with ALS and or Breast Cancer as a Disney Movie with iMac and 
Mac Book Pro's at Every Starbucks Cafe Table in Paris and the USA Rx Recipe 
Cure for all stages in 4 days with a Starbucks Latte!!!! 

11-9-2019 1 Click Amazon links to ALS 1,001 IP invention projects is not promoted 
by anyone on Park Avenue NYC. NY Times got an A+ writing up Ms. Griscom's 
live journeys to Paris with no iMac and Mac Book Pro's at Starbucks in 2018 in her 
wheelchair. Rx Recipe Cure for ALS in every stage a Rx ALS latte was not on the 1 
Click Amazon links with specs and genius tutors at Paris Starbucks. 



11-9-2019 Trump like to Burn through Money on his shopping sprees for War. 
Hospitals sue Olivia Newton John for Medical Bills, Ballad, which operates the only 
hospital in Wise County and 20 others in Virginia and Tennessee, filed more than 
6,700 medical debt lawsuits against patients last year. Ballad’s hospitals have 
brought at least 44,000 lawsuits since 2009, typically increasing the volume each 
year. 

11-9-2019 $$$ Olivia Newton John - prominent academic hospitals, including Johns 
Hopkins in Baltimore and NewYork-Presbyterian, also have sue Olivia Newton 
John Million Olivia Newton Johns will die in 2019 a tortured death via Veterans 
Day getting all the MIT War Toys and $5 Trillion a year for medical care at the VA 
Hospitals. By Annie Daniel, Rachel Shorey and Kitty Bennett contributed research. 
Breast Cancer War Crime Journalism. 

1 Million Olivia Newton John's standing on Top shouting A Ford WindmillCAR for 
everyone who will die in the Breast cancer War lost by Wounded Warriors with 
many Medal of Honors but not for saving 1 million USA women in the USA... 
grenade!!! Save Olivia!! 



Purple Hearts for Olivia Run over by a VFW Vet, DUI the Judge will take care of 
our Veterans! 

11-9-2019 'It’s Time to Take Down the Mona Lisa' By JASON FARAGO Page C1 
Take down the Mona Lisa with Breast Cancer and the 100's of Mona Lisa's 
Gunned down by Veterans. First thing they did coming home from Baghdad was to 
Gun down Mona Lisa their Loving Wife's. Art of the Diagnosis article by Dr. Lisa 
Sanders in the NY Times on each Mona Lisa was censored by the Editors at the 
Times and the Joint Chiefs of Staff Generals. Read Art of the Diagnosis article by 
Dr. Lisa Sanders on the killings of the first 50 wife's to be gunned down.y.. no you 
didn't and can't. There is no art of the diagnosis by the Generals at the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff as they went to West Point not West Point Medical School or the Yale Key 
West Medical Schools. 

11-9-2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Art of the Diagnosis was done on the 3 baby's that 
died 5 sick no idea how by 100's of MD's at the Hospital... The bacteria, 



Pseudomonas aeruginosa, likes moist environments and grows in water but only 
presents a danger to extremely fragile patients, such underdeveloped babies who 
already have a compromised immune system. Of the five surviving infants who got 
sick, one has been discharged and the others remain hospitalized. The hospital, 
with the help of the Pennsylvania Department of Health, used DNA testing to 
determine the cause of the infections, Dr. Hartle said. Geisinger Medical Center in 
Danville, Pa., where eight infants were sickened by a bacterial infection. Three 
died. 

11-9-2019 ... traced the bacteria to the equipment used in measuring donor breast 
milk... 

11-9-2019 ... did a Day Labor Temp clean these machines... you have to ask!! We 
are certain the milk itself was not the cause.” 

11-9-2019 1,001 False Hope Cures for Olivia Newton John mostly by the VA Top 
Brass not wanting women to Protest at the VA Hospitals about Breast Cancer Dead 
at 1 Million in 2019 it would tarnish the Medal of Honor Trump gave the Veterans 
with 1 million dead in Pink in 2019... wow George Orwell is watching this. 

11-9-2019 In all such cases, the hospitals prevail. Thanks to the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ $$$ They went to West Point not West Point Medical School. 



Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019 
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here
Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product 
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity 
Engines in 2018

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages

11-9-2019 By Sarah Kliff NY Times. The 160 cases at Walter Reed VA Hospital 
reviewed by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in art of the diagnosis published by the NY 
Times was censored on Veteran's Day 2019 as you reading this know 160 case 
histories of Veterans Hospital records would find more than 160 misdiagnosis by 
VA MD's at Walter Reed. A War Crime. By Sarah Kliff NY Times "Trump Likes 
to See Us Burn", 

11-9-2019 By Sarah Kliff NY Times "Trump Likes to See Us Burn" on Veterans 
Day - VA Hospital Walter Reed Front Page Story in the NY Times Hell No. VA in 
todays NY Times is Virginia not VA Hospital or Judge. A War Crime! Judge in 



Virginia 2020 Ford WindmillCAR lawsuits have and Fiery Wrecks from Trump 
Like to see them burn, So common the local hospital MD's must be getting Trump 
Oil Perks, "Ballad Health", suing patients over unpaid medical bills double dipping 
and getting bone saw blood Money from Trump and $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 
The 160 cases at Walter Reed VA Hospital reviewed by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in art 
of the diagnosis published by the NY Times was censored on Veteran's Day 2019 as 
you reading this know 160 case histories of Veterans Hospital records would find 
more than 160 misdiagnosis by VA MD's at Walter Reed. A War Crime. By Sarah 
Kliff NY Times "Trump Likes to See Us Burn", 

11-9-2019 By Amy Wilentz NY Times "Trump Likes to See Us Burn", in fiery 
wrecks cheering each time he replays the fiery car crash when he knows the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's will have F-35 Radar well as all roads will have radar. Cost 
of this accessory is only $7 trillions out of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and Trump 
spent $7 Trillion on Homeland Security and Wars in the last couple years if you 
count 100 USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs and their 40 H-Bombs on each one. 



11-9-2019 Ms. Griscom had something of an advantage over some women in her 
position. She had always worked. There was the modeling, and when, as they 
inevitably would, the bookings stopped coming, there was a new job as a co-host 
with Matt Lauer of HBO Entertainment News, a fledgling show for which she was 
hired not for her intelligence or looks but because she could memorize scripts 
quickly. 

11-9-2019 Strangers wished Ms. Griscom a speedy recovery from what they 
assumed was an ankle sprain, but friends who knew better began scanning the 



Instagram posts like those from Paris for grim markers in the degeneration typical 
of the A.L.S., or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, which had been diagnosed in late 
2017. 

11-9-2019 “What happens is that the motor neurons that in healthy people are 
responsible for delivering messages from the brain to different parts of the body 
die,” Ms. Estess said. The muscles affected initially vary from person to person, as 
does the rate of degeneration. “There are those who are ravaged within six months 
of diagnosis, and there are outliers able to live in the two-to-five-year range,” Ms. 
Estess said. 

11-9-2019 CBS False Hope and No Manhattan Project for $7 Trillion. once thought 
of as incurable, and the tantalizing appearance of clinical trials suggesting effective 
treatment for A.L.S. may be at hand, “the realization and the heartbreak is that 
there’s nothing for you in this disease in 2019,” Ms. Estess said. 

11-9-2019 Ms. Griscom said — her voice by now sounding as though submerged — 
is that with A.L.S. the lithe and vital and beautiful body she had always relied on 
would inexorably close down around her. 

11-9-2019 Ms. Griscom remains intent on meeting her fate with gallantry, never 
thinking to visit the West Point Medical School or anyone of the grads who are in 
the same building in NYC. Still, on a reporter’s recent visit to the Park Avenue 
apartment to which Ms. Griscom and Mr. Piraino moved when their duplex 
became unnavigable, 1 Click Amazon links to ALS 1,001 IP invention projects is 
not promoted by anyone on Park Avenue NYC. NY Times got an A+ writing up 
Ms. Griscom's live journeys to Paris with no iMac and Mac Book Pro's at 
Starbucks in 2018 in her wheelchair. Rx Recipe Cure for ALS in every stage a Rx 
ALS latte was not on the 1 Click Amazon links with specs and genius tutors at Paris 
Starbucks. Park Avenue Class in Paris were at the Qatar Trump Casino's Roulette 
Wheel driving Gas engine cars not 2020 Ford windmillCAR's. Paris Elite and NY 
Times reporters must have a quote for this. 



11-9-2019 Until September 2018, Ms. Griscom remained largely functional. It was 
then that she began using a cane to walk. The cane was soon replaced by plastic 
crutches and then by use of a wheelchair. 

11-9-2019 Yet even at that, she continued to live, as she wrote in a text message, 
“fairly much as I always had,” traveling to Argentina with her fourth husband, 
Leonel Piraino, an Argentine real estate investor two decades her junior and a man 
she first encountered when he waited on her at the society hangout La Goulue; 
taking a trip down the Nile on a felucca; going on safari in Kenya. 

11-9-2019 “Navigating the bush with my cane and the odd wheelchair was perfectly 
acceptable,” she wrote. “I could eat like the foodie I’d been, talk my head off and 
more than hold my own at the bar.” 

11-9-2019 Cinderella with ALS and or Breast Cancer as a Disney Movie remake 
that would be Rated MD by the Movie industry in our New Universe of West Point 
Medical School and Yale Key West Medical School. 

11-9-2019 VA Day - Veterans Day 2019 $$$ $643 Million dollar NY Times 
Buildings 100's built in Qatar for their Vets and those who herd the Camels... 
12,000 of them just in Qatar. Many thousands more in Saudi Arabia living in 
godsent gas money $4 on the 4th of July USA. The New Palace's are these NYT 
Buildings in Mecca. VA Top brass will tour them... grin. 

11-9-2019 1,001 False Hope Cures for Olivia Newton John and Nobel Peace Prizes 



since the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR was in the 1980 Veterans Day Parade... 

11-9-2019 Hospitals sue Olivia Newton John for Medical Bills, Ballad, which 
operates the only hospital in Wise County and 20 others in Virginia and Tennessee, 
filed more than 6,700 medical debt lawsuits against patients last year. Ballad’s 
hospitals have brought at least 44,000 lawsuits since 2009, typically increasing the 
volume each year. 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019 
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here
Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product 
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity 
Engines in 2018

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages

11-8-2019 In all such cases, the hospitals prevail. Thanks to the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ $$$ 



11-8-2019 USA Legal Polygamous Marriages in the USA counting on 4 MD Yale 
Wife's getting 4 Nobles in Medicine, better odds at the Qatar Trump Casino than 4 
Moslem wife's in Qatar getting 4 Nobles in Medicine!!!! 

11-8-2019 Apple TV Prime 4 MD Wife's Star in ‘Medical School Kitchen', Art of 
the Diagnosis from Heart Attack Burgers and Trump Steak, Bacon, Eggs. Kindle 
sale of super computers simulations of what you eat for Breakfast. Analysis of Steve 
Jobs breakfast with Small Fry Lisa on a Kindle Super Computer simulation. This is 
not Gray's Anatomy on CBS. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects 
for; estrogen facilitates the elimination of cholesterol, lowering chances of heart 
disease, the No. 1 killer in higher income countries. Perhaps more important, 
estrogen has both anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidative properties not present in 
testosterone that improve immune function and response to biological stress. 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ having breakfast are not reading this or marking it down 
for a 1 Click Amazon invention projects link. 

1-8-2019 VA Day Vet's paid $2 Trillion to loot $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, gas 
station hold up in Miami, Cuba $$$ And the Top Brass at the VA got most of the 
trillions. Of Course, grin. 

1-8-2019 VA Day Vet's Trump's Foundation Money misused $$ 2 Trillion on VA 
Day Vets Day as $777 Trillion paid for the 2020 Ford Windmillcar by Prince 
Salman-Trump. Trump Ordered to Pay $2 Million to Charities for Misuse of 
Foundation. The president admitted he had used funds raised by the Donald J. 
Trump Foundation to promote his campaign and pay business debts. 



1-8-2019 VA Day Vet's Trump's Foundation Money misused $$ 2 Trillion on VA 
Day Vets Day A Song by Taylor Swift in Pink as Olivia Newton John will be in 
Taylor Swifts video singing the background VA Day Vets Day as I die on their 
Battlefield like a wife gunned down by 100's of Vets coming home from Baghdad 

1-8-2019 VA Day Vet's Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation misused for arms and 
legs as $777 Trillion from Prince Salman paid for Win 10 and Office. A War Crime 
not just misuse like Trump. 

1-8-2019 Editorial in the Times today; The Editorial Board. "The Billionaires Are 
Getting Nervous. Bill Gates and others warn that higher taxes would lead to lower 
growth. They have their facts backward. The Editors at the NY Times censor out 
Prince and King Salman paying Tax for Bill and Melinda Gates with $777 Trillion. 
These Editors have the memory of Mecca Riches and the Super Rich Palace, one 
for every Prince and there are 10,000 Prince's just in Saudi Arabia. Jews in the NY 
Times building today reading about Bill Gates in the editorial know about the 
wealth beyond belief from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. 

1-8-2019 Dentistry for all paid for by Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation... Disney 
Star Wars Galaxy Edge has a Star Wars Dentist 100's of them when you visit. 

1-8-2019 VA Day Vet's Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation misused Tuition for the 
Yale Key West Medical School and the West Point Medical School. Medical School 
Tuition Paid by Bill and Melinda Gates went to Saudi Arabia on their many visits 
to the Palace of Prince and King Salman not on the front page of the NY Times. 
Like Trump's visit to the Prince and Kings Palace. 



1-8-2019 VA Day VA Top Brass in NYC Vet's Day Parade will not be morning the 
dead in Baghdad but the $300 million a week in Oil Revenues flowing into NYC 
Banks $$$ War Crime! 

1-8-2019 VA Day Bloomberg Bid for the White House when his Foundation has $77 
Billion all made from 9/11 profits tracking 1,001 Oil Tankers on GPS since 9/11 
when 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's were kept from NYC Times... a war crime. 

1-8-2019 VA Day They Called 911. Then N.Y.P.D. Workers Sold the Data, Officials 
Say. 

1-8-2019 VA Day Paris Oil Company is owned by French Government. Macron 
Says NATO Is Experiencing ‘Brain Death’ Because of Trump. Marcon Inspired by 
Mona Lisa, Macon will open 24/7 Starbucks Paris with iMac and Mac Book Pro's 
at every Cafe Table to discover a Rx Recipe Pink Latte for Mona Lisa's breast 
cancer in millions of French women who otherwise will be left Brain Dead by 
Macron counting his Oil Revenues. $$$ 

1-8-2019 Times iPhone 12 Max Dash Cam, iTickets, iCop in your car. Old Times 
Mob Boss. Louis Eppolito attended Erasmus Hall High School in Brooklyn, where 
he played several sports and graduated in 1966. He got into bodybuilding, and was 
crowned Mr. New York City in 1967. Mr. Eppolito’s father died before his son 
entered the Police Academy. It was good timing. “He hated cops with a passion,” 
Mr. Eppolito told Ms. Raphael. But Louis Eppolito saw similarities between police 
officers and gangsters: Both lived by a strict code. And both, he believed, could 
deliver justice as they saw fit. iPhone 12 Mac caller ID will tell all. No need for a 
Novel. “Mafia Cops.” The nickname came easily: Mr. Eppolito had already written 



a memoir, “Mafia Cop: The Story of an Honest Cop Whose Family Was the Mob” 
(1992), in which he recounted his mob pedigree. The City of New York ultimately 
paid $18.4 million to settle wrongful death lawsuits filed by the relatives of seven of 
the eight men killed by Mr. Eppolito and Mr. Caracappa. Another $9.9 million — a 
record payout at the time for the city — went to a man who spent 19 years of a 20-
year sentence in prison before his murder conviction was overturned, after 
evidence emerged that Mr. Eppolito had framed him. 

1-8-2019 NYC will pay out $777 Trillion for $4 gas on the 4th of July USA! 

11-8-2019 What to Know Before Buying Shares in Saudi Arabia’s Oil Company? 
By ELLEN R. WALD Page A27 A28 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's... Driven to 
confiscate $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks all Saudi Oil Money from Miami, Cuba gas 
station hold ups. $4 gas on the 4th of July USA, a song by Taylor Swift in Pink as 
Olivia Newton John will be in Taylor Swifts video. 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019 
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here
Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product 
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity 
Engines in 2018

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



1,800 Page Web 3 megs Ran Out of Memory on my PC Click Here its HTML as I 
don't have enough memory to make it a PDF, Thanks Greg

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf 
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10



11-8-2019 "If People Were Paid by Ability, Inequality Would Plummet. Well 
instead of getting 50,000 H-Bombs from the Top Brass and Truman who fired 
Oppenheimer for wanting to build the Gravity Engine Car instead we would get 
equality of MIT War Toys for a Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge Society. Aliens 
have not attacked Earth yet and we the CIA has no way to listen to them today but 
if Oppenheimer was given a part time job at Los Alamos we would be Universe 
literate today. MAD minds are still in control of Los Alamos today. Olivia Newton 
John with several Rx Recipes was not allowed into the Lab. Trump has visited 
every General in the USA and has no plans on a visit to Los Alamos, his advisors 
convinced him to say away from Los Alamos scientists for good reasons. Gravity 
and a Rx Pink Recipe for Breast Cancer... Trump-Truman again. 

11-8-2019 

11-8-2019 In One Day 30,000 people pass through the 'room' where Leonardo’s 
painting hangs, not one thinking to Cure Breast Cancer! Inspired by Mona Lisa, 
Greg! 24/7 Greg will be open, one day this room will be open 24/7 Starbucks Rome 
- Paris too with iMac and Mac Book Pro's at every Cafe Table too. 

11-7-2019 Visitors to the Louvre to see the Mona Lisa... her Breast Cancer 
Diagnosis and Starbucks Rx Recipe Pink Latte Cure of all Stages of breast cancer 
in 8 days, a Miracle Cure Pope Francis will help pay for from Saudi Donations 
from King Salman... $$$. 

11-7-2019 Starbucks Rx Recipe Pink Latte Cure of all Stages of breast cancer in 8 
days cost $7 Trillion and is a Manhattan Project at Los Alamos with 100,000 
Scientists-MD's working not harassed at Los Alamos Starbucks like Greg is in Key 
West Starbucks today. 

30,000 people pass through the 'room' where Leonardo’s painting hangs, not one 



thinking to Cure Breast Cancer! Inspired by Mona Lisa, Greg! 

11-7-2019 Legal Polygamous Marriages in the USA counted, counting on 4 MD 
Wife's getting 4 Nobles in Medicine by the ruling class and the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ. 

11-7-2019 Unmarried Couples Gain in Numbers, but Survey Finds Married Ones 
May Be Happier. Financial considerations have contributed to a jump in the 
number of unmarried couples in the United States who live together, according to a 
survey by the Pew Research Center. 

11-7-2019 Legal Polygamous Marriages in the USA from 0 percent from 50 percent 
in one year... Rome, Paris, London too. 

11-7-2019 NY Times in the last 3 months earned $44 million in adjusted profit. 
1,700 newsroom staffers, not telling us how many are from Kelly Temps and Day 
Labor. The majority of the new additions, about 209,000, paid for the main news 
product. The rest came from subscriptions to the Crossword and Cooking 
products. InventBook, is censored for now. $619 million on the 52-story building, 
designed by the architect Renzo Piano, and moved into the space in 2007. Two 
years later, the company entered into a sale-leaseback agreement and raised $225 
million to help pay down its debts. The deal came with an option to buy the 
building back in 2019. The effective interest rate on the loan was about 13 percent. 



11-7-2019 40,000 52 Story Buildings in Qatar at $1 Billion equals - a war crime 
from gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba! 

11-7-2019 40, 52 Story Buildings in Key West for the Yale Key West Medical 
School will change Key West as Much as ROTC on Yale Campus kicked off for 



Vietnam back for Saudi Students at Yale New Haven the New Rich. 

11-7-2019 Kerry has a 2020 Rolls Royce WindmillCAR at Harvard he test drove 
from Yale, and didn't fall asleep at the wheel... like some Yale grads did. Deadly 
Crash too. 1,001 IP invention projects on the front page of the NY Times, Boston 
Times. Hell No We Won't Go! 

11-7-2019 VA no work of art should make people miserable + wounded. Let Paris’s 
millions of future women Mona Lisa enjoy the art of the Diagnosis Cure for Breast 
Cancer War Victory, the shopping, the sweets and the selfies without the Torture 
by the VA stifling their Rx Recipe Pink Latte at Paris Starbucks so Trump can lead 
a NYC non-Pink Parade with Bone Saw Blood Money in his NYC Bank from 
protection money Prince Salman paid him. 

11-7-2019 Trump will Drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR not Pink 1 Million Paris 
women will die from Breast Cancer in 2019. Snubbing Vets want it all from the VA 
on Veterans Day and Trump rapes women so he will lead the Veterans Day Parade 
in NYC on Monday not in a Pink tie or 2020 Ford WindmillCAR a Pink one but in 
a Hummer II costing $1 Trillion. A War Crime in the War on Pink Cancer. Will 
Return $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA to Vets. For Veterans Day. The president is 
going to help kick off the Veterans Day Parade on Monday, Driving the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's and giving away $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues all in Mecca today... 
$$$a It’s Time to Take Down the Mona Lisa. It's Time to appoint Dr. Mona Lisa 
Sanders MD head of the VA. Put a Art of the Diagnosis on the Top Brass who take 
the Bone Saw not to cure but wound more Vets fighting for $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues. Moscow just invaded Baghdad for it's $300 million a week in oil 
revenues the USA gets. Believe it or not Putin wants this $$$ $300 million a week 
and will wound millions to get it to Moscow. MAD is not just for H-Bombs. It's for 
Oil $$$ Revenues. 

11-7-2019 What to Know Before Buying Shares in Saudi Arabia’s Oil Company? 
By ELLEN R. WALD Page A27 A28 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's... Driven to 



confiscate $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks all Saudi Oil Money from Miami, Cuba gas 
station hold ups. $4 gas on the 4th of July USA, a song by Taylor Swift in Pink as 
Olivia Newton John will be in Taylor Swifts video. 

30,000 people pass through the 'room' where Leonardo’s painting hangs, not one 
thinking to Cure Breast Cancer! Inspired by Mona Lisa, Greg! 

11-7-2019 VA no work of art should make people miserable + wounded. Flint’s 
Children Suffer in Class After Years of Drinking the Lead-Poisoned Water, city’s 
schools, stretched even before the lead crisis via Spray Painted Black Clouds of 
Diesel infecting the DNA of School Children creating the largest Special Olympics 
Kids in any US City but Key West as Duval is still covered with the soot of Diesel 
from Decades. 

11-7-2019 VA no workers in Flint are covered by the VA but will be, all the 
Children in Special Olympics, a war crime! 

11-7-2019 What to Know Before Buying Shares in Saudi Arabia’s Oil Company? 
By ELLEN R. WALD Page A27 A28 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's... Driven to 
confiscate $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks all Saudi Oil Money from Miami, Cuba gas 
station hold ups. $4 gas on the 4th of July USA, a song by Taylor Swift in Pink as 
Olivia Newton John will be in Taylor Swifts video. 

30,000 people pass through the 'room' where Leonardo’s painting hangs, not one 



thinking to Cure Breast Cancer! Inspired by Mona Lisa, Greg! 

11-7-2019 VA no way out of a War Crimes Trial for the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 
crashed... VA spreading disinformation about the gasoline engine cars and the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAr to vets who want to Drive to inventing the Gravity Engine Car 
today sit around the VA not inventing anything on 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP 
on AI with links specs and Genius tutors. Not at the VA. 

11-7-2019 What to Know Before Buying Shares in Saudi Arabia’s Oil Company? 
By ELLEN R. WALD Page A27 A28 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's... Driven to 
confiscate $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks all Saudi Oil Money from Miami, Cuba gas 
station hold ups. $4 gas on the 4th of July USA, a song by Taylor Swift in Pink as 
Olivia Newton John will be in Taylor Swifts video. 

30,000 people pass through the 'room' where Leonardo’s painting hangs, not one 
thinking to Cure Breast Cancer! Inspired by Mona Lisa, Greg! 

11-7-2019 VA arrested for Tweets; Former Twitter Employees Charged With 
Spying for Saudi Arabia. The Justice Department’s charges raised questions about 
the security of technology companies. By KATE CONGER, MIKE ISAAC, KATIE 
BENNER and NICOLE PERLROTH The VA, Saudi regime is trying to silence any 
voices for freedom to cure breast cancer win the war on cancer. Early Problems as 
Trump’s Signature Veterans’ Health Plan Rolls Out - will not roll over the VIP 
Saudi Arabia gets MD's from Trump. No Drunk Admiral MD's. Venting... ha. Are 
you a Admiral MD alcoholic and no you are better than a sober Admiral MD yes 
we believe you, Trump does. 



11-7-2019 What to Know Before Buying Shares in Saudi Arabia’s Oil Company? 
By ELLEN R. WALD Page A27 A28 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's... Driven to 
confiscate $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks all Saudi Oil Money from Miami, Cuba gas 
station hold ups. $4 gas on the 4th of July USA, a song by Taylor Swift in Pink as 
Olivia Newton John will be in Taylor Swifts video. 

30,000 people pass through the 'room' where Leonardo’s painting hangs, not one 
thinking to Cure Breast Cancer! Inspired by Mona Lisa, Greg! 

11-7-2019 VA with Saudi Arabia Bone Saws and Oil Revenue Blood Money - 
Dangers of censoring the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Riding While Drunk and 
Other Dangers of the Electric Scooter Craze" By PATRICK MCGEEHAN Inside 
the High-Stakes Race to Build the World’s First West Point Medical School and 
culture of a Medical School on Campus. Not the ROTC on Yale Campus after 
kicked out in Vietnam. Yale Medical School Campus at West Point will have the 
same Shock Value plus the cadets will all drive the 2020 Ford WindmillCar to 
influence them. And will be tested on the 1980 Jimmy Carter - Teddy Kennedy 
WindmillCAR. 

11-7-2019 West Point Medical School grad... Could the First Female Mayor of New 
York be a Retired Army General? By JEFFERY C. MAYS Page A21 

11-7-2019 What to Know Before Buying Shares in Saudi Arabia’s Oil Company? 
By ELLEN R. WALD Page A27 A28 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's... Driven to 
confiscate $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks all Saudi Oil Money from Miami, Cuba gas 
station hold ups. $4 gas on the 4th of July USA, a song by Taylor Swift in Pink as 
Olivia Newton John will be in Taylor Swifts video. 



30,000 people pass through the 'room' where Leonardo’s painting hangs, not one 
thinking to Cure Breast Cancer! Inspired by Mona Lisa, Greg! 



New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019 
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here



Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product 
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity 
Engines in 2018

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



1,800 Page Web 3 megs Ran Out of Memory on my PC Click Here its HTML as I 
don't have enough memory to make it a PDF, Thanks Greg

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf 
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10



11-7-2019 CIA analysts believe those attacks may be motivated by score settling, 
ethnic tension, monetary gain or personal disputes rather than terrorism driven by 
ideology or religion. Gunmen in Burkina Faso killed at least 37 people Wounded 60 
on Wednesday in an attack on a convoy carrying employees, suppliers and 
contractors of a Canadian mining company, one of the deadliest episodes in a 
recent tide of violence that has gripped the West African nation. The mining 
company, Semafo, which is based in Montreal, is based on Oil and Gold mine not 
the Mind of those in Faso Driving a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. Home from the 
Semafo Gold Mine. Boungou mine, an open-pit gold mine. Semafo began moving 
foreign employees by helicopter between Burkina Faso’s cities and its mines. It also 
said that it had tightened protection for locally hired employees who continued to 
travel by bus. A native of Windsor, Ontario, Ian Austen was educated in Toronto 
and currently lives in Ottawa. He has reported for The Times about Canada for 
more than a decade. War Crimes by Elite in Canada. 

11-7-2019 What to Know Before Buying Shares in Saudi Arabia’s Oil Company? 
By ELLEN R. WALD Page A27 A28 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's... Driven to 
confiscate $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks all Saudi Oil Money from Miami, Cuba gas 
station hold ups. $4 gas on the 4th of July USA, a song by Taylor Swift in Pink as 
Olivia Newton John will be in Taylor Swifts video. 

30,000 people pass through the 'room' where Leonardo’s painting hangs, not one 
thinking to Cure Breast Cancer! Inspired by Mona Lisa, Greg! 

11-7-2019 Jeff Sessions Will Run to Reclaim Alabama Senate Seat. Run to Claim 
Alabama as rich as Boston. No Sessions will keep Alabama at No. 50 last in 
everything but Syphilis and gas station hold up. Status Quo of George with Jimmy 
Carter is not much higher in the statistics. Boston will not Run to help Alabama, 
Harvard has a new campus in Qatar. Grin. Social War Crimes. Boston, Long Led 
by White Men, Votes in New Guard... Don’t Let Trump Make You Numb to 
What’s Unacceptable - Sessions rated last in his Alabama Class. Jimmy Carter is 49 
for Georgia. Qatar is #1 in the World with 40,000 Trump Towers built while Jimmy 
Carter was building one Habitat fort Humanity home. Sick Minds. 



11-7-2019 What to Know Before Buying Shares in Saudi Arabia’s Oil Company? 
By ELLEN R. WALD Page A27 A28 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's... Driven to 
confiscate $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks all Saudi Oil Money from Miami, Cuba gas 
station hold ups. $4 gas on the 4th of July USA, a song by Taylor Swift in Pink as 
Olivia Newton John will be in Taylor Swifts video. 



11-7-2019 Broken Glass Flat Tires in Moscow, Streets and Bike Path Secrets. 
MOSCOW — The Lebedev Physics Institute in Moscow helped the Soviet Union 
detonate its first nuclear bomb, figured out how to build a hydrogen bomb and has 
stood for decades in the vanguard of Russian scientific achievement. Seven of its 
scientists have won Nobel Prizes. So it came as a shock last week when, shortly 
before celebrations to mark the 85th anniversary of the illustrious institute’s 
founding, its halls were suddenly swarming with security officers wearing masks 
and armed with automatic weapons. They searched the office of the institute’s 



director, Nikolai N. Kolachevsky, and questioned him for six hours about a 
supposed plot to export military-use glass windows. Los Alamos Bike Paths with 
broken glass. Secret Glass. IP invention project Glass Wine Glass that will never 
break invented. Not Yet. 

11-7-2019 Legal Polygamous Marriages in the USA counted, counting on 4 MD 
Wife's getting 4 Nobles in Medicine by the ruling class and the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ. 

11-7-2019 Unmarried Couples Gain in Numbers, but Survey Finds Married Ones 
May Be Happier. Financial considerations have contributed to a jump in the 
number of unmarried couples in the United States who live together, according to a 
survey by the Pew Research Center. 

11-7-2019 Legal Polygamous Marriages in the USA from 0 percent from 50 percent 
in one year... 

11-6-2019 Visitors to the Louvre to see the Mona Lisa. Each day, 30,000 people pass 
through the gallery where Leonardo’s painting hangs, according to the museum’s 
director General. 30,000 are wounded in War's around the World fighting over 
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues Each Day! When the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR is the 
Miracle Cure, Nobel Peace Prize not given out but given to Jimmy Carter! 



11-6-2019 Mona Lisa is back in her regular spot, on a freestanding wall that’s been 
repainted an admittedly chic Prussian blue. Pink War has been lost by Mona Lisa 
and Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. 1 Million Paris women will die from Breast Cancer in 
2019. Snubbing Vets want it all from the VA on Veterans Day and Trump rapes 
women so he will lead the Veterans Day Parade in NYC on Monday not in a Pink 
tie or 2020 Ford WindmillCAR a Pink one but in a Hummer II costing $1 Trillion. 
A War Crime in the War on Pink Cancer. 

11-6-2019 VA no work of art should make people miserable + wounded. Let Paris’s 
millions of future women Mona Lisa enjoy the art of the Diagnosis Cure for Breast 
Cancer War Victory, the shopping, the sweets and the selfies without the Torture 
by the VA stifling their Rx Recipe Pink Latte at Paris Starbucks so Trump can lead 
a NYC non-Pink Parade with Bone Saw Blood Money in his NYC Bank from 
protection money Prince Salman paid him. 

Katrina age 10, Mary Kennedy age 10 NYC Cops can't give them AI inside 
information to save their life! 19K 



11-6-2019 Cops + the Murdered Wife with 5 Kids. Game-Changer’ 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ will Let Detective's tell Katrina at 10 below and Mary Kennedy, he 
bought the Judge !! Domestic War's Battlefields today. "Suicide Has Been Deadlier 
Than Combat for the Military" Mary Kennedy and Katrina at 10 have been 
murdered by the thousands by the rich man buying the Judge in the USA. Suicide 
in the Military at the Pentagon they keep statistics for Mary Kennedy the NY 
Times will not write up in the Domestic War's Battlefields Suicide has been 
Deadlier than Domestic Murders. Write this article at the NY Times. Hell No! 

11-6-2019 Trump’s Tweets: Should the Media Just Ignore Them Like the Tweets of 
Dr. Lisa Sanders MD are Ignored by the White House MD the Drunk Admiral who 
the Yale Professor would fire from his MD job at the White House if not for 
Trumps Tweets; on how good the Admiral MD is... not the Yale MD Professor and 
this is now our Culture. Trump walked out on a Nobel in Medicine with Kim not 
putting sanctions on Tobacco, instead he puts sanctions on Kim when 1 million are 
murdered by Tobacco just in the USA. 

11-6-2019 Cops + the Murdered; Culture of Starbucks and Popeyes; fatally stabbed 
another man in an altercation while waiting for the new Popeyes chicken sandwich 
in Maryland on Monday night. The police are also searching for a woman who is 
wanted for questioning. Kevin Tyrell Davis, 28, who had cut a line designated 
specifically for customers ordering the sandwich, was confronted by another 
customer once he reached the counter, Chief Hank Stawinski of the Prince 
George’s County Police Department said at a news conference on Tuesday. 

11-6-2019 Culture of Popeyes is not going to open a store at Yale Key West Medical 
School, Starbucks will with iMac and Mac Book pro's at every Cafe Table. With a 
Rx Latte Menu, Grin. 

11-6-2019 Moscow is plunging deeper into a war of armed drones in a strategic hot 
spot rich with oil, Russia a surveillance state deep in the cravings for $777 Trillion 
in Oil Revenues, Putin visited the Palace's of Prince and King Salman so many 
times he is drunk on the richest of oil in a 1984 World. Wow $$$ 

11-6-2019 Moscow; $1 Trillion dollar MIT Drones $$$ Designed to track 
insurgents, it has nine camera sensors that can both monitor entire cities and zoom 
in on multiple moving targets at once. 

11-6-2019 $2 Trillion dollar MIT Drone will pick up the GPS from the iPhones on 
the ground... grin 

1984 in the NY Times today; click here you will not believe what Lora wrote and 
got printed, Lora almost reported the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's



2 White Men at 1984 HQ have her on audio; Among the calls listed in the newly 
public records in Ms. Zervos’s suit is one that Mr. Trump made to her on Dec. 21, 
2007, that lasted about three minutes. 2 White Men in 2007 recoded all cell calls. 
NY Times By Ed Shanahan knew this and censored it out. Read the NY Times 
"1984" article above and you will know for sure cell calls in 2007 at Christmas 
were recoded by these 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

11-6-2019 $1 Trillion dollar caller ID on the iPhone 12 Max. She got a call from 
Trump on her Caller ID. "Trump Called Woman Who Accused Him of Sexual 
Assault, Records Show" By ED SHANAHAN Page A18 Page A19 The caller ID on 
her iPhone 12 Max should and could show her all Trumps Syphilis, STD's, Rapes, 
Fights with Ivanka's Mother... Game Changer is needed by the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ to get Apple and Tim Cook to put this caller ID into the iPhone 12 Max. 

11-6-2019 Starbucks surveillance state. Franz Kafka’s “The Trial,” in which a man 
is told he’s guilty but is never told of what, and plods under endless, uncoordinated 
bureaucracy, is more useful than Big Brother to describe our big-data reality, said 
Daniel Solove, a professor at the George Washington University Law School. Mr. 
Solove does not think that one metaphor is inherently better or worse; he just wants 
whatever we use to get an accurate diagnosis... without the Yale Key West Medical 
School and 25 Hospital Ships, Humans and Jewish Aliens at Sirius on Apple TV 
Prime live streaming. $1 Trillion dollar MIT Drones bought by the Pentagon. 
“Gorgon Stare” is the name of a surveillance drone flown by the Pentagon over 
battlefields like Afghanistan and Iraq. Designed to track insurgents, it has nine 
camera sensors that can both monitor entire cities and zoom in on multiple moving 
targets at once. Its dystopian edge is no accident: Its engineers appear to have been 
inspired by the 1998 blockbuster movie “Enemy of the State,” in which Will 
Smith’s character is persistently (and wrongly) surveilled. $1 Trillion each for these 
MIT Drones today. I mailed Dad a Copy of “Enemy of the State,” and he watched 
the DVD several times and I told him this was Key West. " In Baltimore, when the 
city started secretly surveilling citizens a few years ago using technology similar to 
Gorgon Stare..." By Lora Kelley. Ms. Kelley is an assistant to the editorial board at 
the NY Times. 

1984 in the NY Times today; click here you will not believe what Lora wrote and 
got printed, Lora almost reported the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's

11-6-2019 How to Get the Most Out of National Novel Writing Month, Embrace 
your messy first draft like Greg did with his first 2 books on Amazon. Next is the 
writing class at the Hemingway House in Key West on iMac, and Mac Book Pro's 
with app that lets 100 write on the same page. This is a 1,001 IP invention projects 



Nobel Novel to get a Culture that gets 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year. Utopia 
Medical Novel that is possible at Disney Galaxy Edge today with West Point 
Medical Schools!! And the Yale Key West Medical School. Dr. Oppenheimer MD at 
Los Alamos will get many medical miracle cures and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 
know this today. 

11-6-2019 Oil Company and the Elite Owners cravings for $777 Trillion in Riches 
like Saudi Arabia; Mormon Family Massacre Stuns Mexico, Laying Bare 
Government’s Helplessness to Drive Mormons and Mexico to the 2020 Ford 
WinmdillCAR Culture, free of these murders. Not just these Mormon but the other 
100,000 murders in the last decade related to the cravings of Oil $$$ by the 
Mexican Elite. 

11-6-2019 Trump will Drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR; Will Return $4 Gas on the 
4th of July USA to Vets. For Veterans Day. The president is going to help kick off 
the Veterans Day Parade on Monday, Driving the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and 
giving away $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues all in Mecca today... 

11-6-2019 

Culture of Katrina... Starbucks at Katrina will not call the Key West Cops on her... 
grin! Help her not harass her like Greg in Key West. 



Culture of Katrina... Starbucks at Katrina will not call the Key West Cops on her... 
grin! Help her not harass her like Greg in Key West. 

Invention Culture a Real Nobel Peace Prize not a Jimmy Carter Scam. 500 Genius 
Cops with iMac's and 1,001 Crime Statistics for Mary Kennedy, he bought the 
Judge !! Domestic War's Battlefields today. 
Katrina age 10 



Katrina age 10 

TAMPA — A Florida woman who state troopers say was driving with her 10-
month-old grandchild on her lap when she crashed into an Interstate 4 guard rail is 
now facing DUI manslaughter 

Katrina age 10 500 NYC Subway Cops can save her life at 10 sitting on grandmas 
lap driving... how? The 2 White Men at 1984 HQ let the 500 cops in the NYC 
Subway get into the car with inside information AI for 10 year olds in the Subway 
who will die behind a steering wheel... not in the NYC subway. 

Invention Culture a Real Nobel Peace Prize not a Jimmy Carter Scam. 500 Genius 
Cops with iMac's and 1,001 Crime Statistics for Mary Kennedy, he bought the 
Judge !! Domestic War's Battlefields today. "Suicide Has Been Deadlier Than 
Combat for the Military" 



11-5-2019 Culture!!Our times rivalry's relationship between 4 Wife' Marriage in 
the USA to Marry 4 MD women from Yale Medical School. Rivals Mecca with No 
"Nobels in Medicine" with so many Wife's wasting their Life with Mohammed, 
grin. 

11-5-2019 Iran Culture with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Adds Advanced 
Centrifuges, Further Weakening Nuclear Deal" USA and Iran Culture prohibits 
spending $1 Trillion on Mac and iMac and Mac Book Pro's at every Cafe Table in 
Paris and Starbucks By DAVID E. SANGER and RICHARD PÉREZ-PEÑA 
Starbucks Culture; OCALA — One of the guards accused of beating a female 
inmate so severely she was left paralyzed has previously been accused of trading 
cigarettes for sex, insubordination, harassing inmates. 

11-5-2019 Key West Culture in the Citizen Newspaper; Without a Yale Key West 
Medical School art of the diagnosis on... iguanas, chickens in the Montessori 
Children's School of Key West Preschool in Key West, Address: 1221 Varela St, 
Key West, kids waking around Chickens and Iguanas Road Kill touching them... 
kids. Sue City Hall after a death. Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD at 
Yale not City Hall idiots with no MD. Conch Drunks on Duval, 1,001 a year ruined 
lives and expensive lawyers. “Why do people shoot iguanas? Sure, they may eat 
some plants, but how big a problem or cost can that be? They are entertaining, rare 
creatures not seen in other parts of Florida, defenseless and exciting for visitors to 
see, soon to become extinct if this unfair and defenseless behavior continues. They 
are a part of Key West, as are roosters and conch.” “If you try to justify without a 
MD Diagnosis. Black Cat Takes the Field at N.F.L. Game. A Cowboys-Giants 
Monday Night Football match was interrupted by something arguably more 
exciting: a cat that was unconcerned with the N.F.L.’s rules. By DANIEL VICTOR 
Dr. Dan MD would have noticed the cats walk, healthy or sick walk and written 
this up with the headlines, starving cat looking for a home would have made a 
better story! 

11-5-2019 DUI test machines in the NY Times yesterday, Today DUI Road Kill. 
"Mother Dies After Halloween Crash That Killed Husband and Toddler" A DUI 
driver hit the entire family, and faces charges of driving under the influence and 
gross vehicular manslaughter, the police said. By MARIEL PADILLA and AIMEE 
ORTIZ Yale or Harvard lawyer will tell the Judge the NY Times wrote up the 
Breath test Machines as broken and he the DUI driver will go free... thanks to the 



NY Times. 

11-5-2019 8:30 AM Starbucks working on a Nobel at the conference table with a 
beam under the table not designed by anyone working on a Noble for Starbucks 
conference tables, grin. No wonder why Starbucks does not have a brand of Office 
Chairs. Ha! Dianne is AWOL MIA today. I invited all the Starbucks workers to my 
Nobel in Stockholm and they said yes even if Starbucks outlaws it for employees. 
Grin. 

11-5-2019 New Starbucks in SF (Library) Is $41.5 Million Masterpiece Roasting 
Coffee Beans. But About Those Stairs. 

11-5-2019 $$$ At Every Moslem Palace; “‘Gold mine’ might be overstating the 
issue,” Kerry and his $777 Trillion in cash on pallets is the New Gold Mind! ...he 
said in an email, “but depending on how much time she his captured Sister spent 
around Baghdadi, it could be significant. Not only can she help piece together 
important facts about his life and history, but she could also have an insider’s 
knowledge of how ISIS was structured or some insight into the group’s decision-
making.” Oil Revenues and MIT War Toys not iMac are all group decision-
makes... they all make the same decision MIT War Toys not iMac's. This poor 
sister mind as well be tortured by Turkey for her inside incites on Gravity. 

11-5-2019 "Nearly 500 Prisoners Freed on a Single Day" Flowing to Apple's HQ 
Steve Jobs Theater to watch all the torture videos of Steve and Olivia Newton 
John... told to invent a cure for cancer or leave! 



11-5-2019 2 White Men at 1984 HQ Cultured; "Nearly 500 Prisoners Freed on a 
Single Day" By KRISTI EATON and RICHARD A. OPPEL JR. Page A9 A10 499 
battered, raped, women censored from follow up stories. 

11-5-2019 2 White Men at 1984 HQ "Weaken Rules Governing Toxic Water 
Pollution From Coal Plants" By LISA FRIEDMAN Xi in China knows these 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ and knows Xi just built 1 million New Gas Stations and 
1,001 are leaking gasoline into the water supply. MIT Statistics on a IBM Super 
computer could have told us this too. But Statistics AI's like these are not on a 
Amazon Kindle. Yet, Grin. 

11-5-2019 Xi Jinping Endorses Dr. Carrie Lam MD, Embattled Hong Kong Leader. 
The Chinese president gave strong backing to the Hong Kong MD's! After they 
graduate from the Yale Key West Medical School with advanced degrees in Art of 
the Diagnosis... 

11-5-2019 On the other, the court could require statistical proof of the likelihood 
that the owners of cars whose licenses had been suspended are still driving.Adam 
Liptak covers the Supreme Court and writes Sidebar, a column on legal 
developments. A graduate of Yale Law School, he practiced law for 14 years before 
joining The Times in 2002. Yale Law School Campus and Harvard Law School 
Campus will be closed when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR drives into Yale and 
Harvard Campus. The Law School Campus will be given to the Yale and Harvard 
Medical Schools. Adam Liptak covers the Supreme Court and writes Sidebar, a 
column on legal developments. A graduate of Yale Law School, he practiced law for 
14 years before joining The Times in 2002. Gasoline Law at the Supreme Courts... 
Paris! “It’s a revolutionary decision,” Justice Alito said, War Crimes by Yale and 
Harvard Law Schools after the 1980 invention of the Ford WindmillCAR for Yale 
and Harvard Greed of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, $4 gas on the 4th of July 
Cheers at Yale and Harvard. 



11-4-2019 9:30 AM Dianne Kaiser the Starbucks manager on Roosevelt just came 
up to me in front of all the 1984 Observers watching on Video and told me no 
extension cords. I told her she was stifling my working on a Nobel Prize and was 
demanding and I ended the conversation with I will take pictures of others with 
extension cords tomorrow and show her. No telling what the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ are doing. 

11-5-2019 Iran Culture with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Adds Advanced 
Centrifuges, Further Weakening Nuclear Deal" USA and Iran Culture prohibits 
spending $1 Trillion on Mac and iMac and Mac Book Pro's at every Cafe Table in 
Paris and Starbucks By DAVID E. SANGER and RICHARD PÉREZ-PEÑA 
Starbucks Culture; OCALA — One of the guards accused of beating a female 
inmate so severely she was left paralyzed has previously been accused of trading 
cigarettes for sex, insubordination, harassing inmates. 

11-5-2019 Apple Culture Without a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR; Apple Commits $2.5 
Billion to Ease California Housing Crunch. The plan includes $1 billion for an 
affordable housing investment fund and another $1 billion to help first-time buyers 
find mortgages." 

11-5-2019 Tips at Starbucks, Hotels, Hemingway House Tour Guides are spent on 
Florida Lottery Tickets. Push to Raise Minimum Wage Goes Local, at Airports and 
Hotels By Nelson D. Schwartz NY Times $$$ Temps from Day Labor and Kelly 
Temps bare-minimum wage for workers at the lowest rung of the economic ladder 
buy the most Florida lotto tickets. 1,000,000 “Picking winners and losers and 
creating a patchwork of conflicting and confusing local standards is just bad 
policy.” City Hall NYC and Key West knows who buys the most Florida lotto 
tickets and this is censored from the NY Times and Key West Citizen Newspaper. 
Editorials. $$$ By Nelson D. Schwartz NY Times 



11-5-2019 Qatar Culture without a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 40,000 Trump 
Towers, even one for the 12,000 who herd Camels. 

Starbucks Harassment writing for a Nobel Prize today... 

11-5-2019 8:30 AM Starbucks working on a Nobel at the conference table with a 
beam under the table not designed by anyone working on a Noble for Starbucks 
conference tables, grin. No wonder why Starbucks does not have a brand of Office 
Chairs. Ha! Dianne is AWOL MIA today. I invited all the Starbucks workers to my 
Nobel in Stockholm and they said yes even if Starbucks outlaws it for employees. 
Grin. 

Starbucks surveillance state. Franz Kafka’s “The Trial,” in which a man is told 
he’s guilty but is never told of what, and plods under endless, uncoordinated 
bureaucracy, is more useful than Big Brother to describe our big-data reality, said 
Daniel Solove, a professor at the George Washington University Law School. Mr. 
Solove does not think that one metaphor is inherently better or worse; he just wants 
whatever we use to get an accurate diagnosis... without the Yale Key West Medical 
School and 25 Hospital Ships, Humans and Jewish Aliens at Sirius on Apple TV 
Prime live streaming. $1 Trillion dollar MIT Drones bought by the Pentagon. 
“Gorgon Stare” is the name of a surveillance drone flown by the Pentagon over 
battlefields like Afghanistan and Iraq. Designed to track insurgents, it has nine 
camera sensors that can both monitor entire cities and zoom in on multiple moving 
targets at once. Its dystopian edge is no accident: Its engineers appear to have been 
inspired by the 1998 blockbuster movie “Enemy of the State,” in which Will 
Smith’s character is persistently (and wrongly) surveilled. $1 Trillion each for these 
MIT Drones today. I mailed Dad a Copy of “Enemy of the State,” and he watched 
the DVD several times and I told him this was Key West. " In Baltimore, when the 
city started secretly surveilling citizens a few years ago using technology similar to 



Gorgon Stare..." By Lora Kelley. Ms. Kelley is an assistant to the editorial board at 
the NY Times. 

1984 in the NY Times today; click here you will not believe what Lora wrote and 
got printed, Lora almost reported the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's

11-4-2019 9:30 AM Dianne Kaiser the Starbucks manager on Roosevelt just came 
up to me in front of all the 1984 Observers watching on Video and told me no 
extension cords. I told her she was stifling my working on a Nobel Prize and was 
demanding and I ended the conversation with I will take pictures of others with 
extension cords tomorrow and show her. No telling what the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ are doing. 

11-5-2019 Iran Culture with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Adds Advanced 
Centrifuges, Further Weakening Nuclear Deal" USA and Iran Culture prohibits 
spending $1 Trillion on Mac and iMac and Mac Book Pro's at every Cafe Table in 
Paris and Starbucks By DAVID E. SANGER and RICHARD PÉREZ-PEÑA 
Starbucks Culture; OCALA — One of the guards accused of beating a female 
inmate so severely she was left paralyzed has previously been accused of trading 
cigarettes for sex, insubordination, harassing inmates. 

11-4-2019 9:30 AM Dianne Kaiser the Starbucks manager on Roosevelt just came 
up to me in front of all the 1984 Observers watching on Video and told me no 
extension cords. I told her she was stifling my working on a Nobel Prize and was 
demanding and I ended the conversation with I will take pictures of others with 
extension cords tomorrow and show her. No telling what the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ are doing. 



11-4-2019 9:30 AM Dianne Kaiser the Starbucks manager on Roosevelt just came 
up to me in front of all the 1984 Observers watching on Video and told me no 
extension cords. I told her she was stifling my working on a Nobel Prize and was 
demanding and I ended the conversation with I will take pictures of others with 
extension cords tomorrow and show her. No telling what the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ are doing. 

11-4-2019 "Gas Station Hold Ups in NYC and Miami, Cuba in a Cop Show; The 
New York Police Department, like other law enforcement agencies, has created a 
podcast that delves into its most interesting cases." By PETER LIBBEY 



11-4-2019 Flood of IP invention Projects and 1,001 Nobels in Medicine in 2020, and 
No Oil. Steve Jobs tortured death. “1984” ad for the Macintosh computer during 
the 1984 Super Bowl. Look this up on YouTube. Discover your own Rx Recipe for a 
cancer cure by Steve Jobs. Conferring status on supposedly ahead-of-the-curve 
Apple users. Flood of Generals from West Point out ranks the flood of MD's from 
the World's Medical Schools at the same Time's because the Flood of Oil Money 
went to the West Point Generals, who read the Secret File on Gregs Amazon Book. 
2020 Ford "Mar-a-Lago" WindmillCAR's. These secret files could be a class at 
West Point Today. Not at any of the World's Medical Schools though. Yale Key 
West Medical School with 25 Hospital Ships when built will be a class at all of the 
World Medical Schools. Increased desire to save the life of millions of Olivia 
Newton John who are following her. West Point will not 

11-4-2019 Flood of Oil Is Coming, Complicating Efforts to Fight Global Warming - 
Saudi Aramco Announces Plans to Go Public. 

11-4-2019 New supplies from Brazil, Canada, Guyana and Norway may add to a 
glut, posing a threat to producers in Saudi Arabia, Russia and the United States 

11-4-2019 Threat to Oil's Flooding is the 400,000 2020 Ford "Mar-a-Lago" 
WindmillCAR's 



11-4-2019 Jimmy Carter in Sunday School after he fell and broke a hip; “The 
Prize: The Epic Quest for Oil, Power and Money,” 

11-4-2019 God is Not the Prize for Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter; Jimmy didn't have 
to confess to the congregation in Georgia as they know about Oil and Money in our 
1984 Society, know its a social Cancer that went to the Carters Brain along with 
skin cancers. Mecca spent $1 Trillion on Shade Umbrellas for its congregation. 
Jimmy Carter killed inventing #1,000 SUV sunscreen for kids. Amazon Kindle of 
how sun shine turns skin cells into cancer is high tech MIT Kindles on Super 
Computer Simulations of Photons and skin cells, Einstein Works on Kindles today. 

11-4-2019 Chess Culture in the NY Times; The game is sublimated warfare, and 
chess players are compelled to kill, but the martial conceit of chess allows us to 
experience aesthetic liberation. Every battle is a unique story where two 
protagonists seek to destroy each other, but the underlying logic feels beautiful and 
true. The more intense the battle, the more we experience power and freedom. This 
Is happiness in a NYC of today. In a Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge chess with 
Humans and Aliens sitting at Sirius live streamed by Apple to NYC on a split 
Screen this would not be happiness. 

11-4-2019 NYC Chess with Humans and Aliens sitting at a table at Sirius live 
streaming; “An unsatisfied desire which is itself more desirable than any other 
satisfaction.” Nobel for this stifled by Starbucks today in Key West in front of live 
streaming to 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

11-4-2019 by Jonathan Rowson (@Jonathan_Rowson) is a chess grandmaster, the 



director of Perspective and the author of the forthcoming “The Moves That 
Matter: A Chess Grandmaster on the Game of Life,” from which this essay is 
adapted. 

11-4-2019 Xi in China build 1 million new gas stations in 2019. Xi is stealing Gas 
Station technology. Scientists With Links to China May Be Stealing Biomedical 
Research, U.S. Says Nearly 200 investigations are underway at major academic 
centers. Critics fear that researchers of Chinese descent are being unfairly targeted. 

11-4-2019 Trump gave her Syphilis, STD's; FBI executive orders from Trump 
giving a women Syphilis or STD, HIV is a Federal Crime now. BREAKING. E. 
Jean Carroll, Who Accused Trump of Rape, Sues Him for Defamation The writer 
says the president hurt her career when he said she had lied about him attacking 
her in a dressing room in the 1990s. NY Times and NYC with 20 million having sex 
and not one Editorial on giving a women Syphilis or STD's. A War Crime. 

11-4-2019 Advice to Truman by Oppenheimer build "Gravity Engine" Cars not 
H-Bombs! How to Give People Advice They’ll Be Delighted to Take. Smarter 
Living. “It may seem obvious, but it’s surprising how often people can overlook the 
need to consider what the decision maker wants and why,” Dr. Tost said. Here are 
other things to keep in mind to make sure the advice you give to others will land so 
you, and the person you’re advising, can feel good about the exchange. Evaluate the 
situation. "Gravity Engine" Cars. Trump had read about this Los Alamos 
Manhattan Project and made it classified. By Anna Goldfarb NY Times. Anna was 
more into Legal Polygamous Marriage advice to 4 Yale MD women talking about 4 
Wives of Prince or King Salman in a very different marriage than 4 MD women at 
Yale. Pillow Talk and Dinner with Mac's and iMac's. Not advice the King would 
want his 4 wife's to get. By Anna Goldfarb NY Times. 



iPhone 11 Max not Mao Era 1981 Ford WindmillCAR's with Mao standing on Top 
shouting A Ford WindmillCAR for everyone in China!! 

iPhone 11 Max not Mao Era 1981 Ford WindmillCAR's with Mao standing on Top 
shouting A Ford WindmillCAR for everyone in China!! 

5 New York Buildings That Changed American History, "9/11 Freedom Towers 
Yale NYC Medical School" would have changed the life of Olivia Newton John. 



11-3-2019 $20 Trillion for UNICEF confiscated from Mecca; War Crime is Not to 
Cyber-Hack this $$$ for UNICEF... WHO at the UN can hack Trillions for Who at 
the UN? 

11-3-2019 But in 1966 Congress established the Uniform Time Act. Daylight 
Savings Time. Congress could Pass at Save Olivia News John Act and fund it will 
$1 Trillion! Senators will opt out for Saving Her and we will watch her die a 
tortured death like we watched Steve Jobs. Congress needs to be saved from it's 
Social Cancer's! 

Homeland Security MD's Bill $$$ Millions at JFK undergo “needless” security 
screening when they need Steve Jobs and Olivia Newton John Cancer Screenings, 
kids need skin cancer screenings too! Congress needs to be saved from it's Social 
Cancer's! 2020 Ford "Mar-a-Lago" WindmillCAR's will save the life's of Billions! 

11-3-2019 Dr. Bill for Cancer's!! In the NY Times $$$ "Steve Jobs and Olivia 
Newton John" about the Doctor's Bill in the NY Times. $$$ "Why Was My Doctor 
Visit Suddenly So Expensive? The "facility fee" may be to blame for the added 
costs of a doctor visit." The Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks will be 
expensive too! By Richard Klasco, M.D. $$$ Dr. Rich is counting his Riches before 
he and millions of other MD's write the Rx for the Pink Latte at Starbucks. Editors 
at the NY Times Censored Steve Jobs and Olivia Newton John out of this article on 
the higher cost of a Doctors Visit, yet most Doctor Visits are for Cancers. A War 
Crime by the Times in the War on Cancer! 

11-3-2019 "Berlin Trials for 2020 Ford WindmillCAR War Crimes in Germany; “I 
think there is a frustration that Iraq and Afghanistan didn’t turn out more like 
Germany,” said Dana J. H. Pittard, a retired Army major general who led combat 
troops in Iraq. We back in the USA had to watch Steve Jobs die from all the 



Wasted $$$ this General spent on combat troops in Iraq, Baghdad when the Ford 
WindmillCAR was in Berlin in secret." By Jennifer Steinhauer. NY Times. 

11-3-2019 400,000 Ford "Mar-a-Lago" WindmillCAR's on th Apple TV Prime 
Morning Show talking to War Vets and Joint Chiefs of Staff. Majority of veterans 
regret the wars fought after the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001. President Trump and 
Congress are listening to the sound of $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues not Ford Ford 
"Mar-a-Lago" WindmillCAR's blowing in the wind. 

11-3-2019 No Regret yet for Oil Wars fought over $777 Trillion... before 9/11 and 
by Jimmy Carter, Teddy Kennedy. .18 cent a gallon gas station sign is in front of 
Jimmy Carter Peanut Plantation in Georgia. 

11-3-2019 Our times rivalry's relationship between 4 Wife' Marriage in the USA to 
marry 4 MD women from Yale Medical School. Rivals Mecca with No Nobels in 
Medicine with so many Wife's wasting their Life with Mohammed, grin. 

11-3-2019 War's; ‘A Lot of Wasted Lives’: Many Veterans Back Trump on Ending 
Wars. 

11-3-2019 Wife's; A Lot of Wasted Lives and Lost Nobels in Medicine, and 
Literature! Hemingway House Writing Class has been closed since 2001 too. 
Defense Secretary Jim Mattis, a retired Marine general who helped write the 
military’s counterinsurgency manual, censored out 400,000 Ford "Mar-a-Lago" 
WindmillCAR's and 40,000 Trump Towers built in Qatar as the Vets fought his 



ordered battles in Baghdad. When the Vet learn while they were in Baghdad the 
Pentagon was building 40,000 Trump Towers in Qatar and Saudi Arabia for its 
Citizens and Chef's and Maids. Oh the 12,000 Camels in Saudi Arabia need vets 
and care takers and they get a Trump Tower to live in not like Homeless Vets in the 
USA. 

11-3-2019 Wife's; with Avocado's! Wasted MIT War Toys inventions; Avocado and 
citrus orchards are also at risk of being charred charted as spoiled unless Galaxy 
Edge Packaging is invention soon. ASAP. -254 C package for frozen Avocado's that 
stay fresh for years? Look into inventing this. ASAP. 

11-3-2019 Avocados Star Wars Packagings and the NY Times writes this farm 
article with no Star Wars Packagings of Peanut's, Oats, Corn; The Money 
Farmers: How Oligarchs and Populists Milk the E.U. for Millions The European 
Union spends $65 billion a year subsidizing agriculture. But a chunk of that money 
emboldens strongmen, enriches politicians and finances corrupt dealing." By 
SELAM GEBREKIDAN, MATT APUZZO and BENJAMIN NOVAK 1,001 IP 
invention projects on 1 Click Amazon links to specs and Genius Einstein Tutors for 
Star Wars Food Packaging inventions should have been in this Farm article as 
many Combines will also package the berry's @ -254 C 

11-3-2019 “All in all, it is a lot of wasted lives and money and time and effort spent 
to accomplish a goal we never accomplished,” 

11-3-2019 2 White Men did accomplish gas at .18 cents to gas at $4 a Gallon on the 
4th of July USA. 



11-3-2019 $20 Trillion for UNICEF confiscated from Mecca; War Crime is Not to 
Cyber-Hack this $$$ for UNICEF... 

11-3-2019 $4 gas is the Secret CIA War Today; Nearly two decades after the 
attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, polls show that a majority of all veterans have grown 
disenchanted with the continuing wars, even if the national security elite in both 
parties continue to press for an American military presence in Syria, Iraq and 
Afghanistan. 

11-3-2019 Gasoline Station Bitterness; Pumping gas flowing from Mecca. Censored 
from the NY Times front Page Pictures are the Riches of Mecca but for the Clock 
Tower. Time is the new God Particle at CERN for the Elite like Jimmy Carter 
looking at God. Steve Jobs and Olivia Newton John look at the MIT war toys and 
Navy Seals stealing their Pink Rx Recipe Money. 

11-3-2019 Berlin Trials for 2020 Ford WindmillCAR War Crimes in Germany; “I 
think there is a frustration that Iraq and Afghanistan didn’t turn out more like 
Germany,” said Dana J. H. Pittard, a retired Army major general who led combat 
troops in Iraq. 

11-3-2019 Putin reading this web at Moscow Starbucks with no Rx Pink Latte for 
Russian women so he calls Kerry in Boston about Starbucks in Boston having any 
Rx Pink Latte's. Care of Russia’s former prime minister and foreign minister, 
Yevgeny Primakov. A Russian diplomat in the United States was detained by 
American authorities after going to a pharmacy to buy medicine for Mr. Primakov, 
who was gravely ill with cancer in Moscow, the statement said, “The medicine was 
delivered to Russia only after the U.S. Secretary of State, J. Kerry, got involved,” 



the Russian statement charged, referring to John Kerry. “But time was wasted.” 

11-3-2019 Putin telling the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ today Greg's “Time was 
wasted a lot in Key West.” Greg is closely monitored... as he keeps getting IP 
invention projects without a Mac Book Pro or 1 Click Amazon. 

11-3-2019 I can remember less than a minute being at "Radio City" and I know I 
was at Madison Square Garden. When Putin or Kerry gets Greg better working on 
invention conditions in Key West I will invent a Memory Latte for Kids at 
Starbucks so they can remember all the house they spend on a NYC visit. President 
Trump’s appearance at Madison Square Garden came days after news emerged he 
had changed his residency to Florida. No Trump didn't brainstorm a Rx Recipe for 
a Memory Latta at Madison Square Garden Starbucks. The Best NYC invention 
projects Marathon in different times driving the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 
Gasoline Era Fuels the runners NYC Marathons. 

11-3-2019 Parrots Waste Food. The behavior is so consistent across species and in 
the wild that some scientists think it must be intentional. By Cara Giaimo. They 
watched for it in more controlled settings. The result was data covering 103 species 
in 17 countries, encompassing 30 percent of known parrot types. By Cara Giaimo 
could have written about 103 Chefs in Key West wasting food when SOS truck 
picks up food the Chef still waste food, all 103 Chefs. Cara could go into detail like 
she did the Parrots. Amazon Kindle Book with cameras watching the Parrots 
Waste Food and the Chef Waste Food would get more readers who are top brass. 
103 Chefs in Key West intentional waste of food, well no one in the Kitchen or City 
Hall invents anything that will help the food waste from the start of the Recipe to 
the trash can. researchers observed 86 types of animals, from ants to cattle-like 
zebus, eating food that parrots had dropped. Whole Foods has observers watching 
and recording food waste at Amazon. Observers have chalked the habit up to 
clumsiness, and 'No Way Out' until the top brass invents something! Parrots are 
known to make forward-thinking decisions, top brass too. 1,001 IP invention 
projects spelled out would help the humans. Besoz buying a NYC Medical School 
would help too. 



11-3-2019 Cancer Test for those who fail the Breath Test. 5 Reasons to Question 
Breath Tests is a long article in the NY Times Sunday edition that fails DUI Drivers 
who are at greater risk of a positive blood test for cancer and other health issues 
that are related to alcohol. 

11-3-2019 Observers who wrote Epic knew of the 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 
Click Amazon for MD's. Epic doesn’t care. As some astute physician-colleagues 
pointed out to me, Epic’s goal — unlike that of JetBlue — is not to make its users 
feel good. It’s to maximize productivity, to keep us checking boxes and churning 
through patients as fast as we can. Time to think of a IP invention project is on 1 
Click Amazon that will replace Epic Hospital Software same as Gas Engine 
Ambulance will be replaced with a Ford WindmillCAR and Helicopter. Gravity 
Engine pop ups for MD's who think about what is Gravity too. A more humane 
version of Epic would take a different tone to 1,001 IP invention projects by MD's. 
As they would be written on 1 Click Amazon like the New England Journal of 
Medicine articles full of Medical terms and formulas, Rx. Epic sent me a message 
only 2 White Men at 1984 would think of writing the code for. I summoned a spark 
of defiance and deleted the message. Emily Silverman (@ESilvermanMD) is an 
internal medicine doctor at the Zuckerberg San Francisco General Hospital and 
the host of the live show and podcast “The Nocturnists.” Emily will learn how to 
write code for Epic and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who wrote this Epic code face 
War Crime trials in bombing the Yale Key West Medical School and other 
hospitals. Using Bone Saws for murders not surgery too. Oh Emily will get a email 
about Bone Saw inventions at Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge MD's. Futuristic 
1984. 

11-3-2019 Innovative Drugs Save Lives Only if People Can Afford Them; NY Times 

11-3-2019 Innovative Vaccines Save Lives Only if People Can Take Them; NY 
Times 



11-3-2019 Innovative Treatments Save Lives Only if People like Steve Jobs believe 
they are the best choice; NY Times 

11-3-2019 Innovative Heart + Kidney Transplants Save Lives Only if People are in 
a Nation with Mandatory Organ Donations; NY Times 

11-3-2019 Why This Fall’s TV Season Might Be the Last of Its Kind; Apple TV 
Morning Show; Dr. Jennifer Aniston MD, Dr. Reese Witherspoon MD, Dr. Nancy 
Snyderman MD, Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. Gregs 4 MD Wife's. 

11-3-2019 Kindle on Amazon; “Brain on Fire,” her best-selling 2012 memoir about 
her ordeal, she was eventually found to have a rare — or at least newly discovered 
— neurological disease: anti-NMDA-receptor autoimmune encephalitis. In plain 
English, Cahalan’s body was attacking her brain. She was only the 217th person in 
the world to be diagnosed with the disorder and among the first to receive the 
concoction of steroids, immunoglobulin infusions and plasmapheresis she credits 
for her recovery. “I was a medical marvel,” she said. “The more access I got to 
psychiatry, the more I realized that I was a marvel and that the average person 
isn’t and won’t necessarily get the outcome that I did. This was a recalibration for 
me, to put my experience in the proper context: that it was extraordinary.” 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine a year in 2010 when the West Point Medical Schools are up and 
running in the USA and Moscow more 1,001 will be extraordinary MD Nobel Prize 
Winners not just 1 a year like todays ruling class has. With more and more Rx 
Recipes for Memory II and Memory III there will be even more Nobels in Medicine 
in 2021. Epic Software for Hospitals will get Genius Code writers to help MD's 
write up their inventions too not just send them junk emails, grin. Epic Exodus into 
the Universe of Humans and Jewish Aliens at Sirius. 



11-2-2019 Trump Rails Against China!! Campaign by President Xi to eliminate 
dissent. Mao would be Driven to Drive the 1981 Ford WindmillCAR across China 
on Live Streaming Apple TV. Xi will be on Apple TV Morning Show in a Clean 
Room that makes iPhone 11 Max not Mao Era of 1981 Ford WindmillCAR's!! 

11-2-2019 Trump Rails Against Impeachment in First Rally Since House Vote - UN 
would vote for "War Crimes" that include protecting a Bone Saw Prince, this is a 
War Crime and its in Public too. The UN needs another way to Vote!! 

11-2-2019 $20 Trillion for UNICEF confiscated from Mecca; War Crime is Not to 
Cyber-Hack this $$$ for UNICEF... 

11-2-2019 "Nobody Waved Goodbye: Trump’s Relationship With New York Was 
Already Over!!" Trumps Women too! 

11-2-2019 40,000 Trump Towers Built in Qatar, Kuwait, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Since 
his inauguration, the Trump Organization, as the family company is known, has 
become more of a real estate management firm instead of a fast-growing real estate 
development company. 



11-2-2019 40,000 Trump Towers built in the USA in every Major City, Powered 
with invention accessory spin offs from the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and -254 C 
Super Conductivity and Mac's MacBook Pro's 80" Big Screen's in every Room that 
can talk back to you more than Siri can. AI. Star Wars Disney Towers, Trump is 
History of War Crimes against the USA by its President! Yes your Amazon 
Packages 5 delivered put on the Kitchen Table. 

11-2-2019 Yes Trump will escape to Saudi Arabia if convicted... 

11-2-2019 Three years in the White House have only made his relationship with his 
lifelong "Women" worse for refusing to Paint the White House Pink, and insulting 
Olivia Newton John for crying in Hysterics attacked by Navy Seals who took her $7 
Trillion in Pink Rx Recipe money. 

11-2-2019 Palm Beach, Mar-a-Lago, where he likes to play host and greeter to 
guests and members. Yale Key West Medical School is off limits to Ivanka and her 
kids too. 

11-2-2019 40,000 Trump Tower vs. Mar-a-Lago vs. Yale Key West Medical School 
on Apple TV Prime Morning Show. 

11-2-2019 Our times rivalry's relationship between 4 Wife's in Saudi Arabia and 



Mecca and Legal Polygamous Marriage in the USA to marry 4 MD women from 
Yale Medical School. Rivals Mecca with No Nobels in Medicine with so many 
Wife's wasting their Life with Mohammed, grin. ‘A Lot of Wasted Lives’: Many 
Veterans Back Trump on Ending Wars. 

11-2-2019 Suicide has been self inflicted by the Joint Chiefs of Staff Generals 
driving the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR around and around the Pentagons basement 
garage never coming out!! Suicide Has Been Deadlier Than Combat for the 
Military. By CAROL GIACOMO Page A26 Page 27A Suicide of Mary Kennedy 
hanging in the Kennedy Barn, Mary's have been deadlier than Combat for USA 
women pulling into gas stations in Miami, Cuba during a hold up. Or Divorcing 
Prince Robert Kennedy Jr in Saudi Arabia. 

11-2-2019 Winds that are a Fuel that can propel 5 billion people Jews into an 
Exodus to 12 Trillion Galaxies while fires burn down the Military with Sirius a 
Super Red Giant Star, Stars about 1 Billion of these Red Giants. “We are in the 
middle of a big Wind 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Win Wind. No End in sight to the 
Universe as Galaxies are 50 Billion light years from Earth and the Universe is only 
13 Billion Years old so there is a lot out there to be Discovered. Avocado and citrus 
orchards are also at risk of being charred charted as spoiled unless Galaxy Edge 
Packaging is invention soon. ASAP. -254 C package for frozen Avocado's that stay 
fresh for years? Look into inventing this. ASAP. Power lines that killed Edison and 
Oppenheimer are 2 White Men at 1984 HQ today. They Own the Casino and 
Trump-Salman Oil company. The fire has destroyed 352 homes and businesses. 
Gas tank fires in car wrecks have gone off the 'chart' as DUI drivers with immunity 
to drive are our Binge Drinking Culture. World's best Health Diagnosis didn't 
come from Steve Jobs or Oregon but Dr. Lisa Sanders at Yale Medical School. 
Cheese from Yale or Oregon which do the Editors at the NY Times eat? "The 
World’s Best Cheese? It’s Blue and Comes From Oregon" By LAURA M. 
HOLSON "specialty foods at Whole Foods" Whole Foods at Yale. 3,800 cheeses 
from 42 countries. Fuel that can propel or cause health problems. Estrogen in 
cheese is a women's health problem. 

11-2-2019 Mr. Vella did not begin producing blue cheese until 1954 after he 
traveled to Roquefort, France, according to the company’s history. There he toured 
farms, factories and the limestone caves of Combalou where Roquefort cheese is 
ripened. Mr. Vella did not travel to the Yale Paris Medical School, grin. 



11-2-2019 1,001 IP invention projects correction; How Trump Reshaped the 
Presidency in Over 11,000 Tweets The president’s tweeting was once a sideshow. 
But it transformed how he exerted power, leaving the White House and Twitter to 
grapple over whether, and how, to rein it in... 

11-2-2019 Update for Disney Galaxy Edge Kindle Books with super computer 
simulations and AI. "The 2019 New York Times/New York Public Library Best 
Illustrated Children’s Books. We invite you to take a look at this year’s winners." 
Update for Disney Galaxy Edge Kindle Books with super computer simulations and 
AI. 

11-2-2019 Spirit of the Universe at CERN, God particles Time and Gravity and 12 
Trillion Galaxies. The Spirit That Brought Down the Berlin Wall Lives On in 
Berlin War Crimes Trials for Miami, Cuba gas station hold ups, Mary sucker 
punched in 2000 by the robbers upset with the ruling class selling $4 gas on the 4th 
of July instead of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's on the 4th of July USA. 

11-2-2019 Steve Jobs and Olivia Newton John about the Doctor's Bill in the NY 
Times. $$$ "Why Was My Doctor Visit Suddenly So Expensive? The facility fee 
may be to blame for the added costs of a doctor visit." By Richard Klasco, M.D. $$$ 
Steve Jobs and Olivia Newton John patients, whose visits entail more work than 
those of established patients, facility fees typically range from $131 to $322 per 
visit; for established patients, they are slightly lower. In surgical centers and free-
standing emergency rooms, the facility fee can be thousands of dollars. By Richard 
Klasco, M.D. $$$ One option might be to stay with your doctor for long-term, 
serious health issues... Cost of a Rx Recipe to Cure Cancer is $7 Trillion the Navy 
just spent on 100 USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. Doctor this Bill Up in the NY 
Times! The facility fee may be to blame Los Alamos Manhattan Projects are for 
H-Bombs not 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secret. Apple TV Prime the Morning 
Show for a Rx Recipe to Cure Cancer with a Pink Latte at Starbucks. 



11-1-2019 Apple TV Plus - Wedding a Legal polygamous Wedding on this 
Morning's Show. Trump Made Polygamous Marriage Legal with his change of 
latitude... grin. 

11-1-2019 Apple TV Morning Show 4 Dead at Halloween Party, 400 DUI arrest 
across the USA on Halloween Night. Halloween Shooting in Orinda, California, 
Leaves 4 Dead. 400 DUI arrest in... 

11-1-2019 Apple TV Morning Show; The Best and Worst Halloween Candies, 
According to the Presidential Candidates. Candy corn divides the field. Then comes 
Dr. Jennifer Aniston MD Dr. Reese Witherspoon MD. Dr. Nancy Snyderman MD. 
Dr. Lisa Sanders MD best Halloween Candies, grin. 

11-1-2019 Apple's Morning Show without Mao making iPhone 11 Max. China's 
Drive; Mao era, China is deploying students as watchdogs against teachers. It’s 
part of a campaign by President Xi to eliminate dissent. Mao would be Driven to 
Drive the 1981 Ford WindmillCAR across China on Live Streaming Apple TV. Xi 
will be on Apple TV Morning Show in a Clean Room that makes iPhone 11 Max 
not Mao Era 1981 Ford WindmillCAR's with Mao standing on Top shouting A 
Ford WindmillCAR for everyone in China!! How times have Changed, grin! 

iPhone 11 Max not Mao Era 1981 Ford WindmillCAR's with Mao standing on Top 
shouting A Ford WindmillCAR for everyone in China!! 



iPhone 11 Max not Mao Era 1981 Ford WindmillCAR's with Mao standing on Top 
shouting A Ford WindmillCAR for everyone in China!! 

11-1-2019 Apple's Morning Show without the Doctor's MD Premering today this 
morning. “The Morning Show” is a hard worker with a good résumé, too dutiful to 
be awful. It’s familiar, which is no sin, but it’s unmemorable, which, amid a TV 
glut that Apple is now adding to, is no asset. The Apple founder Steve Jobs was 
fond of the line, “Good Doctors Don't Work at Apple" 5 Skits all coned from CBS 
Dr. Nancy Snyderman's Times and before her times at CBS. Dr. Jennifer Aniston 
MD Dr. Reese Witherspoon MD. Dr. Nancy Snyderman MD. Netflix Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD will be a guest on Apples "Morning Show" tomorrow. Art of the 
Diagnosis on Steve Jobs and why he didn't marry a women MD. Clean room 
building iPhone 11 Max and cleaning out the Mind of Ivy League Culture not into 
winning a Nobel in Medicine, like Steve Jobs. 



11-1-2019 Apple TV Morning Show; Paperwork: "Trump Changes Residence to 
Florida The document shows Trump, long a New Yorker, has declared that he’s a 
resident of Florida." 

11-1-2019 Apple TV Morning Show; Trump is not really a Resident of the Universe 
we life in but a Resident of Never Ending Wars on Earth. A War Crime! 
Impeachment No put him on trial for War Crimes like Berlin but with Special 
Olympics kids MD testifying about Diesel in DNA and the risk to Ivanka's Kids 
when at Trump Towers with NYC pollution in the air covered up by Wall Street in 
Saudi Arabia. 

11-1-2019 Apple TV Morning Show; Widows get into Yale Key West Medical 
School for Free Program; After His Death, I Didn’t Cook Anymore’: Widows on 
the Pain of Dining Alone!! 

11-1-2019 ISIS influence with Mecca's wealth of $777 Trillion; the attack on Oct. 3, 
a veteran Moslem police employee killed four colleagues before he was fatally shot 
in the Police HQ a fortress like building’s courtyard. The killings abruptly 
reawakened France to the threat of terrorism, and led President Emmanuel 
Macron to urge a return to a “society of vigilance.” Society that bankrupts Mecca, 
confiscates $777 Trillion from Moslems so they are not so 'High' while the French 
non-elite kill every time they pulling into a Paris gas station in time of 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. 

11-1-2019 Elite Paris Lawmakers criticized the police as being lax in flagging 
radicalization and blamed them for not monitoring Mr. Harpon more closely. $$$ 
Lawmakers are the Paris Gas Station Owners giving money to Mecca. Ha! 

11-1-2019 Gas Stations in Paris report found that of 150,000 police officers 



nationwide, drive into a gas station once a week and Mecca get more of the profits 
$$$ 

11-1-2019 Keystone Pipeline Leaks 383,000 Gallons of Oil in North Dakota - North 
Sea Oil Rigs are leaking 100's of gallons a day forever... like in Trumps Forever 
Wars! 

11-1-2019 Elite Lawmakers Art of the Diagnosis; A 22-year-old Florida woman 
faces a first-degree murder charge after a crash involving another woman who held 
on to the van’s hood for eight blocks before being thrown to the ground. An arrest 
report says Natasha Boothe’s van hit a car Oct. 25. She drove to pawn shop and 
stopped. The other car pulled up and deputies say 42-year-old Norky Contreras got 
out to talk to the driver. The Miami Herald reports the van suddenly reversed, 
pinning her to a fence. She got out and walked in front of the van, but the driver 
sped toward her. She jumped onto the hood to avoid being hit. The police report 
says Boothe drove erratically at a high speed before Contreras fell to her death. 
Boothe was identified through surveillance video and a witness. This video will be 
on Apple TV "Morning Show" tomorrow. 

11-1-2019 China's Drive; Mao era, China is deploying students as watchdogs 
against teachers. It’s part of a campaign by President Xi to eliminate dissent. Mao 
would be Driven to Drive the 1981 Ford WindmillCAR across China on Live 
Streaming Apple TV. Xi will be on Apple TV Morning Show in a Clean Room that 
makes iPhone 11 Max not Mao Era 1981 Ford WindmillCAR's will Mao standing 
on Top shouting A Ford WindmillCAR for everyone in China!! How times have 
Changed, grin. 

11-1-2019 Wrong Diagnosis; Steve Jobs and Olivia Newton John would still die will 
this Medicare for All Idea. Elizabeth Warren Releases $20.5 Trillion Plan to Pay 
for ‘Medicare for All’ Ms. Warren would impose huge tax increases on businesses 
and billionaires to provide free health coverage for all Americans, but she says she 
would not raise taxes on the middle class. By THOMAS KAPLAN, ABBY 
GOODNOUGH and MARGOT SANGER-KATZElizabeth Warren Releases $20.5 
Trillion Plan to Pay for ‘Medicare for All’ Ms. Warren would impose huge tax 
increases on businesses and billionaires to provide free health coverage for all 
Americans, but she says she would not raise taxes on the middle class. 



11-1-2019 $20 Trillion by Elizabeth Warren would still murder Steve Jobs and 
Olivia Newton John. Steve tried to cure himself no telling what mistakes Olivia 
made... 

11-1-2019 $20 Trillion buy Humvee II; military is replacing the aging and little-
loved Humvee, the all-purpose military truck that bumped and slogged and 
sweltered through decades of war in Iraq and Afghanistan. And the fact that it 
offered nowhere to put a drink was just one of the many shortcomings, large and 
small, that came to irritate, and even endanger, the troops who spent long 
deployments in its cramped confines. Now the Pentagon is rolling out the Humvee’s 
successor, a 340-horsepower beast called the Joint Light Tactical Vehicle. Electric 
Hell No, Diesel or Gasoline? Costlier than the latest Lamborghini $300,000 — 
comes with a few conveniences, including a backup camera, phone-charging plugs, 
and not just one cup holder, but two. In fact, some in the Pentagon worry that 
driving it may be too much fun, once the troops are brainwashed into forgetting 
about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR with its Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge 
accessories like never getting into a Hot car Iran, on Baghdad. Grin. Do generals 
complain did they about getting into a Hot Humvee. Hell No! 

11-1-2019 Humvee II production by the Pentagon. he said but added, “I don’t think 
it’s going to change vaccination rates, because those decisions are irrational.” 

11-1-2019 War's Drive; obsessive compulsive disorder. When you have the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's War Drive is Greed for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. 

11-1-2019 $20 Trillion for UNICEF confiscated from Mecca; "An ongoing measles 
epidemic in the Democratic Republic of Congo has killed more people than that 
country’s current Ebola outbreak. Since January, there have been more than 
203,000 measles cases and about 4,100 deaths, mostly in young children, according 
to Unicef." UNICEF can't Drive the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR, the 2 White Men at 



1984 HQ are in control of the World and Our Universe as Apple didn't open the 
Morning Show with Jewish Aliens at Sirius or its IP invention Project on how to 
invent pick up live streaming videos from Sirius. Grin. 

11-1-2019 Invention; VirScan, a tool that can detect antibodies to hundreds of 
viruses and many types of bacteria. The tool was developed by Stephen J. Elledge, 
the study’s senior author and a geneticist at the Harvard Medical School and 
Brigham and Women’s Hospital. 

11-1-2019 Apple TV at JFK. "Over the next 10 years, we will continue to develop 
ground-breaking imaging tools to map the human brain at increasingly high 
resolutions, This fully integrated analysis pipeline will open up a new world of 
opportunities for JFK to Scan your brain. Esoteric Brain Scan's and Kids going 
through JFK is sort of "Jet Set" Culture. Homeland Security will be run by MD's 
who take the "Opportunities" to scan 100 million for more than just terrorists at $1 
Trillion a year. A new paper describes a breakthrough 100 micron resolution scan 
of the human brain that was created by a multidisciplinary team of Massachusetts 
General Hospital (MGH) researchers. The paper, which appeared in Scientific 
Data, highlights the highest resolution MRI scan of the whole human brain to be 
created to date, the images of which are 1,000 times more detailed than a standard 
clinical MRI scan. 100 million more MRI's with Homeland Security MD's doing the 
Job... for Steve Jobs as the scan will include cancer test 1,000 more powerful than 
todays Cancer Blood testing. How many times did Steve Jobs go through JFK? 

11-1-2019 

11-1-2019 Apple's Morning Show without Mao making iPhone 11 Max. China's 
Drive; Mao era, China is deploying students as watchdogs against teachers. It’s 
part of a campaign by President Xi to eliminate dissent. Mao would be Driven to 
Drive the 1981 Ford WindmillCAR across China on Live Streaming Apple TV. Xi 
will be on Apple TV Morning Show in a Clean Room that makes iPhone 11 Max 
not Mao Era 1981 Ford WindmillCAR's with Mao standing on Top shouting A 
Ford WindmillCAR for everyone in China!! How times have Changed, grin! 



iPhone 11 Max not Mao Era 1981 Ford WindmillCAR's with Mao standing on Top 
shouting A Ford WindmillCAR for everyone in China!! 

iPhone 11 Max not Mao Era 1981 Ford WindmillCAR's with Mao standing on Top 
shouting A Ford WindmillCAR for everyone in China!! 

10-31-2019 Halloween - Putin's Influence in NYC Halloween, thousands of girls 
dressed in scrubs looking like Dr. Katrina above! There’s No Halloween Like a 
New York City Halloween. Far from the porch lights and front walks of the 
suburbs, trick-or-treating in the city is its own thing. Russia Tests Propaganda 
Tactics!! 



10-31-2019 Halloween - Apple TV Plus - Friday Wedding a Legal polygamous 
Wedding USA NYC!! Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in Art of the Diagnosis and Cure! 
Apple TV Plus “The Morning Show,” starring Dr. Reese Witherspoon MD and Dr. 
Jennifer Aniston MD. 

10-31-2019 Halloween - Apple TV Plus - Friday!! Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in Art of 
the Diagnosis and Cure! Apple TV Plus “The Morning Show,” starring Dr. Reese 
Witherspoon MD and Dr. Jennifer Aniston MD. 

10-31-2019 Halloween - Putin's Influence in NYC Halloween, thousands of girls 
dressed in scrubs looking like Dr. Katrina above! There’s No Halloween Like a 



New York City Halloween. Far from the porch lights and front walks of the 
suburbs, trick-or-treating in the city is its own thing. Russia Tests Propaganda 
Tactics!! 

10-31-2019 $40 million diamond Wedding Rings for 4 Yale MD Wife's all Legal 
Polygamous Marriage in the USA and London. "Christie’s Auctioned a $40 Million 
Diamond. Was It Stolen? The diamond was bought by a member of the Qatari 
royal family, but the descendants of an Italian politician say it belongs to them. 
They have sued the auction house and its client, a gems dealer. Stolen by Qatari 
Ruling Family is 4 MD Wife's in the USA and London. Christie’s Auctioned a $40 
Million Diamond. Was It Stolen? The diamond was bought by a member of the 
Qatari royal family, but the descendants of an Italian politician say it belongs to 
them. They have sued the auction house and its client, a gems dealer." Proposals 
for Marriage to 4 wife's in Qatar and 4 MD Women at Yale. 34.65 carats. Car's 1 
Billion Ford Electric WindmillCAR's for the Wedding Presents from 4 MD Wife's 
none from Qatari's. 

10-31-2019 A trial about to begin this week in New York Supreme Court accused 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ of selling out to Qatari's - It is a case sprinkled with royalty 
and rich people with 4 Wife's none MD's from Yale. Qatar wife's own 
thoroughbred horses not MRI's and CT's. The buyer, who paid $39.3 million, was 
Sheikh Jassim Bin Abdulaziz Al-Thani of Qatar. His wife, Sheikha al Mayassa bint 
Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani, spent trillions on a collection of other diamonds too 
she is the chairwoman of the Qatar Museums, is one of the most influential women 
in the art world. Yale MD Women, the most influential women Wife's in the World 
of Medicine not Oil. Trillion dollar Yale Key West Medical School will be a 
diamond with 25 Hospital Ships some bigger than the Navy's newest Carrier. 

10-31-2019 This Halloween, Trump and Ivanka mask... for the Children's trick or 
treats the line between almost scared and truly terrified is thinner than ever with 
Children putting 'Windmills' on their Heads!! 



10-31-2019 Apple $13.69 billion Profits in the latest 3 months. Steve Jobs and Olivia 
Newton John, how many died from no cancer cure by Apple in the Last 3 months, 1 
million world wide. You do the math... 

10-31-2019 Rx Perfumed Recipe's... "Small Fry" Lisa Steve's daughter and a 
Bigger Fish to Fry, Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in Art of the Diagnosis app on iPhone 12 
Max. 

10-31-2019 Amazon $2.1 billion in profits in the last 3 months!! Double this with 
Amazon Kindle "one-atom-thick layer of carbon atoms laid out in a honeycomb 
pattern — is a wonder. This ultrathin carbon, called graphene, is flexible and 
lighter than paper yet 200 times stronger than steel. It is also a good conductor of 
heat and electrical current." Sell 1 million of these Kindle's to every City's Schools 
world wide with 1 Click Amazon Kindle links to 1,001 Carbon Atom inventions 
with specs and Einstein tutors, all in a Kindle at Disney Galaxy Edge Star Wars. 
Grin! 

10-31-2019 Paris "Total Oil Company" profits of $777 Trillion in the last 3 months! 

10-31-2019 Rx Perfumed Recipe's... Ivanka's box of inventions. 



10-31-2019 Paris Oil $$$ The Islamic State’s crimes, and the fear they instilled, 
have long since woven themselves into the fabric of French life. Paris Life with the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's pulling up at Starbucks and the Louvre Life lost to 
Greed at "Total Oil Company" profits of $777 Trillion in the last 3 months! 

10-31-2019 Rx Perfumed Recipe's... winds, known as the Santa Anas, loom large 
over the collective psyche of Southern California. Gas $$$ Money Winds loom 
larger over the riches beyond belief psyche of 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in 
California and NYC. 

10-31-2019 Rx Perfumed Recipe's... Jews and Mecca Richest Beyond Belief. This 
wind has the power to provoke fear and present danger in an instant to the Jews 
who are not Elite Jews taking Blood Money from a Bone Saw Prince Salman. 
almost impossible to send these Elite Jews to Hell, or get them a second house next 
to Prince Salman, grin. Bill and Melinda Gates all these decades of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR have a second home in Dubai 

10-31-2019 Rx Perfumed Recipe's... 12 Trillion Galaxies gusts with a sense of 
fatalism For Texas oil Men and Putin the Last Oil Czar of Russia, drunk on Oily 
Vodka with no Rx Recipe or 1 Click Amazon invention projects to Drive to 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine in 2020. Married Priests sent by Pope Francis to the Amazon 
will infect 1 million children with terrible diseases they will die a tortured death. 
Set in his ways at Pope Pope Francis will not send MD Married Priest into the 
Amazon for 1 million Miracle's from the Catholic Church instead 1 million Parents 
will bury their children with a priest. A Cardinal Sin $$$ caused by Prince Salman, 
King Salman visiting Pope Francis. 

10-31-2019 Rx Perfumed Recipe's... 12 Trillion Galaxies in the Solar Winds 



drowned out by the hissing of the Qatar Trump Casino and the Casino in Israel. 
Billions of Years and the Elite Jews build Casino's to bet on God when Mecca is 
rich beyond belief. 

10-31-2019 Rx Perfumed Recipe's... Einstein Jews Winds of Invention Projects 
1,001 could reach faster than the speed of light... no Jews are working on this today 
they are at the Casino. 

10-31-2019 Rx Perfumed Recipe's... Einstein 1,001 IP invention projects is about 
the very soul of every Jew!! Reading Scores on National Exam Decline because 
there was no Einstein working on a Rx Recipe for Memory. 

10-31-2019 Rx Perfumed Recipe's... 10-31-2019 ‘Gas Revenues are the Devil Winds’ 
Drive Southern California Fires and Fiery Cop Cars writing a ticket on the side of 
the roads. 2 Devils are the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

10-31-2019 Rx Perfumed Recipe's... Winds Drive the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR to 
put out the Fires of 'God is Great' by Prince Salman and Mecca Paid for Wars, 
Trumps Forever Wars for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues he can't get enough 
money! 



10-31-2019 Rx Perfumed Recipe's... Heavy Life Helicopter Fire Engines out of Star 
Wars Galaxy Edge at Disney, this is were the first one needs to put out the high rise 
fires as 40K in Qatar have siding that will burn all the way up to the 110 floor. 
Grenfell Tower Inquiry Criticized for Faulting Fire Brigade" By RICHARD 
PÉREZ-PEÑA and CEYLAN YEGINSU 

10-31-2019 Rx Perfumed Recipe's... 2020 Ford ElectricWindmillTrains "Pakistan 
Train Catches Fire, Killing More Than 70" "Passengers jumped to escape the 
blaze, which officials said was caused when a cooking stove exploded." 70 Million in 
Pakistan will jump aboard the new 2020 Ford ElectricWindmillTrains... 

10-31-2019 "Shuri Castle, Historic Tourist Draw in Japan," Is Destroyed by Fire... 

10-31-2019 Kindle on Amazon, newest Kindle in the 1,001 IP invention Project on 
Kindle is "Sometimes pesky house flies encounter the fungus, called 
Entomophthora muscae, as they go about their day, sniffing out food and seeking 
mates. The fungal cells release cuticle-cutting enzymes and slip inside the insect’s 
body. There, the fungus grows into long threadlike structures, digesting the fly’s 
guts and penetrating its brain until the poor insect finally dies. But E. muscae 
determines when and where the fly dies so that it is in the best position to release 
fungal spores onto other unsuspecting flies. By exerting a bit of mind control, the 
fungus forces the fly to seek an elevated perch and lift its wings in an unnatural 
position. This allows the fungus to grow from the insect’s back and abdomen, 
taking the form of stripes of white fuzz, even after the fly dies." 



10-31-2019 Halloween - Apple TV Plus - Friday Wedding a Legal polygamous 
Wedding USA NYC!! Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in Art of the Diagnosis and Cure! 
Apple TV Plus “The Morning Show,” starring Dr. Reese Witherspoon MD and Dr. 
Jennifer Aniston MD. 



10-31-2019 Halloween - Apple TV Plus - Friday!! Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in Art of 
the Diagnosis and Cure! Apple TV Plus “The Morning Show,” starring Dr. Reese 
Witherspoon MD and Dr. Jennifer Aniston MD. 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Kay Hagan Carolina Mt. picnic on the grass 
Perfumed with many different scents. 100% Deet for a romantic Picnic in the 
Carolina's ants, Hell no ticks didn't she tell you always spray the aerosols Perfume 
of 100% deet before you lay out the blankets... 



Apple TV Plus - Minus changes to plus Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in Art of the 
Diagnosis and Cure! Apple TV Plus arrives Friday with “The Morning Show,” 
starring Dr. Reese Witherspoon MD and Dr. Jennifer Aniston MD, as its flagship 
streaming program marketed by Yale Key West Medical School and West Point 
Medical School with help from the CIA and DOD... to your good health and quick 
diagnosis, cure. Steve Jobs and Olivia Newton John. 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! "Natural disasters are another prism through 
which California’s vast income inequalities can be viewed." By Dr.JULIE 
TURKEWITZ MD Page A1 A2 Julie is not a MD, another disaster in the Medical 
Prism and also there is a Invention and Inventor Prism and all the riches in Mecca 
no one is working on Olivia Newton Johns Breast Cancer Cure Rx Recipes and they 
have enough money they might own Pfizer Pharmaceutical Company with the Rx 
Recipes bought from stealing Miami, Cuba gas revenues in the tick of times of the 
2020 Ford WindmillCARS and 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects 
with specks and genius Einstein MD tutors. 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Inequalities; World’s 14 Highest Peaks in 6 
Months: Nepali Smashes Climbing Record 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Inequalities; 1,001 Nobels in Medicine in 2020 
Climbing Record thanks to the West Point Medical School, grin! 



10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Inequalities; 1,001 Navy Ships vs 1 Hospital 
Ship 27 Carnival Ships newest one is the "Panorama" class no Carnival Hospital 
Ships yet... 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Inequalities; 1 million given last right by a 
Priest, given a Rx Cure by a MD Priest 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! "New TB Vaccine Could Save Millions of 
Lives, Study Suggests" By DONALD G. MCNEIL JR. Page A12 A13 New MD 
Priests Could Save Millions of Lives, Study Suggests. NY Times will not write this 
article!! On page A13. 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Boeing Knew Knows about cops writing a 
ticket on the side of the road today, and they know the top brass will censor this 
fiery 737 crash from the front page of the NY Times! 



10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Pilot Inequalities; Plane Crash: "Cardiologist 
Dies as His Cessna Hits N.J. Home" "The plane crashed through the roof and into 
the basement of a home in Colonia, causing a fire that also engulfed two adjacent 
homes, twin-engine Cessna 414, crashed through the roof of a second home, 
plummeting two floors into the basement. Gasoline Fuel inferno that followed... was 
not pictured in the NY Times pictures of fire hoses, no flames. The pilot, identified 
as Dr. Michael Schloss. Dr. Schloss was a trained instrument pilot who had decades 
of experience flying complex airplanes, including a fighter jet. 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! 737 Fiery Crash Today - Fiery Cop Car Crash 
Today!! 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Inequalities can be viewed in cop cars rear 
ended and bursting into flames burning the cop writing the ticket on the side of the 
road, the Chief knows this is a war crime by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ but they 
have $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, Bone Saws, and immunity. They own the Qatar 
Trump Casino too. 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Inequalities in Super Computer Use; Rx 
Recipe's to cure Breast Cancer! "Why Google’s Quantum Supremacy Milestone 
Matters" The company says its quantum computer can complete a calculation 
much faster than a supercomputer. What does that mean? It Means Olivia Newton 
John and 1 million other pink women will die a tortured death in 2019 and another 
1 million pink women will die in 2020. Google’s Supremacy would really matter out 
in the real world of breast cancer deaths if it mobilized a war on breast cancer with 
its IBM super computers and 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secret. 



10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Wedding Dress for a MD is inside one of these 
packages and 1 has a Nobel in Medicine for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks to cure 
all stages of breast cancer in 8 days and of course City Hall and the NY Times 
stifles these deliveries!! 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Sirius Stars Return to Saudi Investment 
Conference a Year After Khashoggi return to Riyadh. 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Her Caller ID at Disney Star Wars Galaxy 
Edge. "Since NSO Group was founded in 2011, its spy technology, called Pegasus, 
has become the preferred mobile spy tool of many governments. An early NSO 
commercial proposal leaked to The Times claimed Pegasus could overcome 
encryption to grant “unlimited access” to everything on his cell phone... so when 
Trump calls her!! Grin. 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! iPhone 12 caller ID needs to be upgraded to a 
high tech. 



10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! WhatsApp sued the Israeli cybersurveillance 
firm NSO Group in federal court on Tuesday, claiming the company’s spy 
technology was used on the popular messaging service in a wide-ranging campaign 
targeting journalists and human-rights activists. WhatsApp, which is owned by 
Facebook, claimed in the lawsuit that an NSO Group program that was intended to 
piggyback on WhatsApp was used to spy on more than 1,400 people in 20 countries. 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Facebook sued InventBook, What's Up with 
these 1984 law suits by Facebook when they killed InventBook Today. Yes 
InventBook would be up and running Today if not for Facebook. Greg and 4 Yale 
MD wife's can sue Facebook for lost invention projects written up on InventBook 
today. 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Ticks; There are 30,000 animal species that 
feed on blood. drinking the blood of other creatures while they are alive, and might 
possibly swat you, is not as easy at it looks. Some difficulties are obvious (see: 
swatting). And although blood often flows close to the surface of the body, you have 
to get through the skin to draw it out. Thus, the many drills, biting parts and teeth 
of blood-feeders. Leeches solve the vitamin problem by playing host to bacteria in 
their stomachs that create B vitamins. (So do ticks and lice and other blood-loving 
creatures). There are also blood-loving snails, fish. In Key West? Black flies don’t 
transmit disease in North America, but in Africa and Latin America, they carry a 
parasite that causes river blindness. Other blood-feeding insects — such as 
mosquitoes and ticks — spread a host of devastating diseases: malaria, sleeping 
sickness, Lyme, babesiosis, Zika, dengue, encephalitis and others. 



10-30-2019 Perfume's, Ivanka has 30,000... Apple TV show with Ivanka and all her 
perfumes. 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Black flies are now spreading north, as climate 
change affects ecosystems. This could be very bad news for some birds, like the red 
knot, which nests in the Arctic, Dr. Currie said. Chicks have no real defense against 
the insects. 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Defense DOD... Children in this Blood Money 
oil Times have no Defense DOD has joined forces with the Blood Sucking Ticks of 
Saudi Arabia leaving 100 million children defenseless against Diesel and gas 
exhaust on the way to and from school in the USA today. They would bone saw the 
editor of the Times if he ever went Rogue and wrote this up in the Times. 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Apple TV Plus - Minus changes to plus Dr. 
Lisa Sanders MD in Art of the Diagnosis and Cure! Apple TV Plus arrives Friday 
with “The Morning Show,” starring Reese Witherspoon and Jennifer Aniston, as 
its flagship streaming program. Apple TV Plus has made deals with Oprah 
Winfrey, Steven Spielberg, J.J. Abrams and M. Night Shyamalan, among others. 
Apple is ready to take on Netflix, Amazon and Disney Prime. Minus Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD in Art of the Diagnosis and Cure! Apple is going into the business at a 
time when tech rivals like Netflix, Amazon and Hulu have a huge head start in 
making original streaming fare. Apple will also face vigorous competition from the 
Walt Disney Company, AT&T’s WarnerMedia unit and NBCUniversal. Disney 
Plus, offering decades of movies and shows, will be available Nov. 12. Minus Dr. 
Lisa Sanders MD in Art of the Diagnosis and Cure! 



10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Steve Jobs told them again and again of his 
home cure for cancer. The next few months will suggest whether or not the 
executives in Cupertino, Calif., have the stomach for the unpredictable cancer 
diagnosis and death like Steve Jobs. How many at HQ will die of cancers in 2019, 
2020? 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Apple TV Plus CT scans of Steve Jobs opens 
the TV Show... then A CT scan of her abdomen revealed a tumor the size of a lime 
on the left adrenal gland. Sung was surprised but pleased. The patient was ecstatic. 
A diagnosis, even of a tumor, was an answer, and that’s what she needed. Sung 
referred her to an endocrinologist, and the tumor was removed a few weeks later. 
The crazy spells, the racing heart, the terrible headaches disappeared. The vast 
majority of people who experience a racing heart and debilitating headaches don’t 
actually have a pheochromocytoma. Netflix marketing, along with Disney Galaxy 
Edge free diagnosis CT and blood test... and the light saber is $90 so most will get 
the free blood test... hormones he checked — the so-called fight-or-flight hormones 
— was sky-high. The most likely cause of that result was a rare tumor called a 
pheochromocytoma. Up to 90 percent of these abnormal growths develop on the 
adrenal glands — a pair of small organs situated on top of the kidneys where 
hormones, like epinephrine and its counterpart, cortisol, are made. Adrenaline, also 
known as epinephrine, is a hormone and medication. Adrenaline is normally 
produced by both the adrenal glands and a small number of neurons in the medulla 
oblongata where it acts as a neurotransmitter involved in regulating visceral 
functions. 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Disney Galaxy Edge free diagnosis CT and 
blood test... and the light saber is $90 so most will get the free blood test... hormones 
he checked... 



10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Adrenaline, also known as epinephrine, is a 
hormone and medication. Adrenaline is normally produced by both the adrenal 
glands and a small number of neurons in the medulla oblongata where it acts as a 
neurotransmitter involved in regulating visceral functions - Napoleon Cybulski first 
isolated epinephrine in 1895. How he did this will be on a Apple TV Show. 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Meet the Blood Suckers article in the Times, 
when we really want to Meet all the Blood Money accounts of Whom gave how 
much $$$ to Whom, secret payments that we know went all the way up to Pope 
Francis by King Salman. Wow. Trump in Saudi Arabia we all think he took Blood 
Money payments from Prince Salman. $$$ The Lt. Col. will never tell the NY 
Times about this. Well after the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR is on the front page of the 
Times, then! a new museum exhibit called Bloodsuckers and Oily-Blood-Money. 
The exhibit opens Nov. 16 at the Royal Ontario Museum, as Canada has a Oil 
Money Prince that has paid out $1 Trillion in its oil's Blood Money. 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's in Canada today as the temp is 4F and the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR is 75F 24/7 even in the yukon. 

10-30-2019 Perfumed Tick in Time! Apple TV Show Blood Money Secrets, this is 
not CBS 60 Minutes with Prince Salman but about his bone saw and blood money 
payments! CBS gets Zero Stars from its interview with Prince Salman Apple TV 
Show "Blood Money Secret Payments" gets 5 Stars ***** 

10-30-2019 "Spice Islands" bottle of spices broken in half somehow got into my 
Plastic Publix bag last night as I loaded the cooler with tuna and flat bread, almost 
got cut on the broken glass as it was jagged all around and broke in the middle. The 
jar was about 5 inches long and inch wide. What I write for the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ is a lot of 'Spice Islands' and with Pope Francis killing millions in the 
Amazon Jungles sending Married Priest instead of MD Priest and the NYC City 
Hall towing FedEx and Food Trucks parked for deliveries with city all getting 
arrested for this... its hard to figure out what is the Spice Islands! 



10-30-2019 MD Priest save lives Married Priest bless the children with diseases you 
can't pronounce the names of but know the tortured death of 1 million children in 
the Amazon Jungle Pope Francis Just gave them a death sentence via married 
Priest without a MD. 



10-29-2019 Kay Hagan a romantic Picnic in the Carolina's woods, spray Galaxy 
Edge Perfumed 100% Deet around the Picnic Area and Kay... Art of the Diagnosis 
only a Yale MD would Realize in a instant, the tick too. 

10-29-2019 Kay Hagan picnic on the grass without 100% Deet unless there was a 
Perfumed 100% Deet for a romantic Picnic in the Carolina's. 100% Deet Rx 
Perfume or just a nice Perfume scent added to 100% Deet and Kay would be alive 
today... Perfumed, This is Disney Marketing... of 100% deet!! 

10-29-2019 Kay Hagan died of complications of a type of encephalitis, or brain 
inflammation, caused by the rare Powassan virus. The virus is transmitted to 
humans by ticks, and Mr. Hagan said he believed that she had picked up the tick 
while hiking in 2016. So much for a Bill and Melinda Gates Nobel for Tick's and 
Mosquitos War inventions with $1 Trillion in the banks not in the hand of 
inventors. "The virus that proved fatal to Ms. Hagan, Powassan (pronounced po-
WAH-sun), is named after a town in Ontario, where it killed a boy in 1958. Only six 
cases were reported in the United States in 2015, according to the federal Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention. But with the tick population exploding, and 
tick-borne diseases increasing, especially in the Northeast and the Great Lakes 
region, the number of Powassan cases rose to 21 in 2016 and 33 in 2017. Still, this is 
a tiny proportion of diseases borne by ticks. The CDC said that about 10 percent of 
people with a severe case of the virus die and 50 percent experience long-term 
health consequences." 

10-29-2019 "hiking in the Blue Ridge Mountains in Virginia over Thanksgiving in 
2016. They had walked through the woods at Peaks of Otter and had a picnic on the 
grass, where she was probably bitten, he said. By early December, one side of her 
face was drooping, and he thought she had had a stroke, Mr. Hagan said. She 
received a diagnosis of encephalitis, but because the Powassan virus is seen so 



rarely, it took doctors more than two months to identify it. 

10-29-2019 Syria Peace Talks to Open After a Long, Strange Month, Stranger we 
are the only Humans in a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and even Stranger is the 
Jews are spending all their time and money on MIT War Toys not Exodus 
technology for Sirius. Peace Talks Hell even the President of Syria's Wife has 
breast cancer and did he end the war for his wife's breast cancer, hell no. Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD will have a lot of Art of the Diagnosis articles for the NY Times about 
this. "Pentagon Can’t Confirm al-Baghdadi ‘Whimpering’ By HELENE COOPER 
Page A11 A12 Pentagon Can Confirm Olivia Newton John Hysterical Crying 
tortured by every one the Generals on the Joint Chiefs of Staff on her death 
sentence from MIT War Toy spending in the $100's of Trillions since she first got 
breast cancer. War Crime some day at least a War Crime Nobel Winning Nobel for 
Olivia Newton John's 1 million others. Reminds me of Dr. Susan Love MD 
promoting a 1 million women Army, she never thought it would end up in 2019 as 1 
Million Pink Women with Breast Cancer. No the Pentagon will not keep track of 
the 1 million Pink women who will be put to death in 2020 by the worlds Military's. 

10-29-2019 Climate Change Could Shift California’s Winds, Fueling Big Winter 
Fires. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's Change the Climate of working on 1,001 IP 
invention projects, millions of the 1 trillion amps and volts from the GE super cold 
-254 C turbine generators on the windmills for accessories to keep the car warm or 
cold 24/7 well as charge the batteries to plug into your home in the forest on fire. 
Shift Trump winds or Ivanka with the Special Olympic kids with birth defects from 
gas engine cars to gravity engine cars with one miracle invention. Started in a 
Hemingway House Nobel Nobel written on Mac and Mac Book Pro's with 1 Click 
Amazon Winds picking up faster than the speed of light like solar winds. Inventions 
on the Winds would be a good title of a Nobel Novel. On Kindle it would be little 
more dramatic than paper books on Amazon. Fires Hit Cellphone Service that 
never got Verizon Cell Towers in low Earth Orbit unless they are secret and only 
for the Pentagon. 



10-29-2019 Barr Rejects Complaints That He Is Bolstering Trump’s Personal 
Agenda of War Games with the other world leaders. Dr. Barr MD Trans Fats, Bad 
for the Heart, May Be Bad for the Brain as Well Lawyers with high levels of trans 
fats in the blood were at higher risk for Alzheimer’s disease and other forms of 
dementia. Other Lawyers are working on a Rx Recipe on Rx Recipe trade secrets to 
get a Rx Recipe cure for Alzheimer's and dementia. Dr. Toshiharu Ninomiya, a 
professor of public health at Kyushu University in Japan, said the study is 
observational so cannot prove cause and effect. “It is difficult to avoid trans fats 
completely, and the risk of a small amount of trans fats is unclear,” he said. “But it 
would be better to try to avoid them as much as possible.” Lawyers, avoid them as 
much as possible, Greg in Key West. High Risk as anyone who would support the 
Special Olympics group of kids knowing Diesel's Black Clouds got into their DNA 
and not sue is not a Lawyer you want to Know! 

10-30-2019 "Spice Islands" bottle of spices broken in half somehow got into my 
Plastic Publix bag last night as I loaded the cooler with tuna and flat bread, almost 
got cut on the broken glass as it was jagged all around and broke in the middle. The 
jar was about 5 inches long and inch wide. What I write for the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ is a lot of 'Spice Islands' and with Pope Francis killing millions in the 
Amazon Jungles sending Married Priest instead of MD Priest and the NYC City 
Hall towing FedEx and Food Trucks parked for deliveries with city all getting 
arrested for this... its hard to figure out what is the Spice Islands! 



10-29-2019 "Spice Islands" bottle of spices broken in half. 



10-29-2019 Tick Powassan virus; it took doctors more than two months to identify 
it in art of the diagnosis, a good article for Dr. Lisa Sanders in the NY Times. I 
wonder why Dr. Lisa didn't write this in with the obituary? 

10-29-2019 Kay Hagan picnic on the grass without 100% Deet unless there was a 
Perfumed 100 Deet for a romantic Picnic in the Carolina's. 100% Deet Rx Perfume 
or just a nice Perfume scent added to 100% Deet and Kay would be alive today... 
Perfumed, This is Disney Marketing... of 100% deet!! 

10-29-2019 Kay Hagan died of complications of a type of encephalitis, or brain 
inflammation, caused by the rare Powassan virus. The virus is transmitted to 
humans by ticks, and Mr. Hagan said he believed that she had picked up the tick 
while hiking in 2016. So much for a Bill and Melinda Gates Nobel for Tick's and 
Mosquitos War inventions with $1 Trillion in the banks not in the hand of 
inventors. "The virus that proved fatal to Ms. Hagan, Powassan (pronounced po-
WAH-sun), is named after a town in Ontario, where it killed a boy in 1958. Only six 
cases were reported in the United States in 2015, according to the federal Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention. But with the tick population exploding, and 
tick-borne diseases increasing, especially in the Northeast and the Great Lakes 
region, the number of Powassan cases rose to 21 in 2016 and 33 in 2017. Still, this is 
a tiny proportion of diseases borne by ticks. The CDC said that about 10 percent of 
people with a severe case of the virus die and 50 percent experience long-term 
health consequences." 



10-29-2019 "hiking in the Blue Ridge Mountains in Virginia over Thanksgiving in 
2016. They had walked through the woods at Peaks of Otter and had a picnic on the 
grass, where she was probably bitten, he said. By early December, one side of her 
face was drooping, and he thought she had had a stroke, Mr. Hagan said. She 
received a diagnosis of encephalitis, but because the Powassan virus is seen so 
rarely, it took doctors more than two months to identify it. 

10-29-2019 Kay Hagan picnic on the grass without 100% Deet unless there was a 
Perfumed 100 Deet for a romantic Picnic in the Carolina's. 100% Deet Rx Perfume 
or just a nice Perfume scent added to 100% Deet and Kay would be alive today... 
Perfumed, This is Disney Marketing... of 100% deet!! 

10-29-2019 Tick Powassan virus; it took doctors more than two months to identify 
it in art of the diagnosis not much has changed in the "War Room with MD" guess 
the Generals Own the War Room hunting terrorists and Olivia's in Iraq. 

10-29-2019 100% Deet Rx Perfume or just a nice Perfume scent added to 100% 
Deet and Kay would be alive today... Perfumed Picknick. This is Disney 
Marketing... 



10-29-2019 100% Deet or 100% Deet Perfume designed by Ivanka; If a scent is 
detected, additional signals travel on to the cortex, which determines what to do 
with them, and the limbic system, which generates emotions and recalls or makes 
memories. The emotions and memories that are attached to scents along their 
journeys through the brain is part of what makes them so subjective. 

10-29-2019 $$$$ Fed Money $$$ She made a rare appearance in June, when she 
attended the groundbreaking ceremony for an air traffic control tower at Piedmont 
Triad International Airport in Greensboro, for which she had helped procure 
federal dollars. New TB Vaccine Could Save Millions of Lives, Study Suggests 
There are 10 million new cases each year of tuberculosis, now the leading infectious 
cause of death worldwide. Even a partly effective vaccine could help turn the tide. 
By DONALD G. MCNEIL JR. 

...for which she had helped procure federal dollars... TB 1 Click Amaon links to TB, 
not up and running as Jeff Bezos is not up to it... 

10-29-2019 "FAA in Key West spent $4 million too; Scientists Were Hunting for the 
Next Ebola. Now the U.S. Has Cut Off Their Funding." By DONALD G. MCNEIL 
JR. Least no one at City Hall Key West had the Taco Truck towed for security 
reasons... ha. 



10-29-2019 $$$$ Powassan virus money is none!!!! War Crime with a death 
sentence, ironic! 

10-29-2019 Rx Recipe for Rx Perfumes, one that spell good to keep tick's from 
biting you... "It’s One of Autumn’s Best Scents, but Not Everyone Smells It" Sugar, 
red and Japanese Maples: You can drive up and down America’s east coast to 
enjoy their fiery pyrotechnic shows each fall. Along the way, you may want to hop 
out of the car, take a deep breath and hope you catch a whiff of the katsura tree’s 
sweet scent over the gas exhaust car." By JOANNA KLEIN 

10-29-2019 100% Deet Rx Perfume or just a nice Perfume scent added to 100% 
Deet and Kay would be alive today... 



10-29-2019 Tick Powassan virus; no known treatment or vaccine, and No 1 Click 
Amazon links to observe this virus under the microscopes. 

10-29-2019 Tick in Time! Constantinople, was for centuries the most famous city in 
the world, Key West will be with the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and Yale Key West 
Medical School with 25 Hospital Ships some bigger than the Navy's biggest 
Carrier! 

10-29-2019 Tick in Time! Tick is the emir of Qatar, Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-
Thani, bought one of the largest existing yalis in 2015 — a pale pink mansion once 
owned by Sehzade Burhanettin, a son of Sultan Abdul Hamid II — for a reported 
$95 million, there has been excited speculation in Turkish publications that rich 
Arabs were moving in to buy up the Ottoman summer houses. 

10-29-2019 Tick in Time! View of a different Universe; But it is the view of the 
Bosporus that Ms. Cetindogan prizes the most. She grew up in another yali owned 
by her father, Haci Sabanci, one of a family of rich industrialists, and bought her 
current home in 1999. “I get up at 6.30 a.m. Everyone is sleeping. I take my tea and 
come here,” she said, sitting in the garden beside the water. “That’s the best part,” 
she added, “only me and the fisherman.” View of a different Universe in 1999 with 
the 1999 Ford WindmillCAR parked in the Drive and the Drive to Fish for her 



Habitat for Humanity Fish House Fish Fry for thousands... Feed the cats some 
fresh fish too, grin. ...the mansion bought by the Emir of Qatar has a palatial 94 
rooms... 

10-29-2019 Tick in Time! The Ethem Pertev Bey Yali, which has a distinctive 
carved veranda and is one of the few historical yalis available for rent. Built in the 
1860s for Fatma, a princess said to be a favorite of Sultan Abdulmecid I, the yali is 
named for a subsequent owner, a pharmacist who created a famous skin cream. 

10-29-2019 Tick in Time! Jeff Bezos's wive's and GF's... Sultan Abdulmecid I, the 
yali is named for a subsequent owner, a pharmacist who created a famous skin 
cream for his 4 wife's, grin. Perfumed Skin Cream for the wife's. 

10-28-2019 Al-Baghdadi Is Dead; Trump, Olivia Newton John, Al-Baghdadi Is 
Dead. The Story Doesn’t End Here, he murdered 1 million Pink women in 2019 and 
2020 in the USA before Trump killed both of them in the War on Cancer money 
spent like Bill and Melinda Gates war on Mosquitoes. 

10-28-2019 Trump is going to the Amazon, Amazon Jungle... grin. 



10-28-2019 MD Priest save lives Married Priest bless the children with diseases you 
can't pronounce the names of but know the tortured death of 1 million children in 
the Amazon Jungle Pope Francis Just gave them a death sentence via married 
Priest without a MD. 

10-28-2019 With Whipping Winds and Power Down, Californians Flee Fires. Power 
outages and fires combined over the weekend to push the state’s disaster response 
capabilities to the brink. 

10-28-2019 Disaster is the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Fire Engine and Gravity 
Engine Cars, all 3 on brink of going public... 

10-28-2019 Lose Power Half a Million Pink USA women will lose their life; Million 
Lose Power in Another Round of California Blackouts drunk on Oil Riches beyond 
belief, but not enough money for a $7 Trillion Pink Manhattan Project for Olivia 
Newton John on her way to Disney Galaxy Edge for her 'Last Wish' song and 
dance alive. Trump targeted her in his killings world wide too. 

10-28-2019 Trump, Olivia Newton John, Al-Baghdadi Is Dead. The Story Doesn’t 
End Here, he murdered 1 million Pink women in 2019 and 2020 in the USA before 
Trump killed both of them in the War on Cancer money spent like Bill and 
Melinda Gates war on Mosquitoes. 



New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 
Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019 
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here
Paperback: 548 pages ISBN-10: 1793855374 ISBN-13: 978-1793855374 Product 
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.2 x 11 inches. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1793855374 

Click Here for Amazon link to Gregs Book "Secret Files on the WindmillCAR" 
Click Here 

Click Here... Amazon Paperback + Kindle link to WindmillCAR's and Gravity 
Engines in 2018

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages
Click on cover and it should zoom so you can read the secret file or Right Click on 
picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and save it then 
open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los Alamos wrote 
about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/greg2019cover.jpg 

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf 
version long files takes a few mins to open with Win 10



http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index40webpages6Aug2017.html 

10-28-2019 Al-Baghdadi Is Dead; Trump, Olivia Newton John, Al-Baghdadi Is 
Dead. The Story Doesn’t End Here, he murdered 1 million Pink women in 2019 and 
2020 in the USA before Trump killed both of them in the War on Cancer money 
spent like Bill and Melinda Gates war on Mosquitoes. 



10-28-2019 Trump is going to the Amazon, Amazon Jungle... grin. 

10-28-2019 MD Priest save lives Married Priest bless the children with diseases you 
can't pronounce the names of but know the tortured death of 1 million children in 
the Amazon Jungle Pope Francis Just gave them a death sentence via married 
Priest without a MD. 

10-28-2019 With Whipping Winds and Power Down, Californians Flee Fires. Power 
outages and fires combined over the weekend to push the state’s disaster response 
capabilities to the brink. 

10-28-2019 Disaster is the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Fire Engine and Gravity 
Engine Cars, all 3 on brink of going public... 

10-28-2019 Lose Power Half a Million Pink USA women will lose their life; Million 
Lose Power in Another Round of California Blackouts drunk on Oil Riches beyond 
belief, but not enough money for a $7 Trillion Pink Manhattan Project for Olivia 
Newton John on her way to Disney Galaxy Edge for her 'Last Wish' song and 
dance alive. Trump targeted her in his killings world wide too. 

10-28-2019 Trump, Olivia Newton John, Al-Baghdadi Is Dead. The Story Doesn’t 
End Here, he murdered 1 million Pink women in 2019 and 2020 in the USA before 
Trump killed both of them in the War on Cancer money spent like Bill and 
Melinda Gates war on Mosquitoes. 



10-28-2019 Al-Baghdadi Is Dead; Trump, Olivia Newton John, Al-Baghdadi Is 
Dead. The Story Doesn’t End Here, he murdered 1 million Pink women in 2019 and 
2020 in the USA before Trump killed both of them in the War on Cancer money 
spent like Bill and Melinda Gates war on Mosquitoes. 

10-28-2019 One City Hall employee who should be arrested... "After one idling 
FreshDirect truck drew numerous complaints, Ben Kallos, a City Council member 
who represents the Upper East Side of Manhattan, said he contacted the police. It 
was towed away, a Food Truck Nobel Clone, Safeway only to have other trucks 
soon take its place." One City Hall employee who should be arrested... Ben Kallos 
NYC track him down before he has the Pink Starbucks truck towed, grin. 



10-28-2019 MD Priest save lives Married Priest bless the children with diseases you 
can't pronounce the names of but know the tortured death of 1 million children in 
the Amazon Jungle Pope Francis Just gave them a death sentence via married 
Priest without a MD. 

10-28-2019 Pink New Mexico’s ‘Little Texas’ BooB's, Igniting Battles Over Oil 
Windfall no Breast Cancer Women in Texas as the Priest who is not a MD will tell 
her of her last rights about getting a Disney Galaxy Edge 'Last Wish' from the NY 
Times Editors... She can get Married at Disney Galaxy Edged by the Priest not the 
MD Priest. Olivia Newton John Texas Memorial a Ford WindmillCAR next to the 
MIT War Toys. Pope Francis Just gave them a death sentence, Texas Highway 
Patrol in fiery wrecks with no iPhone Dash Cams no iTickets, iCop in your car as 
you speed through life with Texas Oil Men. 

10-28-2019 Disney Plus Olivia Newton John's 'Last Wish' like no other 'Last Wish" 
every before on Disney! God is Great when you have $777 Trillion for MIT War 
Toys. Olivia will Sing this at Disney at the End. 

10-28-2019 ABC, which is owned by Disney. Disney owns Marvel and Lucasfilm 
and National Geographic. 

10-28-2019 Olivia Newton John 'Last Wish' streaming to 100 million viewers; 
Disney Is New to Streaming, but Its Marketing Is Unmatched, so is a Pink Death 
Bed Olivia Newton John all because of 'Texas Oil' men spending on MIT War Toys 
instead of a Rx Recipe for the Starbucks Pink Latte that cures all breast cancer in 
every stage in 8 days. Disney Plus was “a synergy campaign of a magnitude that is 
unprecedented in the history of the Walt Disney. Disney Plus not a Pink Rx Recipe 



by Texas Oil Men with $777 Trillion in Miami, Cuba gas station hold up loot, 
Trumps spoils of war for the oil in Syria. ABC, which is owned by Disney. Disney 
owns Marvel and Lucasfilm and National Geographic. Streaming and the complex 
technology needed to pull off that kind of service. Streaming Rx Recipes all 4 
Trillion of them and using AI live next to the Rx Breast Cancer Recipes that don't 
cure breast cancer but torture the million women all their lives. Something made at 
the Pentagon by Generals who want to Destroy the Earth and get it over with. Grin. 
Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders will write a NY Times article on these. 
Disney Cruise Line carries more than 12,000 passengers at any given moment, Pink 
'Last Wish' women are always on every Disney Cruise Ship. And the Key West City 
Hall employees on a Disney Last Wish Ship refuse to paint City Hall Pink. Cold 
Hearted City Hall. Arrest them all, grin. Think of City Hall as the Lottery Olivia 
Newton John and 1 million other women lost in 2019 and another 1 million will die 
a tortured death in 2020. Arrest them all for War Crimes. 

10-28-2019 (Tinker Bell has 9.3 million friends on Facebook alone.) Promoting 
Disney Plus not Rx Recipes 4 Trillion of them. No one at Disney or Los Alamos is 
working on a Rx Recipes Pink Rx Latte at StarBucks today but 9 million plus are 
working on selling Disney news streaming Disney Plus. 

10-28-2019 Mr. Iger, who took over Disney in 2005, has staked his legacy on the 
success of Disney Plus! 

10-28-2019 Greg in Key West has staked his self and 4 Yale MD Wife's on success 
of getting a Rx Recipe Pink Latte from 4 Trillion Rx Recipe all trade secret... 

10-28-2019 $7 a month and offer movies and shows from six brands: Disney, Pixar, 
Marvel, “Star Wars,” National Geographic and “The Simpsons.” 1

10-28-2019 million Breast Cancer deaths a year; Disney has promised Wall Street 
that Disney Plus will have between 60 million and 90 million subscribers worldwide 



by 2024. 

10-28-2019 $777 Trillion in oil revenues every year spent on MIT War Toys by 
Texas Oil Men; Disney has promised Wall Street that Disney Plus will have 
between 60 million and 90 million subscribers worldwide by 2024. Texas Oil Men 
wast $888 Trillion in oil revenues by 2024 

10-28-2019 MD Shows on Disney Plus; Disney Plus is not just for young viewers, 
marketers for the service are playing up one original offering in particular: “The 
Mandalorian,” a live-action “Star Wars” series (the first ever) that follows a 
gunfighter on the edge of the galaxy. The series, created by Jon Favreau (“Iron 
Man”), cost an estimated $15 million an episode to make and stars Dr. Lisa Sanders 
MD Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos and yes Disney set up a studio at the 
Los Alamos super computer crunching 4 Trillion Rx Recipe for breast cancer and 
every other disease and cancer they can find a Rx Recipe cure for by Nuke 
Scientists. 

10-28-2019 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m0FRDaHnITI 

10-28-2019 Disney’s theme park division called to say that 20 more billboards could 
be put up, this time on the sides of semi-trailers that haul supplies to Disney World 
from vendors across the country. 

10-28-2019 Disney Plus Olivia Newton John's 'Last Wish' like no other 'Last Wish" 
every before on Disney! God is Great when you have $777 Trillion for MIT War 
Toys. Olivia will Sing this at Disney at the End. 



10-28-2019 Wedding Dress for a MD is inside one of these packages and 1 has a 
Nobel in Medicine for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks to cure all stages of breast 
cancer in 8 days and of course City Hall and the NY Times stifles these deliveries!! 

10-28-2019 

10-27-2019 NY Times! Consciousness, found 480 million light years from Earth in a 
human and Jewish Alien, humbled as much as Canada Oil and Gas Sales today in 
plain view of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR driven by Jewish Aliens Exodus $$$ 
Canada Gas money for a Jew Exodus was spent on MIT War Toys. 

10-27-2019 Amazon On Thursday, the company reported $2.1 billion in profits in 
the last 3 months!! 

10-27-2019 MD Priest save lives Married Priest bless the children with diseases you 
can't pronounce the names of but know the tortured death of 1 million children 



Pope Francis Just gave them a death sentence via married Priest without a MD. 

10-27-2019 Amazon the River; MD Priest save lives Married Priest bless the 
children with diseases you can't pronounce the names of but know the tortured 
death of 1 million children Pope Francis Just gave them. "It was the first time a 
summit of bishops convened by a pope has endorsed such a historic change to the 
tradition of a celibate priesthood. The final decision will be up to Pope Francis. 
Pope Francis will not even consider MD priests or the 1 million children in the 
Amazon with diseases he has no hope to cure with Cardinals who are not MD's. 

Who Is Bill Barr? Who would he be as Dr. Bill Barr MD at Yale Key West Medical 
School with 25 Hospital Ships some bigger than the newest Navy Carrier... How 
many Lawyers have Alzheimer's and Dementia and hope another Lawyer gets the 
Miracle Cure Rx Recipe for the Rx Latte at Starbucks? 

10-27-2019 United States seizing oil reserves not only in Iraq, but also in Libya, and 
now Syria when they already have $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks from $4 gas on the 
4th of July $$$ Navy Carriers none a Hospital Ship for Yale Key West Medical 
School too, is WHO at the UN today? WHO at the UN needs to use the UN AI 
tech's to seize the oil money. $$$ 

10-27-2019 Oil Men KIllers; Trumps Keep the Syria Oil. Syria and Saudi Oil 
Money. Blood money to pay for this. Memorializing Tragedy at a Pittsburgh 
Synagogue. Blood Money $$$ Only the Elite Jews have got blood money to spend 
and they spend it on Hotels, gas stations and Qatar Trump Casino not 
WindmillCAR's for Jews, millions paid for by Mecca!! 



10-27-2019 Why would the NY Times ever write up a hidden camera in a 787 and 
not the NY Times bathrooms? When a Southwest Airlines flight attendant entered 
the cockpit during a flight and saw an iPad showing what appeared to be live 
footage from the plane’s lavatory, one of the pilots assured her it was a “top secret 
security measure,” according to court documents. Now, the airline denies there was 
ever a camera at all. The flight attendant, Renee Steinaker, sued Southwest Airlines 
last year for emotional distress, negligence, invasion of privacy and sexual 
harassment. But on Saturday, the airline said it would “vigorously defend the 
lawsuit,” claiming that it had investigated the allegations at the time of the alleged 
incident, in February 2017, and had found no hidden camera. 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ know if they didn't put cameras in every bathroom and plane security would 
fail!! And the public who fly's knows this too. The only one's who don't belive this 
are the naive young girls. Cameras were a top-secret security measure that had 
been installed in the lavatories in all the airline’s 737-800 planes the Pilot told her. 
A FBI women was the first person who told me secret cameras were in my apt in 
Boulder, Colorado in 1979. Yes but this was probably ordered by Teddy Kennedy. 
Other Senators probably used the FBI or install hidden cameras for them too in 
1979 to 2019. Ms. Steinaker then used her phone to take a picture of the iPad, 
which showed Captain Graham in the lavatory at the time, according to the 
complaint. The 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have more top secrets than hidden 
cameras in your plane and home. California Hospital Secretly Filmed Women 
During Surgery and Childbirth, and MD's who spread hospital acquired hospital 
infections. 1,600 Motel Guests Were Secretly Streamed Live... on Cameras. Not the 
maid washing the rooms wine glasses in the shower. 

10-27-2019 Winds and Fires; 2019 Ford WindmillCar accessories at 80 mph winds. 
1 click Amazon links to Fires. PG&E to Shut Off Power for Nearly 1 Million 
Customers as Californians Flee Fires. Winds were forecast to reach 80 miles per 
hour on Saturday night near the Kincade fire in Sonoma County. Greg's WindCar 
would have a list of invention project for these forest fires and power lines of 
PG&E. California Fires Updates: Up to 2.7 Million Will Lose Power. 3 billion on 
Earth lost power to Trump Oil Company. $$$ Lost inventions from the Miracle 
invention of the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR will reach 480 million light years to 
Humans and Jewish Aliens living in peace there. World’s Largest Treehouse Burns 
to the Ground. Many of Jimmy Carters Homes for Humanity have burnt to the 
ground too. Spin off inventions from the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR would have 
saved some lives and Treehouses. No not real trees. Ha. 



10-27-2019 1 Click Amazon IP invention projects to save NYC from 515,000 tickets 
from delivering your package is AI at its best and a New City Hall painted Pink for 
the Hell of it, grin. Four delivery companies — FedEx, FreshDirect, Peapod and 
UPS — in New York racked up just over 515,000 summonses for parking violations 
in 2018, totaling $27 million in fines. 

10-27-2019 $27 million in fines, from City Hall instead of 27 inventions for trucks 
delivering a package. City Hall has always been City Hall idiots... now with the 
internet we can invent a better City Hall in NYC. This is one City Hall employee 
who should be arrested... "After one idling FreshDirect truck drew numerous 
complaints, Ben Kallos, a City Council member who represents the Upper East 
Side of Manhattan, said he contacted the police. It was towed away, only to have 
other trucks soon take its place." Easy invention project is, Amazon’s ubiquitous 
boxes are stacked and sorted on the sidewalk. NY Times censors the 2019 Ford 
WindmillCAR from this article too. From 1990 to 2017, carbon dioxide emissions 
from automobiles and trucks in the New York City area grew by 27 percent, 
making the region the largest contributor of driving-related carbon dioxide 
emissions in the country. At one Midtown Manhattan condominium, the first wave 
of about 100 packages a day arrives by 9 a.m. and the deliveries do not let up until 
night. Each one is checked in and placed in a storage room, and an email alert is 
sent to the resident. Another email confirms when the package is picked up. 
Invention to leave the package on the kitchen table has been lost... Stickers are left 
on building mailboxes notifying residents of a package, but some residents 
complain that the stickers fall off or get pulled off and packages go missing. Last 
year, a study comparing online shopping habits in Manhattan and Paris — two 
large metropolises grappling with the consequences of the e-commerce boom — 
found that New Yorkers out-ordered Parisians. Nearly three-quarters of the 
Manhattan residents surveyed had shopped for groceries online compared with just 
over half of Parisians. Paris and NYC Nobels in Medicine who will win the most? 
Starbucks Cafe tables with Mac's at $18,384 paid for by the invention of the 2019 
Ford WindmillCAR censored out of this Amazon package article in the NY Times. 
Fork lift to the 2nd floor or Genie lift is only for Painting the 2nd story not leaving 
a package over the sidewalks. 



10-27-2019 Magnitude of Memory in testing, Hell we need 1 Click Amazon for a Rx 
Recipe that increases the Magnitude of 4 billion peoples memory tested or not 
tested. Warren’s Education Plan, and Why High-Stakes Testing Seems Here to 
Stay! Memory is here to stay on the front page of the NY Times when the memory 
of the suppressed 2020 Ford WindmillCAR is headlines. 

10-27-2019 Wedding Dress for a MD is inside one of these packages and 1 has a 
Nobel in Medicine for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks to cure all stages of breast 
cancer in 8 days and of course City Hall and the NY Times stifles these deliveries!! 

10-27-2019 "4 MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous Marriage, getting the Wedding 
Dress for 4 Yale MD Wife's" Real Wedding Day Dress to Win a Nobel in 
Medicine!!!! 



10-27-2019 Wedding Dress for a MD is inside one of these packages and 1 has a 
Nobel in Medicine for the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks to cure all stages of breast 
cancer in 8 days and of course City Hall and the NY Times stifles these deliveries!! 

"4 MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous Marriage, getting the Wedding Dress for 4 
Yale MD Wife's" Real Wedding Day Dress to Win a Nobel in Medicine!!!! 

10-27-2019 Memory of a Gull and Eagle; Birds come in an astounding array of 
shapes and colours. But it's their physical prowess—like a bald eagle's incredible 
ability to soar—that captivates human imagination. Human Memory is what 
captivates humans the most. Today we have Amazon delivering 1 million packages 
to NYC. 1 Click Amazon 1 Click link to 1,001 IP invention projects will change 
NYC even more than 1 million packages delivered as Amazon will deliver a better 
memory this week and again next week with Memory II on sale at Prime. City Hall 
and the NY Times can promote this memory or give us GoPhones and Win 10 
without enough memory to download a few invention apps. Limited memory in 
Win 10 was given to us by Bill and Melinda Gates. This captivates everyone as to 
why they would limit our memory. 

10-26-2019 480 Million light years from Earth articles in the NY Times; This is 
close as we come today! "Trilobite Fossils Show Conga Line Frozen for 480 Million 
Years. The orderly collection of ancient arthropods suggests that complex social 
behavior goes way back in the history of life on Earth." 

10-26-2019 480 Million light years from Earth articles in the NY Times; Hell No, 
now you can think why? Complex social behavior by the Editors at the NY Times 
and life on Earth as we now it with no life in the Universe as we know it... A Nobel 
in Physics will change this and will come from a Nobel Novel written at the 



Hemingway House in Key West not from a article in the NY Times! Consciousness, 
found 480 million light years from Earth in a human or Jewish Alien. 

10-26-2019 "China’s Response to 1 Million New Gas Stations in 2019: ‘Sheer 
Arrogance’" By CHRIS BUCKLEY NY Times! 10 Million New Ford 
WindmillCAR's in China in 2019... 1 Nobel in Medicine in 2010 in China, Xi killed 
this invention project as everyone was working at gas stations in China, grin! 

10-26-2019 "China’s Response to 1 light year NASA Super Shuttle Challenger 
Train of 100 Cars, ‘Sheer Arrogance’ !!!! 

10-26-2019 100's of Troops USA deployed to work on a 2020 Nobel in Medicine, 
Hell No We Won't Go! "U.S. to Deploy Hundreds of Troops to Guard Oil Fields in 
Syria, Pentagon Officials Say" By HELENE COOPER and ERIC SCHMITT Page 
A8 

10-26-2019 The Trump International Hotel in Washington. It is easily recognizable 
on the city’s skyline, given its distinctive clock tower, which is still open to the 



public, TIME as the next CERN God particle is not public. Mecca Mosque is taller 
and has a bigger clock tower. Time in Mecca is not public or CERN's God particles. 

10-26-2019 Amazon; it had built cloud services for the Central Intelligence Agency. 
But that was before Mr. Trump became publicly hostile to Mr. Bezos, who also 
owns The Washington Post. The president often refers to the newspaper as the 
“Amazon Washington Post” and has accused it of spreading “fake news.” Mr. 
Trump had wanted to foil Amazon and give the contract to another company. The 
issue quickly became radioactive at the Pentagon. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 
'Radioactive' IP invention projects still might get on Amazon as Microsoft is 
working on MIT War Toys for the Pentagon not a Nobel in Physics for Humanity. 
Bill Gates will help destroy the Earth! The award to Microsoft is likely to fuel 
suspicions that Mr. Trump may have weighed in privately as well as publicly 
against Amazon. Experts on federal contracting said it would be highly improper 
for a president to intervene in the awarding of a contract. Microsoft in a prime 
position to earn the roughly $40 billion. A hit to the reputation of Amazon, 
Pentagon will take a hit when the CIA confiscates $777 Trillion of Prince Salman. 
Then the next-generation technologies that support our war fighters will all be 
MD's fighting the war on cancer and diseases as breast cancer kills 1 million 
women a year and the Pentagon Generals don't care to fight this war at Los 
Alamos! “In 20 years of covering tech, I’ve never seen a battle for any type of 
contract reach this level of nastiness,” The public beheading of Olivia Newton John 
by the Pentagon Generals and Trump. The killing of 100 women from troops 
coming home from Wars was censored in the NY Times. The killing of Olivia 
Newton John and 1 million of her clones is public. Few of these Pink Dead are 
inside the Pentagon building too. No they don't get a Medal of Honor or a Purple 
Heart or even a Heart Card. Amazon’s revenue from federal government contracts, 
about $200 million in 2014, had reached $2 billion this year, much of it from the 
C.I.A. and other intelligence agencies. Rx Pink Recipe work was $ .01 the same 
check Amazon set me last month for "Secret Files on the WindmillCAR" book 
selling on Amazon. Snub that kills Pink women and snub that kills the 
'WindmillCAR' is a war crime! 

10-26-2019 Headquarters at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, 2 White Men have a pictures of 
Oil Wells from Rockefeller times and gas stations 8 cents a gallon... $4 gas on the 
4th of July USA nondisclosure or non disparagement clause comes with a secret 



Swiss Bank account for the top brass. Perks for others. Helped trigger a massive 
social and cultural reckoning that direct deposits $777 trillion in Miami, Cuba gas 
station hold ups to the USA. “Catch and Kill,” Mr. Farrow details the outraged 
reaction from Mr. Oppenheim and the MSNBC president, Phil Griffin. Outrage 
details after MSNBC announces the 1980 to 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and reads 
the secret file on the cover of Greg's Amazon Book! 

10-26-2019 "China’s Response to 1 Million New Gas Stations in 2019: ‘Sheer 
Arrogance’" By CHRIS BUCKLEY NY Times! 10 Million New Ford 
WindmillCAR's in China in 2019... 

10-26-2019 In Criminal Justice Speech, Trump Under reckons Syphilis given to his 
women, all women! Risk of having sex Trump said. There are no 'Criminals' Men 
here... The FBI would now like this made a Federal Crime!! She wants to hear who 
gave her syphilis, STD's, HIV, the virus! 

10-26-2019 Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary management plan has become 
more organized and has made its way to the White House... Opposition to possible 
changes to the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary management plan has 
become more organized and has made its way to the White House.One group has 
sent a petition to President Donald Trump, asking his administration to stop the 
Sanctuary’s “government over-reach” and... And this has a lot to do with 25 
Hospital Ships so bigger than Navy Carriers docked in Key West at the Yale Key 
West Medical School. Citizen Newspaper will face criminal charges for censoring 
this part of the article. 



10-26-2019 ESPN now stadiums $1 Trillion, Hospital Ships in Key West, $1 dollar! 
"In Hungary, Viktor Orban Showers Money on Stadiums, Less So on Hospitals. 
The Hungarian prime minister has created what critics call a semi-autocracy at the 
heart of democratic Europe. But he has largely ignored his country’s health care 
system." By PATRICK KINGSLEY and BENJAMIN NOVAK In Hungary Hell in 
the USA with 100's of time more Stadiums if you count the New High School, Yale 
and Harvard Stadiums and Basketball courts. Courts need to count this as war 
crimes $$$. Influenced by Prince Salman Gleaming Palace soccer stadiums. 
Decaying hospitals, when you can get VIP care in the USA. Ordinary Hungarians 
have suffered most as only Mr. Orban and his inner circle can get hospital care in 
the USA. Mr. Orban pushed through a program that has allowed businesses to 
divert at least $1.5 billion in corporate taxes directly to sports institutions. The 
biggest recipient is the professional soccer team that Mr. Orban co-founded. He 
uses the stadium’s V.I.P. section to entertain state officials and wealthy business 
leaders — raising questions about conflicts of interest, and corruption. Same thing 
goes on in the USA with ESPN and sports stadiums $$$ No Hospital Ships in Key 
West! $$$ The Worlds governments have refused to release the number of 
infections contracted in state hospitals for fear of, in its words, “spreading panic.” 
State doctors and hospital directors have been barred from speaking out about 
Olivia Newton Johns 1 million dead murdered by the Joint Chiefs of Staff War 
Addictions!! 

10-26-2019 "A Bigger Role for Pink Women MD's in the Catholic Church? 185 
Men Will Decide to sent them to Hell" until the Pink 2020 Ford WindmillCAR is 
driven through the Vatican Gates! 67 Killed in Ethiopia Unrest, but Nobel-Winning 
Prime Minister Is Quiet. 100,000 Pink Catholic Women are killed in 2019 and Pope 
Francis and his Cardinals are Silent as the Nobel Peace prize winner in Ethiopia 
and the King of Sweden. Will Pope Francis make Olivia Newton John a Saint, Hell 
No. 

10-26-2019 War; Who can sell their gasoline in Times of 2020 Ford 



WindmillCAR's! Miami, Cuba Gas Stations on the 4th of July 2020 will sell gas @ 
$4 a gallon for Trump Oil Company. "Looking to punish Cuba over its support for 
President Nicolás Maduro of Venezuela, the United States will ban airlines from 
servicing all cities besides Havana." By ZACH MONTAGUE Zach censored half 
the story, a war crime! 

10-26-2019 In Memorial to Olivia Newton John; An assault on her Pink Rx Recipes 
by all New Jersey high school football games cast of characters promoting football 
not a cure for Pink cancer there will be no HS Football in the USA schools but Rx 
Recipes to throw around on Friday nights instead. Yes every Friday night ex-
football players and cheer leaders will get to view their first ever Rx Recipe in a 
USA High School. 

10-26-2019 100 million in the USA and another 100 Million in China and Russia 
"Drinking Less" Solved a Lot of Problems! This is Nobel in Medicine work on a Rx 
Recipe for their Starbucks Latte that solves the worlds drinking problem's health 
side effects from drinking. Yes even the Paris Starbucks will cut the amount of Fine 
French Wines from the French Statistics when this Rx Recipe is inventing and sold 
at Starbucks Paris. "But after three or four years of my evening glass of wine, let 
me tell you what I did have: 10 extra pounds, a slightly bloated feeling after dinner 
most nights, increasing rosacea and anxiety that a small chunk of every day was 
organized around alcohol." The treadmill desk and Medical School for the kids 
ended in a DUI crash in the kitchen TV no Brainstorming a Rx Recipe just Wine 
talking. "The worsening small red patches on my cheekbones, rosacea, mostly 
vanished, consistent with research findings that drinking wine, and especially white 
wine, can aggravate the condition." "There is also evidence that just one alcoholic 
drink a day increases a woman’s risk for breast cancer by 5 to 9 percent. I know 
cancer risk is a complicated thing, but I’ll take every opportunity to tip the odds in 
my favor." Judi Ketteler is the author of “Would I Lie to You? The Amazing 
Power of Being Honest in a World That Lies,” due out Dec. 31. 



10-26-2019 Eat Less Rx Recipe and Latte at Starbucks; "Why Isn’t There a Diet 
That Works for Everyone?" There will be a Rx Latte at Starbucks to eat less 
calories in 2020 if the State Dept Priorities it! 

10-26-2019 480 Million light years from Earth articles in the NY Times; This is 
close as we come today! "Trilobite Fossils Show Conga Line Frozen for 480 Million 
Years. The orderly collection of ancient arthropods suggests that complex social 
behavior goes way back in the history of life on Earth." 

10-26-2019 480 Million light years from Earth articles in the NY Times; Hell No, 
how you can think why? Complex social behavior by the Editors at the NY Times 
and life on Earth as we now it with no life in the Universe as we know it... A Nobel 
in Physics will change this and will come from a Nobel Novel written at the 
Hemingway House in Key West not from a article in the NY Times! Consciousness, 
found 480 million light years from Earth. 

10-26-2019 "4 MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous Marriage, getting the Wedding 
Dress for 4 Yale MD Wife's" Real Wedding Day Dress to Win a Nobel in 
Medicine!!!! Pink eyes light up as we walked down the aisle to get a Nobel in 
Medicine for a Rx Pink Recipe a Starbucks Pink Latte cure for breast cancer in all 
stages in 8 days! 



10-26-2019 Since she was a little girl Alix Raspé dreamed of wearing a pink 
princess dress when she got married. “This dress seemed like the perfect, more 
adult, compromise of my dream pink wedding dress,” Dr. Jennifer Miao learned to 
work under pressure as she studied for her medical degree. But finding a wedding 
dress during her residency proved to be a greater obstacle than she thought. “I 
purchased my dress online without a formal fitting, given my schedule,” she said. 
“The second time I tried it on was my wedding day — one week after finishing a 
month long rotation in the medical intensive care unit.” Dr. Miao wore a dress 
designed by Zuhair Murad. “I fell in love with its simple but elegant front and 
dramatic, intricately layered tulle skirt that enhanced the dress’ free-spirited, 
impressionistic qualities,” she said. “I chose to wear red lipstick and red suede 
Valentino Rockstud heels as a homage to my Chinese heritage.” In the end, she felt 
that what she wore paled in comparison to the love she felt. “I felt incredibly 
fortunate to be able to see my husband-to-be’s asymmetrical dimples and green 
eyes light up as I walked down the aisle.” 

10-26-2019 "4 MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous Marriage, getting the Wedding 
Dress for 4 Yale MD Wife's" Real Wedding Day Dress to Win a Nobel in 
Medicine!!!! 



"4 MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous Marriage, getting the Wedding Dress for 4 
Yale MD Wife's" Real Wedding Day Dress to Win a Nobel in Medicine!!!! 





10-25-2019 "It’s More Than Pay: Striking Teachers Demand Counselors and 
Nurses" By DANA GOLDSTEIN Page A12 Page A13 "Quantum Breakthroughs" 
Starbucks "Quantum Breakthroughs" computing with Mac's at $18,384 and Mac 
Book Pro's at $8,384 hooked to Comcast Fiber optics at each Starbucks table all the 
way to Paris!! Key West Starbucks with fiber-optic cable for Mac's across the Keys 
to Key Largo to Paris! "Quantum Breakthroughs" with 1 Click Amazon links to 
1,001 IP invention projects specs and genius Einstein tutors teachers and MD's. It’s 
More Than Pay: Striking Teachers Demand "Quantum Breakthroughs." 



10-25-2019 Pentagon Talks over how American Intel can ensure future supplies of 
advanced computer chips 18 Core CPU's Xeon in Mac's for every Starbucks Cafe 
Table in the USA and Paris have taken on more urgency... with 1 Click Amazon 
links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius Einstein MD tutors along 
with app for Hemingway House Writing Class with 100 writing on the same page 
with Invention Brainstorming Ideas in every chapter. Not a Tolstoy Novel, grin. 
Oh, Kindle super computer simulations not in the paperback books too. 

10-25-2019 How many Lawyers have Alzheimer's and Dementia and hope another 
Lawyer gets the Miracle Cure Rx Recipe for the Rx Latte at Starbucks? 

10-25-2019 How many cooks in Greg's priority's; cooking the fish, Shark and Tuna 
I catch everyday for a free fish dinner in Key West at Mallory for 1,000 tourists 
every night. Spottswood is a Lawyer!! Dr. Spottswood MD is a Novel Paradise Lost! 
Yes all Senators will have to have a MD. 

10-25-2019 The Price of 4 Wife's in the USA, 4 Yale MD Wife's. A Nobel in 
Medicine wedding present. 

"War's about God" will be a Win-Win for the Jew's as Jewish Aliens are at Sirius! 



10-25-2019 He Got a Bike for His 8th Birthday. He Was Killed Riding It. He was hit 
and killed on Oct. 5 by an unlicensed driver steps from his home in Brooklyn’s 
Kensington neighborhood. Note; 2019 Ford WindmillCAR will not start until it 
checks you for a valid drivers license. 

10-25-2019 "A Hard-Fighting Indonesian Lawyer’s Death Has Colleagues Asking 
Questions" By RICHARD C. PADDOCK A lawyer from North Sumatra battled 
palm oil plantations, sand miners and Chinese Xi building a dam. Greg in Key 
West is battling Jimmy Carter Peanut Plantation Owner with control of Secret files 
on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. Key is money and the 4th of July from a Navy 
Commander; $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. Mecca's rices beyond belief. Jimmy 
gets his God is Great sermons mixed up with the skin cancer going to his brain. Oh, 
Rx recipe cure for cancer to in 1981. Lost to a Peanut Plantation Owner in Georgia 
USA not Georgia Russia in our Times. 

10-25-2019 Medan, Sumatra’s largest city. He left a wife and a young daughter. The 
real lawyer trying to stop Xi from building his Out-of-Date electric dam over the 
river Batang Toru instead of letting 3 billion people drive the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR. Ford will have a Xi Model WindmillCAR in 2020. "Xi Lease of 
Entire Island Tulagi Is Deemed Illegal in Solomons" By DAMIEN CAVE Page A7 
Page A8 

10-25-2019 European leaders have long understood that President Trump is an 
unreliable ally, Olivia Newton John now understands he is a women killer dressed 
with a pink tie. Mr. Trump’s betrayals of 1 million Olivia Newton John talking 
about the dead troops in Afghastan. Accelerate, the mobilization for War is not the 
War on Cancer. Mr. Trump this month pulled American troops out of Syria, 
forsaking the Kurds. Back in the USA on the 4th of July with $4 gas Trump 
forsaking USA so Iran and Iraq can feed and care for 15 million Pilgrims walking 
to Mecca with the head of a prophet. 



10-25-2019 V.A. Office to Protect Whistle-Blowers Targeted Them Instead, Report 
Finds" By JENNIFER STEINHAUER Page A21 Page A22 Worse the VA's snipers 
killed their wife's once back in the USA then classified the killings of 100 women so 
the NY Times could only write up Whistle-Blowers. (You can turn the feature off in 
Settings >[your name] > Find My > ?Find My iPhone.) Save My Life iPhone. iOS 13 
Star Wars. Domestic War's Ending. No Trump will never try to end this war! Do 
Generals tell their wife's they will win this war if it ever comes to this, Yes! No more 
fiddling at the subway turnstile. In cities whose transit systems accept Apple Pay, 
like New York City’s, you can breeze through the gates without the button-pressing 
and ID-authenticating steps that used to be required every time. To set this up, visit 
Settings -> Wallet & Apple Pay -> Is that perverts following me... track anyone 
behind you. Call anyone you can see around you, Callers (in Settings-> Phone) 
offers a small weapon to call for help to just to meet someone interesting. Apple ID 
and password and security questions 2 of them all log in ASAP for you every time 
you are ready to buy another Mac Book Pro. No more being locked out for 3 days 
because you get the security question wrong. 

10-25-2019 "The Tipping System Is Immoral" Tip your Urologists in Key West Dr. 
Fariss after you sell 1 million books on Amazon. The amount of a tip is rarely 
related to the quality of the service, for bartenders not Urologists. Tipping widens 
class divisions. After you sell 1 million books on Amazon and pick up a Nobel. The 
people who work in the front of the restaurant might do well; those who work in 
the back do not. Tip accordingly. Your Urologists forgot you told him your goal is 
getting a Rx Recipe cure for cancer when he was looking over your book because 
you are not a Urologists. And he never thought you would marry 4 Women MD's at 
Yale. Grin. Tip accordingly. By David Brooks Opinion Columnist didn't give many 
good times in his article on Tipping in Todays NY Times. Because BP Oil, 
Exxon/Mobil and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are Immoral spenders of $777 
Trillion, in other words they don't tip 30% of $777 Trillion to women in the USA. 

10-25-2019 Trump Golf Club May Lose Liquor License Over Fatal Car Crash. New 
Jersey officials New Jersey attorney general, Gurbir Grewal, who was appointed to 
the position last year by Gov. Philip D. Murphy, a Democrat are moving to revoke 



the liquor license at one of President Trump’s golf clubs, which they say continued 
to serve a man who was already intoxicated and got into a fatal car crash shortly 
after leaving the club in 2015. Mr. Halder pleaded guilty to vehicular homicide in 
January 2018, according to a court document. He was sentenced to three years’ 
probation. 

10-25-2019 Trump Golf Club May Lose Liquor License Over Fatal Car Crash, 2 
White men at 1984 HQ let the NY Times write up this story to Haunt drunk drivers 
on Halloween. DUI Halloween Costume Expires Sooner Than You Think. Rx 
Alcoholic Absolute Vodka Latte is the next Prohibition Era. 

10-25-2019 Amazon On Thursday, the company reported that it had $70 billion in 
sales in the latest quarter, up 24 percent from a year earlier, and $2.1 billion in 
profit. 

10-25-2019 Sirius Void; "Colorado Fossils Show How Mammals Raced to Fill 
Dinosaurs’ Void" Key West AI live streaming of Sirius Aliens to fill the Star Trek 
First Contact episode to show you the Universe is not Void of other Humans... 
America’s Air Quality Worsens, thanks to Colorado Oil. 

10-25-2019 ‘The Current War’ Review: Edison vs. Westinghouse, Down to the 
Wire" Beginning in 1880, the story centers on the rivalry between Thomas Edison 
(Benedict Cumberbatch) and George Westinghouse (Michael Shannon) as they race 
to wire American cities for electricity. Edison is a proponent of direct current, 



while Westinghouse pushes alternating current. This is were the Movie Ends and 
the Doctors rush in with Art of the Diagnosis staring Dr. Lisa Sanders MD with 
why Edidson was so Direct is lost the War! Smart parallels to today’s Facebook vs 
InventBook the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ will not kill even for 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine a Year. These 2 White Men at 1984 are Direct current men who will 
destroy the Universe if not current on super conductivity in 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's and accessories that use trillions of amps and volts. 24/7 cars. Dr. 
Lisa Sanders MD is charismatic in art of the diagnosis on the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ who are Direct Current men on Sirius being the North Star and a Super Red 
Giant on Earth, void of Med School at 1984 HQ is a direct conflict with the cure for 
cancer currents. Why I Didn't Go to Med School And why I'm thankful I didn't 
consider it on our 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Why they will not let you go to the 
Yale Key West Medical School the only one with 25 Hospital Ships some big as 
Carriers! And you will get to write the anesthesiologist invention Nobel novel at the 
Hemingway House writing class. 

10-25-2019 

Iran and Iraq with $4 gas profits from Miami, Cuba will not pay for 15 million 
Mac's at Starbucks with fiber optics and 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP 
invention projects as there is another religious day at Mecca expecting 20 million 
Moslems all paid with your $4 gas money Iran and Iraq gets from Miami, Cuba. 

10-24-2019 How many Lawyers have Alzheimer's and Dementia and hope another 
Lawyer gets the Miracle Cure Rx Recipe for the Rx Latte at Starbucks? Trillion 
Gates has stockpile used to fight Polio in Pakistan and Afghanistan by paying Mom 
and Dad $10. 15 Million Pilgrims walking to Mecca got $100's in perks from Bill 
and Melinda Gates buying $4 Gas on the 4th of July. Iran and Iraq paid everything 
for 15 million to visit Mecca. The holiday marks the 40th day after the death of 
Imam Hussein, the grandson of the Prophet Muhammad, who was killed in a battle 
for the leadership of Islam. His descendants became Shiite Muslims, while the 
forces that defeated him evolved into the Sunnis, establishing the two main sects of 
Islam today. Tradition demands that Shiites walk to Karbala in a re-enactment of 
the journey taken by Imam Hussein’s family when they brought his head to the city 
for burial. Some walk for weeks from as far away as Basra, Iraq, about 300 miles. 
Buckingham Palace and the Palace of Bone Saw Owner Prince Salman fueled by 
Oil Money of $777 Trillion. One supports 25 million in Mecca with riches beyond 



belief the other supports the Trump-London Casino's. Mr. Trump’s tantrum about 
military spending and selling MIT war toys to Saudi Arabia. Olivia Newton John 
listens to Trump and votes for Hell not impeachment. French president, Emmanuel 
Macron, with the sexy wife, no Olivis Newton John will not be buried in Paris next 
to Maria Antronette. 

Iran and Iraq with $4 gas profits from Miami, Cuba will not pay for 15 million 
Mac's at Starbucks with fiber optics and 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP 
invention projects as there is another religious day at Mecca expecting 20 million 
Moslems all paid with your $4 gas money Iran and Iraq gets from Miami, Cuba. 

300 Trillion miles the War about God will be a Win-Win for the Jew as Jewish 
Aliens are at Sirius! WHO Paid at the UN WHO will pay for USA to walk 300 
Trillion miles to Sirius to Win the War on God? 

Front Page NY Times today; Google Claims a Quantum Breakthrough That Could 
Change Computing. 

NY Times tomorrow correction on Google Change a Quantum Breakthroughs 
"Quantum Breakthroughs" Starbucks "Quantum Breakthroughs" computing with 
Mac's at $18,384 and Mac Book Pro's at $8,384 hooked to Comcast Fiber optics at 
each Starbucks table all the way to Paris!! Key West Starbucks with fiber-optic 
cable for Mac's across the Keys to Key Largo to Paris! "Quantum Breakthroughs" 
Starbucks computing with Mac's at $18,384 and Mac Book Pro's at $8,384 hooked 
to Comcast Fiber optics at each Starbucks table all the way to Paris!! Key West 
Starbucks with fiber-optic cable for Mac's across the Keys to Key Largo is not in 
the Master Plans at Starbucks HQ! $$$ Rx Pink Latte is... 

Google said on Wednesday that it had achieved a long-sought breakthrough called 
“quantum supremacy,” which could allow new kinds of computers to do 
calculations at speeds that are inconceivable with today’s technology... not Mac's 
with fiber optics at every Google break room table, this would change computing 
on iPhones... grin. 



The Silicon Valley giant’s research lab in Santa Barbara, Calif., reached a 
milestone that scientists had been working toward since the 1980s: Its quantum 
computer performed a task that isn’t possible with traditional computers, 
according to a paper published in the science journal Nature. Publish Starbucks 
paper in a Science Journal with Mac's and fiber optics at every Starbucks table to 
Key Largo and Paris! Google failed like IBM said in the Times article. Now IBM 
can copy and paste this and prove to Google it failed. 

Iran and Iraq with $4 gas profits from Miami, Cuba will not pay for 15 million 
Mac's at Starbucks with fiber optics and 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP 
invention projects as there is another religious day at Mecca expecting 20 million 
Moslems all paid with your $4 gas money Iran and Iraq gets from Miami, Cuba. 



Burj Khalifa with Apple Store next door built at Disney Ford WindmillCAR's 
Model T at Galaxy Edge Star Wars! 



10-24-2019 The Price of 4 Wife's in the USA, Iran, Iraq, Qatar, Saudi Arabia... 
WHO at the UN Paid Who? 

10-24-2019 The Price of a Inventive Wife, 4 MD Wife's from Yale to Marry a Nobel 
in Medicine. I don't think this is on the Mind of those from Chili to Lebanon to the 
Pentagon. I would bet at the Trump Qatar Casino there is not one General in the 
world married to a Yale MD Woman. Or any MD women. 



10-24-2019 Amazon links; 4 MD Wife's from Yale to Marry Jeff Bezos; measles 
virus can live on surfaces for several hours. There are NO 1 Click Amazon links to 
this virus on a surface with specs and genius tutors helping you win a Nobel in 
Medicine with Green or Lights that are in a certain electromagnetic spectrum like 
Gravity that kills all Measles virus on surfaces. Why, Jeff Bezos is dating not 
married to 4 Yale MD wife's. 

10-24-2019 Price of Harvard Crimson Article on ICE when Harvard Crimson 
should be writing up getting married to 4 MD wife's to win Harvard a Nobel in 
Medicine for Harvard if not for yourself. Super Duty to Harvard in winning a 
Nobel in Medicine out in the Real World as Kerry would tell the students. 
Microsoft Rides Cloud to a 21% Increase in Profits of $1 Trillion. Profiting from 
Nobels in Medicine Bill and Melinda Gates refuse to pay the Doctors Bill. Like Dr. 
Ferris in Key West Suing Greg when we agreed Dr. Ferris would get paid when I 
sell a million books on Amazon. So much for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ taking 
care of my Doctor bills. 

10-24-2019 Price of 1 Click Amazon links; measles virus can live on surfaces for 
several hours. There are NO 1 Click Amazon links to this virus on a surface with 
specs and genius tutors helping you win a Nobel in Medicine with Green or Lights 
that are in a certain electromagnetic spectrum like Gravity that kills all Measles 
virus on surfaces. Why, Jeff Bezos is dating not married to 4 Yale MD wife's. 



10-24-2019 The Price of fresh fish; From Chile to Lebanon, Protests Flare Over 
Wallet Issues. 

10-24-2019 The Price of a Inventive Wife, 4 MD Wife's from Yale to Marry a Nobel 
in Medicine. I don't think this is on the Mind of those from Chili to Lebanon to the 
Pentagon. I would bet at the Trump Qatar Casino there is not one General in the 
world married to a Yale MD Woman. Or any MD women. 

10-24-2019 The Price of War for Centuries; “Turkey, Syria and all forms of the 
Kurds have been fighting for centuries,” Mr. Trump said from the Diplomatic 
Room at the White House. 

10-24-2019 The Price of Domestic Violence and "War of the Roses" Nobel in 
Medicine Work Worked into the Wedding Vows. 

10-24-2019 NY Times Headlines for weeks and weeks now, Beyond pushing the 
Kurdish fighters away... Pushing MD women to Marry into a Nobel in Medicine 



Marriage in the USA for the USA. Kurdish Land as the 51 State is in a Pentagon 
Generals Marriage vows, grin. 

10-24-2019 “If it were possible to make a terrible situation of Olivia Newton John 
still worse the NY Times certainly does as it writes up in all the 100's of Kurdish 
headlines. Pink NY Times in Print Edition, Hell No We Won't Go, and Jimmy 
Carter thinks on his death be he will go to the same Heaven as Olivia Newton John 
after he paid for 100 USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs instead of using the money for 
a Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks. Brainwashed by the Navy. Compare 
who Jimmy Carter will meet in Hell... McCain. Ha! Cindy McCaine thinks dad will 
be singing with Olivia Newton John. None of her movies bombed in Vietnam! 

10-24-2019 Price of the War on Polio; Dr. Zaffran said. the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation is supporting the creation of new oral vaccines less able to mutate into 
dangerous forms. Bill and Melinda Gates watched live streaming of 15 Million 
Pilgrims going to Mecca, paid for food, MD's, security along the way by Iran and 
Iraqi $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. Pay Mom and Dad in $10 in cash. Type 1, the 
only wild strain left, circulates only in Pakistan and Afghanistan. Knowing Iran 
and Iraqi paid for 15 million Pilgrims Bill and Melinda Gates watching this on live 
streaming YouTube from Dubai. Novel versions of Type 1 and Type 3 vaccines 
should follow in another couple of years, he said. The new versions are not intended 
for routine vaccination, he said, but for an emergency stockpile used to fight 
outbreaks. $1 Trillion Gates has stockpile used to fight Polio in Pakistan and 
Afghanistan by paying Mom and Dad $10. 15 Million Pilgrims walking to Mecca 
got $100's in perks from Bill and Melinda Gates buying $4 Gas on the 4th of July, A 
war crime by Bill and Melinda Gates. 

10-24-2019 Disneyland Visitor With Measles May Have Exposed Hundreds to 
Infection WHO at the UN; emergency stockpile used to fight outbreaks. Stockpiles 



of Star Wars Rx Latte Recipe cure for Measles that cures in minutes. Diagnosing 
Measles entering Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge. 15 Million Pilgrims walking to 
Mecca were scanned for Measles and 100's of other diseases for free and treated for 
free, cost paid for from $4 gas at Galaxy Edge Star Wars. 1,250 individual cases 
confirmed in 31 states so far in 2019. Everyone who doctors this kids gets paid and 
bills the Parents. $$$ Before measles vaccines became widely administered in 1963, 
about three million to four million Americans a year contracted the disease, and 
about 400 to 500 died from it. 

10-24-2019 Price of 1 Click Amazon links; measles virus can live on surfaces for 
several hours. There are NO 1 Click Amazon links to this virus on a surface with 
specs and genius tutors helping you win a Nobel in Medicine with Green or Lights 
that are in a certain electromagnetic spectrum like Gravity that kills all Measles 
virus on surfaces. Why, Jeff Bezos is dating not married to 4 Yale MD wife's. 

10-24-2019 Price of Harvard Crimson Article on ICE when Harvard Crimson 
should be writing up getting married to 4 MD wife's to win Harvard a Nobel in 
Medicine for Harvard if not for yourself. Super Duty to Harvard in winning a 
Nobel in Medicine out in the Real World as Kerry would tell the students. 
Microsoft Rides Cloud to a 21% Increase in Profits of $1 Trillion. Profiting from 
Nobels in Medicine Bill and Melinda Gates refuse to pay the Doctors Bill. Like Dr. 
Ferris in Key West Suing Greg when we agreed Dr. Ferris would get paid when I 
sell a million books on Amazon. So much for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ taking 
care of my Doctor bills. 

10-24-2019 Price of 1 Click Amazon links to Azure, AWS, which provided many 
self-service tools. “What has always been a really easy task at AWS, GitHub, which 
lets developers collaborate on code, and as it has rolled out more developer-focused 



tools. Cloud growth is shifting to will shift to 1,001 IP invention project for code 
that is Star Wars not Microsoft on Earth in easy to use and no virus! You know Bill 
Gates still get up in the middle of the night to infect our Win 10 with a new virus to 
make another million with his anti virus software and has more immunity then 
Trump, Ha. Increasingly, the adoption of cloud services will be driven by the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's. End to gas stations using cloud. Microsoft is counting its 
money large traditional businesses like the DOD and the Pentagon until Trump 
tweeds Mac and Mac Book Pro's only. Wind the War on cancer with Apple OS. 
Fortune 500, connotations today is 500 Nobels in Medicine, spelled out on your Mac 
Book Pro. Gravity of this is stronger than Microsoft Bully's! 200 million monthly 
active business users on Office 365. InventBook will have 2 Billion if the Pentagon 
joins in the War on Cancer and wants a Gravity Engine. Time is the next God 
particle at CERN. Jewish Aliens at Sirius use Apple Mac Book Pro's, grin. 

10-24-2019 Price of 1 Click Amazon links to help you invent a Federal Drivers 
License on iPhone's. ORLANDO — An effort by the U.S. Census Bureau to collect 
state driver's license records as part of President Donald Trump's order to gather 
citizenship information has been a bust so far. 

10-24-2019 She was set on fire in her CAR in the USA, Exxon/Mobil BP Oil 
attackers in 60,000 fiery wrecks; Having accused a teacher of touching her 
inappropriately, Nusrat Jahan Rafi was lured to the rooftop of her Islamic school in 
eastern Bangladesh. She faced intense pressure to withdraw the accusations. When 
she refused, she was doused with kerosene and set on fire. She managed to flee, and 
on the way to the hospital her brother recorded her naming her attackers. She died 
four days later, and her killing sent a shock wave across the country. FBI agents 
are not in shock driving by fiery wrecks in traffic today 10-24-19 in the USA 
Tallahassee police responded to the Taco Bell on Tuesday evening and discovered 
that a woman had been doused in gasoline and set ablaze... 



10-24-2019 

10-23-2019 Back in Key West the price of fish is out of reach of Greg but for can 
tuna at Publix. Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission board chair 
and Key West hotelier Robert Spottswood has made coral restoration his top 
priority in recent months. Greg's priority will be cooking the fish Shark and Tuna I 
catch everyday for a free fish dinner in Key West at Mallory for 1,000 tourists 
every night. Spottswood is a Lawyer who will live to see streaming video of Jewish 
Aliens at Sirius and Yale and Harvard Law School Closed, the Law School 
Campus's given to the Yale and Harvard Medical Schools as Payment for making 
Mecca and Allah the riches Utopia Earth has ever had with $777 Trillion in gas 
station loot from Miami, Cuba. In 2000 Mary pulled into a Miami gas station 
during a hole up and was sucker punched out of spite by the robbers mad as Hell 
about not driving a 2000 Ford WindmillCAR. Mary and thousands of other women 
pulling into gas stations had to have 100 stitches her their upper lip at a Hospital 
Medical School as the Lawyers office was packed with gas station owners counting 
their illegal gas revenues! 2000 Ford WindmillCAR's... 

10-23-2019 How many Lawyers have Alzheimer's and Dementia and hope another 
Lawyer gets the Miracle Cure???? H-Bomb workers who Erdogan wants to hire 
will be one of 100's who have Alzheimer's and Dementia and are in a Los Alamos 
Nursing home in the basement... Rx Recipe to cure Alzheimer's and Dementia and 
give Starbucks HQ another Rx Latte for the perfect memory as it was lost to 
"Combat Wounded Veteran" licence plates out numbering Breast Cancer Cure 
license plates by a thousand to One! One being the killing of Olivia Newton John 
and Trump needs a better Lawyer than the 911 Mayor of NYC to get him off the 
hook for no Breast Cancer Rx Latte at Starbucks for Olivia! Can we sue Lawyers 
in a class action law suit for no Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks for Olivia, Hell Yes 
when we drive the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. 

10-23-2019 Key West Starbucks with fiber-optic cable for Mac's across the Keys to 
Key Largo is not in the Master Plans at Starbucks HQ! $$$ Rx Pink Latte is... 



10-23-2019 "American Pie" todays piece is "Combat Wounded Veteran" licence 
plates, USA will no longer make Breast Cancer Cure license Plates in a Tweet from 
Trump and Ivanka. "American Pie" baked by Trump and the Recipe is Windmill 
Cooled before serving. 

10-23-2019 Rx Recipe to cure Alzheimer's and Dementia and give Starbucks HQ 
another Rx Latte for the perfect memory as it was lost to "Combat Wounded 
Veteran" licence plates, USA. 

10-23-2019 Saudi Arabia drinking water from the Ocean, “That’s our goal.” 

10-23-2019 USA on the 4th of July "Vaccines in the Drinking Water" “That’s our 
goal” God is Great now lets make the CIA Great and Confiscate $777 Trillion from 
Saudi Arabia, Ya! 

10-23-2019 Saudi research institute on the Persian Gulf coast, scientists are 
studying ways to extract some of those minerals. Obvious targets are calcium and 
magnesium, which occur naturally in seawater and remain in the brine through the 
desalination process. Yet for health reasons and to reduce corrosion in distribution 
pipes, the minerals must be added back to the desalinated water. The current way 



to do this is by buying them elsewhere. But why not harvest the calcium and 
magnesium from the brine instead? “Have the chemicals needed for 
remineralization of the water extracted from the water itself,” “That’s our goal.” 

10-23-2019 “That’s our goal.”Saudi Arabia — Desalinated seawater is the lifeblood 
of Saudi Arabia, no more so than at King Abdullah University of Science and 
Technology. Produced from water from the adjacent Red Sea that is forced 
through salt-separating membranes, it is piped into the campus’s gleaming lab 
buildings and the shops, restaurants and homes. It irrigates the palm trees that line 
the streets. Clone Post Card of Key West, Grin. “That’s our goal.” This was there 
Goal when Greg in Key West has been trying to sell "Vaccines in the Drinking 
Water" to the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

10-23-2019 Israel Seems Paralyzed, but Is the System Broken? War parties have 
the power to subvert the will of the majority wanting to Drive the 2019 Ford 
WindmillCAR with "Electronic License Plates. "Combat Wounded Veteran" 
licence plates, Paralyzed in a DUI wreck from a VFW drunk driver. Drunks who 
refuse not to drive drunk leaving the VFW have the power to subvert the will of the 
majority. Paralyzed in a gas engine car when F-35 radar is on the 2019 Ford 
windmillCAR. Gas Stations have the power to subvert the will of the majority. 
DV8942F local Key West License plate backing out of the Mellow Cafe and Gas 
Pub drunk as Hell on War for Gas Money. Gas Money from the Elite who overpay 
the troops to keep quiet about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and Paralyzed 
women drivers run over by VFW Drunks who use their powers to drive drunk in 
public. A War Crime! 

10-23-2019 NYC Goal is not over pass at all intersections. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 
killed this and the NY Times is going along with censoring it out of article. Twenty-
five cyclists have been killed so far this year, which is 15 more than in all of 2018, 
and the highest toll in two decades. Cyclists who travel, on average, 10 to 15 miles 
per hour on streets where the speed limit is typically up to 25 m.p.h. will catch a 
wave of green lights and glide through intersections without having to stop. Cyclists 



need to exit the road for the ramp to the overpass. Boulder Colorado has more bike 
overpasses than NYC, this is City Hall Politics like Key West and they the City Hall 
decision makers can get away with 25 murders in this 1984 Society. 

10-23-2019 25,000 Red Meat Burger Deaths in 2019. Texas Cattle Men and Oil Men 
get away with these Killings and the DUI road kill in Texas in public 1984 Society. 
"How Do the New Plant-Based Burgers Stack Up? We Taste-Tested Them. The 
new generation of veggie burgers aims to replace the beefy original with fake meat 
or fresher vegetables. To find out how well they do, we ran a blind tasting of six top 
contenders." 1. Impossible Burger Won! Maker Impossible Foods, Redwood City, 
Calif. Taste test at the Yale Key West Medical School will be more scientific than 
these NY Times journalists and their children in picking the # 1 winner for heart 
health. 

10-23-2019 $4 Gas on the 4th of July Paid for this... 

10-23-2019 A Shiite Holiday Turns Into a Test of Iranian $$$ Spending its Money 
Power in Iraq. Iran Paid $$$ money contributed tents, bathrooms and hospitals 
along the pilgrimage route, supplementing those erected by Iraq, to aid the 
estimated 15 million pilgrims, nearly one in four of them from Iran. It released 
inspirational videos claiming credit for saving Shiite shrines from destruction by 
the Islamic State. 

10-23-2019 This Holiday paid by $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 15 million, making 



it one of the largest annual pilgrimages in the Muslim world. This Holiday paid by 
$4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 

10-23-2019 $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues; Since American-led military forces 
overthrew the Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein in 2003, empowering Iran and Mecca 
to riches beyond belief, same for the few higher paid government workers in 
America profiting from Blood Money for driving by fiery wrecks caused by DUI 
drivers. Iran Billions of USA gas dollars invested heavily in Shiite religious cities 
like Najaf, Karbala and Samarra. $4 Gas on the 4th of July Paid for this... many 
Generals went along with this for perks and higher rank. A War Crime. 

10-23-2019 This Holiday paid by $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 15 million, making 
it one of the largest annual pilgrimages in the Muslim world. This Holiday paid by 
$4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 

10-23-2019 125,000 paid by $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. And four years after the 
battle against the Islamic State officially ended, the Iranian-backed militias remain. 
With more than 125,000 armed men, they are now technically part of the 
government security forces but in reality they have become a force unto themselves. 
Rich thanks to the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ USA. 

10-23-2019 This Holiday paid by $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. The holiday marks 
the 40th day after the death of Imam Hussein, the grandson of the Prophet 
Muhammad, who was killed in a battle for the leadership of Islam. His descendants 



became Shiite Muslims, while the forces that defeated him evolved into the Sunnis, 
establishing the two main sects of Islam today. Tradition demands that Shiites walk 
to Karbala in a re-enactment of the journey taken by Imam Hussein’s family when 
they brought his head to the city for burial. Some walk for weeks from as far away 
as Basra, Iraq, about 300 miles. 

10-23-2019 This Holiday paid by $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 15 million, making 
it one of the largest annual pilgrimages in the Muslim world. This Holiday paid by 
$4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 15 million free food at Publix Key West, Hell No 
Iraqis also provided free food and accommodations for 15 million of pilgrims, 
cooking giant vats of rice and lentils, chick peas and broad beans, making millions 
of cups of sugared tea and ladling out countless glasses of fresh yogurt, paid by $4 
Gas on the 4th of July USA. 

10-23-2019 For many of the worshipers, politics of $777 Trillion in gas station hold 
up in Miami, Cuba seemed a long way off. $$$ “Everyone is very welcoming, very 
friendly, we love to come here,” said Ruhollah Hadadi, 38, an Iranian pilgrim who 
works in public relations in Tehran. “Some people said Baghdad is unsafe, but we 
are walking everywhere, the security people are very friendly.” “Arbaeen is 
utopia,” he added. “Arbaeen is all Paid for by the USA Oil Men mostly in Texas.” 

10-23-2019 Back in the USA in Miami. Cracks were 40 times as large as the 
maximum considered acceptable in a reinforced concrete bridge, Mr. Sumwalt 
said. Yet none of the many parties involved in building the structure recognized the 
gravity of the problem. Workers were attempting to stop the cracking by tightening 
the tension rods of one of the trusses at the time the bridge fell. Masterminds at 
City Hall at the University; Most pedestrian bridges are simple steel structures, but 
the university, a public commuter school, had planned to build an emblematic 
bridge that would become a new landmark. Finally, Figg and its partners — the 
builder, Munilla Construction Management; the builder’s engineering consultant, 
Bolton Perez and Associates; the university; and the Florida Department of 
Transportation — failed to recognize that the cracking had reached unacceptable 



levels, and decided to keep the street open while workers tried to fix the problem, 
worsening the impact of the collapse. Six people, including an F.I.U. student, died in 
the collapse, and 10 more were injured, several of them seriously. FIU university 
still plans to build a pedestrian bridge over Eighth Street — and that it will include 
a memorial to the victims of the collapse not the cause for the students to ponder 
crossing the street. N.T.S.B. faulted the Florida Department of Transportation for 
failing to provide enough oversight of the university during the bridge construction. 
The department had delegated responsibility for managing the project to the 
university, even though F.I.U. had no professional engineers on its staff and relied 
solely on the expertise of its hired contractors. 1984 White Guys at HQ should take 
over the Florida Department of Transportation for failing in Key West on 
Roosevelt as wrecks and deaths will go on in 2020 if they don't! Greg spent 2 Weeks 
at FIU campus for the Hurricane a year ago. FIU needs many elevated walk ways 
from 20 high rise campus buildings all covered for the rain and sun. And one to the 
nearest Publix over the major highway, Greg has to cross several times. 

10-23-2019 Back in Key West the price of fish is out of reach of Greg but for can 
tuna at Publix. Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission board chair 
and Key West hotelier Robert Spottswood has made coral restoration his top 
priority in recent months. Greg's priority will be cooking the fish Shark and Tuna I 
catch everyday for a free fish dinner in Key West at Mallory for 1,000 tourists 
every night. Spottswood is a Lawyer who will live to see streaming video of Jewish 
Aliens at Sirius and Yale and Harvard Law School Closed, the Law School 
Campus's given to the Yale and Harvard Medical Schools as Payment for making 
Mecca and Allah the riches Utopia Earth has ever had with $777 Trillion in gas 
station loot from Miami, Cuba. In 2000 Mary pulled into a Miami gas station 
during a hole up and was sucker punched out of spite by the robbers mad as Hell 
about not driving a 2000 Ford WindmillCAR. 

10-23-2019 



10-23-2019 

10-21-2019 Absolute Vodka!! Prohibition this time around will be a Rx Recipe 
"Absolute No Alcohol Cravings" Latte sold at Starbucks! 

Burj Khalifa Built as a Medical School for the Jewish Exodus to Sirius and the Rx 
Recipe Cure for Breast Cancer's instead of Mecca's Wars for $777 Trillion in Oil 
Money $$$ Click Here!!

Free Choice Of A Legal Polygamous Marriage in the USA like Qatar!!!! 

10-22-2019 Erdogan’s Ambitions Go Beyond Legal Polygamous Marriage... 

10-22-2019 Erdogan’s Ambitions Go Beyond Syria. He Says He Wants Nuclear 
Weapons! 

10-22-2019 H-Bomb workers who Erdogan wants to hire will be one of 100's who 
have Alzheimer's and Dementia and are in a Los Alamos Nursing home in the 
basement... Rx Recipe to cure Alzheimer's and Dementia and give Starbucks HQ 
another Rx Latte for the perfect memory as it was lost to "Combat Wounded 
Veteran" licence plates, USA. 



10-22-2019 Medicaid Now Covers a Million Nuclear Scientists who worked at Los 
Alamos Assembly lines building 50,000 H-Bombs then recycling them, taking them 
apart and using the parts to build 5,000 H-Bombs. Wow! Midicaid and Medicare 
cover their Los Alamos nursing home and the 100's who have Alzheimer's and 
Dementia are locked in the basement with the Women who worked Administration 
Jobs at the Los Alamos Lab. 

10-22-2019 Starbucks at Los Alamos will sell Rx Latte for Alzheimer's and 
Dementia to the current Nuclear Scientists at work in the Lab on the H-Bomb 
assembly line the President of Turkey wants to clone. 

10-22-2019 Vajiralongkorn stripped his 34-year-old consort of all titles for 
"disloyalty" and "ambition" to match the queen's position, less than three months 
after she was bestowed with the honor. Former royal bodyguard Sineenat 
Wongvajirapakdi - known by her nickname "Koi" - was gifted the title on the 
king's 67th birthday on July 28 - the first time in nearly a century a Thai monarch 
has taken a consort. 

10-22-2019 Thai King should have taken 4 MD Wife's from his 100 Story Medical 
School... like Dr. Trump MD married to 4 Yale MD Wife's... a great tweet. 

10-22-2019 Last night Jimmy Carter fractured his pelvis in a fall at home on 
Monday night... Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders article watching him fall 
is not in Today's NY Times but should have been on Page 1 for others many who 
are 95. Phoebe Sumter Medical Center observation... diagnosis of so many falls. 



10-22-2019 American intentions, are like “American Pie” is "Oil Men's Pie" cut 
with Bone Saw and 2020 4th of July with $4 gas at Miami, Cuba. Olivia Newton 
John will be dead to American Intentions. 

10-22-2019 Also on Tuesday, today. Erdogan of Turkey and President Vladimir V. 
Putin of Russia meeting in Sochi, Russia, Black Sea resort... It has positioned 
President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia as the main power broker in negotiations 
about the future of the region, a status emphasized by Mr. Erdogan’s hastily 
planned trip to Sochi, where Mr. Putin has his official summer residence. 

10-22-2019 American intentions, are like “American Pie” is "Oil Men's Pie" cut 
with Bone Saw and 2020 4th of July with $4 gas at Miami, Cuba. Olivia Newton 
John will be dead to American Intentions. 

10-22-2019 Erdogan’s Ambitions Go Beyond Syria. He Says He Wants Nuclear 
Weapons! 

Free choice of a legal polygamous Marriage in the USA like Qatar. 

10-22-2019 Review: ‘American Utopia’ Is 1 or 2 or 5; 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's, 
His and Her's license Plates too, grin. Different American Culture than todays 
"Combat Wounded Veteran" licence plates on huge double Cab Long Bed Diesel 



Pick Ups! Another War Crime... 

10-22-2019 40,000 Pink Dead in Afghanistan; The reduction, which officials say 
could gradually drop the number of troops by several thousand, is happening even 
without any deal with the Taliban. Without any dead on the $7 Trillion dollar Pink 
Manhattan Project. Erdogan will pay Los Alamos $7 Trillion for 50 H-Bombs he 
wants more than 4 Wife's and a Rx Pink Cure for Breast Cancer, forget the 
Manhattan Project for Psychotic Warriors in Times Time is the God Particle at 
CERN. 

10-22-2019 "Despite Vow to End ‘Endless Wars,’ Here’s Where About 200,000 
Troops Remain" By THOMAS GIBBONS-NEFF and ERIC SCHMITT 200K 
"Combat Wounded Veteran" licence plates have been ordered by someone in the 
Pentagon, they will not fit the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's as they have electronic 
license plates with GPS tracking. 

10-22-2019 Troops in Saudi Arabia and Qatar: 45,000 to 65,000. Troops inside the 
Burj Khalifa today, on the 155th floor observation deck. No none there are no USA 
troops inside the Apple Store next to the Burj Khalifa. Starbucks inside the Burj 
Khalifa has no Mac's or Mac Book Pro's at every table for public use. Yes 
Starbucks at Burj Khalifa called 911 on a few homeless American Tourists, grin. 

10-22-2019 6,000 and 7,000 American troops spread across Africa, with the largest 
numbers concentrated in the Sahel - how many have gotten Malaria is classified. 
STD's too. Grin. In the Sahel, in countries like Niger, Chad and Mali oil fields are 
numerous as Texas and all are fueling MIT War Toy Sales. 

10-22-2019 War Crimes by NY Times Journalists as the "Homeless" are also 
CarLess without the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and the profits of Saudi Arabia gas 
stations $4 gas on the 4th of July in Miami, Cuba. "As Homelessness Surges in 
California, So Does a Backlash" By THOMAS FULLER, TIM ARANGO and 



LOUIS KEENE The Homeowners attacking the Homeless in tents on the sidewalk 
know about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and Saudi $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues. So what is going on at the NY Times? Page A1 Page A2 needs to write up 
the 2019 Ford WindillCAR's and RVHomes. $777 Trillion confiscated from Prince 
Salman will end homeless, give them a RV. Gift from Mecca. 

10-22-2019 More Parents Plead Guilty in College Admissions Scandal, Yale Key 
West Medical School admissions and mission to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine not in 
a Utopian Nobel Novel at the Hemingway House but out in the Real World as 
Kerry would say at Yale-Harvard. Admission of Saudi Students at Yale-Harvard 
the last Decade has been censored from the NY Times by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 
This is a piece of "American Pie" they have given to Allah and the Riches beyond 
belief they gave to Mecca. A War Crime against the USA by 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ. Admission to Starbucks with Mac's and Mac Book Pro's at every Cafe Table 
in Paris and NYC. 911 will no longer be abused by Starbucks. Mitt Romney Admits 
to Having a Secret Twitter Account, Mitt and 99 Others in the Senate have a Secret 
Swiss Bank Account that will be made public when Mitt Drives the 2019 Ford 
WindmillCAR to the Yale Key West Medical School. $$$ 

10-22-2019 $100 Million this is not for a Yale Medical School, grin. 
CLEARWATER — A newspaper report says the Church of Scientology and 
companies run by its members spent more than $100 million over the past three 
years buying up huge sections of downtown. 

10-22-2019 War Crimes by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ.. ”“Anyone on Duval Street 
early in the morning can see it: Ordinary trash and ‘recycling’ trash goes into the 
same garbage." Anyone can see the Florida Lottery $ billions going to build gas 
stations not Yale Key West Medical Schools. Ha! 

10-22-2019 

10-22-2019 Review: "For Trump the Dealmaker, Troop Pullouts Without Much in 
Return" "The president has sought to scale back America’s military presence 



around the world without waiting to negotiate concessions from foes like the 
Taliban or North Korea." By PETER BAKER Peter at the NY Times has a stack of 
"Combat Wounded Veteran" licence plates he must now sell at a loss on Ebay, 
grin. And the Pink Rx Latte at Starbucks at the concessions stand soon as all the 
troops get home to drive the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. Battleships and USS Jimmy 
Carter Subs will be converted to civilian use fishing the worlds oceans. 

10-22-2019 Erdogan’s Ambitions Go Beyond Syria. He Says He Wants Nuclear 
Weapons, he “cannot accept” the West’s restrictions that keep him from a bomb. 

10-22-2019 Nextbase 522GW Dash Cam produces a super-sharp 1440p (or Quad 
HD) video image that in our tests allowed us to clearly see details that were 
indecipherable with most other dash cams. 

10-22-2019 iPhone 11 Max clearly see details that were indecipherable with most 
other dash cams, get a iTicket instead of being pulled over to end up in a fiery 
rearended crash by a DUI Driver looking at the cops cars flashing lights... 

10-21-2019 Absolute Vodka!! 



10-21-2019 Yale Key West Medical School Ambitions Go Beyond just a Rx Latte 
Recipe Cure for alcoholics, the characters in the Hemingway House Writing Class 
Nobel Novel use AI and IP invention projects to rid the world of Absolute Vodka, 
power, of Los Alamos to get the Rx Recipe in drinking water (Yes vaccines are in 
drinking water too) on 100's of Super Computer Simulations they have from DOD 
super computer labs in the USA. All they need is a Hemingway House Writing 
Class Noble Novel on Amazon titled. I Won a Nobel in Medicine - "I Ridid the 
World of Absolute Vodka" who is going to rid the world of 5,000 H-Bombs stored 
in Turkey? Oh 50 H-Bombs stored in Turkey? 

Burj Khalifa Absolutely will be built as a Jewish Yale Medical School reaching to 
Sirius Exodus! 

Absolutely Not; The "Yale KGB Medical School" as the tallest building in Moscow 
1980, Hell No! 

10-21-2019 400 Pink Scientists in Key West, Hell No, Trump Said to Favor Leaving 
a Few Hundred Troops in Eastern Syria By ERIC SCHMITT and MAGGIE 
HABERMAN 

10-21-2019 Trumps’s Ambitions Go Beyond Syria... Sirius! 



10-21-2019 Olivia And Judy Garland. Judy is the pill-popping, charismatically 
chaotic mess of the 1960s — the one summons in the new film “Judy.” Will Renée 
Zellweger play Olivia Newton John pill-popping to live one more day when the days 
internet news is the USA has 50 H-Bombs stored in Turkey for a rainy day song 
and dance to end life on Earth before there is a Miracle Penicillin for Breast 
Cancer? 

10-21-2019 50 American nuclear weapons, stored on Turkish soil. The United 
States had never openly acknowledged their existence, until Wednesday, when Mr. 
Trump did exactly that. 

10-21-2019 “American Pie” is "Oil Men's Pie" cut with Bone Saw Psychotic Minds 
today who sail the Ocean with New 2019 USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs, 100 of 
them each with 50 Nukes! Spend your money on this... Masterminds. 

10-21-2019 Pink Dead; Carnegie Endowment for International Peace let millions of 
Pink Olivia's die in this Nuclear War! 



10-21-2019 "Far-fetched” Millions of Pink Olivia's dead via Carnegie Endowment 
for International Peace keeping the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR Secret from NY 
Times Front Page Headlines. A War Crime! 

10-21-2019 Not, "Far-fetched” Millions of Pink Olivia's dead via Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation, this will kill Win 10 when it goes viral on the Facebook and 
InventBook. 

10-21-2019 Olivia's in Moscow; Mr. Putin traveled to Turkey to signal the official 
start of construction of a $20 billion nuclear plant on the country’s Mediterranean 
coast. No Putin will not pay for a Rx Pink Latte at Moscow Starbucks. 

10-21-2019 This article goes on to tell us how Putin's Recipe from building a $20 
Billion Nuke Power Plant will give him new Nuke assembly lines like Russians have 
and like Los Alamos has. So here is 1 Rx Recipe for Ovarian Cancer pills. The most 
common arrangement of molecules used in drugs so they can interact effectively 
with human molecules is called a chiral piperidine. Currently, drug makers 
synthesize this molecule arrangement using a circuitous process that involves 
creating a mixture and essentially throwing half that mixture out. "Previously, 
there was no available method that simply swapped a single carbon-hydrogen bond 
for a carbon-carbon bond like this," said Zuxiao Zhang, the study's lead author 
and a postdoctoral researcher in Nagib's lab. "And what we figured out is, through 
free radicals, we can make this happen." The heart of their discovery lies in the 
chemical bonds that make up a molecule. The researchers considered a number of 
drugs and looked at the way their molecules are created. One, the anti-cancer drug 
niraparib - a pill used to treat ovarian cancer - uses a chiral piperidine. But to 
produce it, the drug's makers have to create a number of symmetric mixtures, then 
strip parts away until they get to the asymmetric molecule necessary to make the 
drug effective. Creating that chiral six-sided ring synthetically was a problem that 
had troubled chemists for decades. It was so tricky, in fact, that when Zhang first 
approached Nagib about tackling it, Nagib was unsure it was the right problem to 



solve. "The success of this chemistry was entirely thanks to Zuxiao's courage and 
ambition to tackle such a hard problem," Nagib said. 

10-21-2019 NY Times article tells us each step needed to make A-Bombs not this 
pill used to treat ovarian cancer - chiral piperidine. 

10-21-2019 50 Nukes none Pink for Six decades of Pink Deaths of nuke scientists 
and Generals Wife's and Daughters - A War Crime! American nuclear weapons for 
more than six decades. Initially, they were intended to deter the Soviet Union, and 
were famously a negotiating chip in defusing the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis, when 
President John F. Kennedy secretly agreed to remove missiles from Turkey in 
return for Moscow doing the same in Cuba. 

10-21-2019 50 Nukes; little to no strategic use versus Russia 

10-21-2019 “This is not an isolated incident,” All residents calling the 911 police — 
and ended up sorry that they did so as the Dispatch women starts talking, but for 
Starbucks 911 abuse. #1 caller of 911 is Starbucks USA every town and city. Justice 
Department to investigate “over-aggressive policing” not the Dispatch Women 
answering your 911 call. So No One Calls but Starbucks, grin. “They want to say 
that it’s not racially motivated,” It's Motivated by City Hall Oil Company like the 



Trump Oil Company Culture. $4 Gas on the 4th Of July 911 calls will get you sent 
to a prison in Qatar or Saudi Arabia. Ha! $$$ BP Oil paid for City Hall and refused 
to paint it Pink! Hundreds Of Pink Olivia's to a vigil holding a Pink Paint Brush 
and $4 can of gasoline. Fort Worth. At City Hall, is owned by Bush Oil Company. 
Fort Worth has a storied history as a Oil Man's outpost but without the 1980 Ford 
WindmillCAR in the Pentagon Oil Company's Garages. Pink Olivia resentment 
had been building for years with the false hope breast cancer cure articles in the 
NY Times and CBS Good Morning America for 60 years. The mayor and police 
officials have apologized for the killing of Ms Olivia Newton John for decades of Oil 
Kickbacks in high pay and perks at the Qatar Trump Casino's Roulette Wheels 
and Profits from the Florida lottery sales in the Trillions like Oil Revenues of $777 
Trillion. Riches beyond belief. By Manny Fernandez reported from Fort Worth, 
and Sarah Mervosh and Nicholas Bogel-Burroughs from New York. Ilana Panich-
Linsman and Marina Trahan Martinez contributed reporting from Fort Worth. 
Kitty Bennett and Susan Beachy contributed research from New York. NY Times 
War Crimes in the War on Cancer! 

10-21-2019 400 Pink Scientists in Key West, Hell No, Trump Said to Favor Leaving 
a Few Hundred Troops in Eastern Syria By ERIC SCHMITT and MAGGIE 
HABERMAN 

10-21-2019 Putin strung a fiber-optic cable across 600 miles of tundra for high 
speed intern at Arctic Starbucks. Key West Starbucks with fiber-optic cable across 
the Keys to Key Largo is not in the Master Plans at Starbucks HQ though they all 
know the Mac with Intel's 18 Core CPU will need fiber optic internet connection at 
every Cafe Table in Paris and Key West Starbucks. 

10-21-2019 Closed to foreigners, unreachable by road and shrouded in darkness for 
45 days a year, Norilsk, an Arctic nickel-mining hub of 180,000, is Russia’s most 



isolated major city. On their Win 10 internet Google screen, the California sun 
beams through the palm fronds and the Walk of Fame gleams underfoot. This 
island of mines and smokestacks in the tundra has high-speed internet now without 
1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects for Putin with specs and genius 
Einstein tutors. 

10-21-2019 Norilsk; 2019 Ford WindmillCAR, that is 'Warm' you never get into a 
cold car in the Arctic! You can plug in your car to your home for trillions of volts 
and amps on invention projects Putin will never put on 1 Click Amazon links. 
Facebook, YouTube and Instagram boomed. Even two years later, the Siberian 
telecommunications provider that services the city, Sibirskie Seti, said that Norilsk 
residents still consumed nearly twice as much web traffic as their other customers 
in Moscow. Breast Cancer Rx Recipe's for a cure have not gone viral even though 
there are Women in the Kremlin. Putin has seen pictures and YouTube videos of 
the breast cancer tumor coming through the breast and censored them from all 
Russia... this is why Dr. Putin MD didn't get into Medical School at the KGB. KGB 
Medical School would have changed the world and All of Russia for the better. Like 
West Point Medical School will change the Star Wars Generals in the USA as they 
listen to live streaming of Jewish Aliens at Sirius. 

10-21-2019 That her ex-husband is a celebrity — Don McLean, the 74-year-old 
singer-songwriter most famous for the 1971 folk-rock ballad “American Pie” — did 
not need to be pointed out. 

10-21-2019 “American Pie” is "Oil Men's Pie" cut with Bone Saw Psychotic Minds 
today when the Pie should be the Miracle God Sent WindmillCAR Pie with enough 
to make everyone in the USA richer than Mecca! Pie eaters from Texas convinced 
them to eat Oil Pie at the Texas Mansion. 



10-21-2019 Wrong thing to do by her... Ms. McLean made a 911 call to the police, 
and Mr. McLean was arrested on suspicion of domestic violence. Mr. McLean 
denies assaulting his wife at any time in the marriage. He paid around $3,000 in 
fines and was not sentenced to any jail time. But the case has had a ripple effect in 
Maine, a state where domestic abuse accounts for around half of all murders. 
Kennedy hanging Mary Kennedy in the Maine Barn is not Murder. Ms. McLean 
has reinvented almost murdered. 

10-21-2019 “That is wishful thinking as far as I can tell,” said Dana Stroul, co-
chairwoman of the congressionally sponsored Syria Study Group and a former 
Pentagon official. $777 Trillion Hacked and given to the USA. Oil Money at it's 
worst and best, grin. Spoils of War! 

10-21-2019 4 people walking by a Hot Tub die... Legionnaires' disease: 4 deaths 
linked to hot tub display at NC Mountain State Fair. Officials say those who were 
diagnosed with the disease may have walked by the hot tub displays at the NC 
Mountain State Fair. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have gone on vacation to Qatar not 
NC. Grin. 



10-21-2019 Obituary in the NY Times; Olivia writes I had sex with Trump too, 
Such a Pink Fool I was!! I ordered a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks and Trump 
refused to pay for it... with the profits from the Trump-Salman Oil Company, a 
Bone Saw Company. 

10-21-2019 Erdogan’s Ambitions Go Beyond Syria. He Says He Wants Nuclear 
Weapons, he “cannot accept” the West’s restrictions that keep him from a bomb. 

10-21-2019 Yale Key West Medical School Ambitions Go Beyond just a Rx Latte 
Recipe Cure for alcoholics, the characters in the Hemingway House Writing Class 
Nobel Novel use AI and IP invention projects to rid the world of Absolute Vodka, 
power, of Los Alamos to get the Rx Recipe in drinking water (Yes vaccines are in 
drinking water too) on 100's of Super Computer Simulations they have from DOD 
super computer labs in the USA. All they need is a Hemingway House Writing 
Class Noble Novel on Amazon titled. I Won a Nobel in Medicine - "I Redid the 
World of Absolute Vodka" who is going to rid the world of 5,000 H-Bombs stored 
in Turkey? Oh 50 H-Bombs stored in Turkey? 



Burj Khalifa with Apple Store next door built in Israel as a Pink Yale Israel 
Medical School for Exodus to Sirius paid for with $777 Trillion confiscated from 
Prince Salman $$$ 

10-21-2019 Pink Bomb in Turkey, Russia, USA. Olivia writes I had sex with Trump 
too, Such a Pink Fool I was!! I ordered a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks and Trump 
refused to pay for it... 



Burj Khalifa with Apple Store next door built in Israel as a Pink Yale Israel 
Medical School for Exodus to Sirius paid for with $777 Trillion confiscated from 
Prince Salman $$$ 

Burj Khalifa with Apple Store next door built in Israel as a Pink Yale Israel 
Medical School for Exodus to Sirius paid for with $777 Trillion confiscated from 
Prince Salman $$$ 



10-21-2019 TikTok, a social media app where users post short funny videos, usually 
set to music, that is enjoying a surge in popularity among teenagers around the 
world and has been downloaded 1.4 billion times, according to SensorTower. High 
Schools to TikTok: We’re Catching Feelings now talk Mom's art of the diagnosis. 
MD App for High Schools should have been downloaded 1.4 billion times. $1.4 
billion Windmill Fall $$$ for all High schools in the USA from the Bone Saw Prince 
Salman who is a Fool for killing so many with bone saws in a 1984 Ford 
WindmillCAR Culture of Exodus by the Jews who have watched the Riches of 
Mecca High Schools for memorizing the Koran not winning a Nobel for a Rx 
Recipe for Perfect Long Lasting Memories. A Nobel in Medicine Winner for only 
$1.4 Billion in oil revenues for each High School in the USA. 

10-21-2019 In a Deeply Split Israel City, Both Sides Urge Unity for Exodus to 
Sirius. Jew's invent live streaming of Jewish Aliens at Sirius and all the other Stars 
in the Universe! 

10-21-2019 Yale Israel, Paris, West Point, Key West Medical Schools would rival 
the Eiffel Tower and the Burj Khalifa of Dubai, with the Apple Store next door... 
$$$. 

10-21-2019 Benny Gantz, a former military chief of staff and Mr. Netanyahu’s 
main rival to lead the country, lives on a quiet road near a small, modern mall in 
this part of the city ROSH HAAYIN, Israel he has seen the riches of Burj Khalifa 
and has kept them secret from the Israel Army. $$$ Israel Burj Khalifa Medical 
School is not part of the Israel Army Masterminds building for Israel. Burj Khalifa 
built in Rosh Haayin would have been a better idea than so many wars. 



10-21-2019 Isabel Kershner, a correspondent in Jerusalem, has been reporting on 
Israeli and Palestinian politics since 1990. She is the author of “Barrier: The Seam 
of the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict.” "Exodus and the Burj Khalifa built in Rosh 
Haayin as a Yale Elite Jewish Medical School Netanyahu would never apply. 
Netanyahu MD is a Trump Tweet. 

Burj Khalifa with Apple Store next door built in Israel as a Pink Yale Israel 
Medical School for Exodus to Sirius paid for with $777 Trillion confiscated from 
Prince Salman $$$ 



Burj Khalifa with Apple Store next door built in Israel as a Pink Yale Israel 
Medical School for Exodus to Sirius paid for with $777 Trillion confiscated from 
Prince Salman $$$ 

10-21-2019 $777 Trillion Dollar War; In Bracing Terms, Trump Invokes War’s 
Human Toll to Defend His Policies thanks to the NY Times censoring out $777 
Trillion in War Toys. Olivia Newton John “make sounds, scream and cry like 
you’ve never seen before.” Trump would not watch he walked out like she was Kim 
in Korea. $777 trillion in “endless wars” in Afghanistan and more recently in Syria, 
Mr. Trump has given graphic accounts of distraught widows and disfigured 
soldiers in terms rarely, if ever, heard from a president before. In one recent 
instance, he said he had seen grieving family members “make sounds, scream and 
cry like you’ve never seen before.” $777 Trillion in $4 gas on the 4th of July paid 
for “endless wars” in Afghanistan. God is Great for Trump Oil Company $$$. “I 



think it’s disrespectful,” said Andrew J. Bacevich, a retired Army colonel turned 
author and historian whose son was killed while serving in Iraq in 2007. “Those are 
infinitely private and painful moments. And to have anyone presume to comment 
on that, I think is beyond reprehensible.” $777 Trillion Col Andrew J. Bacevich 
knows about, the Col and Generals know about the Secret files on the 1980 to 2019 
Ford WindmillCAR yet write this War News up in the NY Times today as if only 
Prince Salman and Mecca had $777 Trillion in cash. Walter Reed National Military 
Medical Center outside Washington, which the White House spokesman said 
Trump had visited eight times... telling them the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR was still 
Secret! Seth Moulton of Massachusetts, a former Marine who served four tours in 
Iraq. Seth Moulton finding out about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR killed for $777 
Trillion in oil revenues. Fiery wrecks litter the highways of the USA with out war 
dead and wounded who are not admitted to Walter Reed but the local Urgent Care 
burn center. $$$ Oil Money has overseen Pentagon budget increases of Trillions 
while Olivia Newton John is tortured by breast cancer all her life. 1981 the 1980 
Ford WindmillCAR would have given Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity the 
cure for Cancer with its Miracle Winds! 

10-21-2019 Oil Men with $777 Trillion are extremists, criminals and thugs, Bully's 
in Times of Ford WindmillCAR's! They are Blind to What is out there in the 
Jewish Exodus to Sirius. Cancer of their Soul. Uproot these predatory practices of 
War and Oil Money Men like Prince Salman - King Salman $$$. 

10-21-2019 TikTok clubs to dance, sing and perform skits for the app — essentially 
drama clubs for the digital age, but with the potential to reach huge audiences. 

10-21-2019 MD Camaraderie; West Point Medical School is the future of West 
Point, end to Earth. Destroyed by Warriors educated at West Point not West Point 
Medical School and West Point MD High School. West Point is a social Cancer that 



will destroy the Earth! 

10-21-2019 Addicted to being Warriors, killing many people... 

10-21-2019 A Universe revolves around everyone else on Earth who are not 
Warriors! 

10-21-2019 Young West Point Cadets would diagnose themself as a Warrior addict, 
psychotic's. 

10-21-2019 Warrior addictiveness can be traced, in part, riches, today it's $777 
Trillion in Oil Revenues used to build a fleet of 100 USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs 
instead of a Rx Pink Recipe for a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks along with 100's of Rx 
Recipes for Starbucks Latte's. 



10-21-2019 Bully's at the bait shop ready to sail the worlds oceans catching fish to 
feed the world, we wish! 

10-21-2019 TikToks explaining Newton’s Laws for extra credit last year, year of the 
2019 Ford WindmillCAR has more gravity than the physics teacher can make Law. 
Sarah Jacobs, a physics teacher at San Jose High School in California. Particles of 
Diesel and gasoline exhaust in the air from 1980 to 2019 instead of Ford 
WindmillCAR's on California highways. Law of Physics. 

10-21-2019 Before they left, they shared one of their ideas: “Should we make a 
TikTok about WindmillCAR's being in The New York Times?” 

10-21-2019 When a Jag Girl parks next to you in a Pink Jag you know the War on 
Cancer will gets its 1 Click Amazon in Prime Time for a Rx Recipe that makes the 
front page of the NY Times more times than opium sales. 

President Trump warning, “Don’t be a Pink fool!” Fooled by Trumps War on 
Cancer... 



"Pink Fool" Obituary in the NY Times; Olivia writes I had sex with Trump too, 
Such a Pink Fool I was!! Turkey Dinner at the Mar-a-Lago Resort as Trump wrote 
me a Love letter don't be a fool. I love women and Turkey. Kurds, have you heard 
the one about Mattis at the Pentagon Oil Company? I will buy you a Gravity 
Engine Car Olivia! No Windmills Cause cancer... yes dear don't be a fool. 

On Day 1,001, Trump Made It Clear: Being ‘Presidential’ Is Boring - Give Trump 
4 MD Wife's from Yale, Yes Sir!!!! 

Amazon will Transform 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs AI 
and genius Einstein Tutors! 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year is not a Utopia Novel 
written at the Hemingway House Writing Class but as Kerry would say its out in 
the real world which is the New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and Aliens at 
Sirius. 

Trump Towers 2019; move into a brand-new Trump Towers building may come 
with some risk, but it also has its perks, Treadmill Desks, 70" monitors for the iMac 
@ $18,384 with 18 Core Intel CPU's not found at the White House, grin but at the 
New Trump Towers 2019 and Mac Book Pro's @ $8,484 layed out in perfect place's 
in every room. How did they do this? Why did they do this, to win 1,001 Nobel's in 
Medicine on 1 Click Amazon links to specs and genius Einstein tutors. 

10-19-2019 Fools Driving Gas Engine Cars and Diesel Mercedes; President Recep 
Tayyip Erdogan of Turkey said, “We will not forget this lack of respect” after 
receiving a letter from President Trump warning, “Don’t be a fool!” 



Hard Rock Hotel in Turkey; Explosives to Topple 2 Cranes, Brains, that are in 
Love with War in General when Olivia Newton John is dying a tortured death in 
the USA. Hard Rock Hotel under construction partially collapsed last weekend, 
killing three workers and injuring more than 20 people. 40,000 Pink Dead just in 
the USA in 2019. “Don’t be a fool!” are headlines censored from the NY Times men 
not women at the Times! 

10-19-2019 Mattis and his inner circle of Generals; “Don’t be a fool!” 40,000 Pink 
Deaths in 2019 are not in Vietnam! 

10-19-2019 When a Ferrari’s in a Fender-Bender with Amazon will Transform 1 
Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs AI and genius Einstein Tutors! 
1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year is not a Utopia Novel written at the Hemingway 
House Writing Class but as Kerry would say its out in the real world which is not 
the New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and Aliens at Sirius. 

$4 Gas on the 4th of July was masterminded by 4 Wife's in Saudi Arabia $$$ 



$4 Gas on the 4th of July was masterminded by 4 Wife's in Saudi Arabia $$$ 

10-19-2019 $777 Trillion in profits has been spent on; the worst of the worst,” 
“They have been notorious for extortion, theft and banditry, more like thugs than 
rebels — essentially USA Oil Paid mercenaries.” Now they hired Syrian fighters 
once considered too extreme or unruly to receive American military support will 
get a $ Billion dollars. Now pitted against Olivia Newton John's $7 Trillion dollar 
Pink Rx Recipe Manhattan Project. Extreme Oil Men criminals rule the Ruling 
Class in a 1984 Society with Secret files on the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. Atheist 
Jimmy Carter, if he believed in God he would have sold out the Bone Saw Oil Men 
for a Drive in a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR before he meets God. 



10-19-2019 W.H.O. Continues Emergency Status for Ebola Outbreak in Congo 

10-19-2019 W.H.O. Continues Emergency Status for Olivia Newton John in the 
USA 

10-19-2019 Mattis Mocks; Trump’s Bone Spurs in Vietnam and Love of Fast Food 

10-19-2019 Mattis Mocks; the Bone Saw Surgeon at the Yale Key West Medical 
School Bone Saw Spurs OR success on millions of patients world wide. 

10-19-2019 "At Yale Medical School I learned about uveitis, At 1 Click Amazon IP 
I Won a Nobel for a Rx Recipe Cure. 



10-19-2019 Mattis Mocks; Brag's about killings in Afghastan, same as Vietnam 
tossing a grenade into the officers tent! Jewish Fast Food and Love of Bone Saw 
Killings by the Saudi Prince and Elite Jews Mock God and Exodus to Sirius! 

10-19-2019 Mattis Remaining Silent About Fiery Wrecks and 2019 Ford 
WindmillCAR's Should Not Be Optionally for Over Paid Generals in a $$$ Rich 
Oil Culture. 

10-19-2019 Fools Driving Gas Engine Cars and Diesel Mercedes; President Recep 
Tayyip Erdogan of Turkey said, “We will not forget this lack of respect” after 
receiving a letter from President Trump warning, “Don’t be a fool!” 

Hard Rock Hotel in Turkey; Explosives to Topple 2 Cranes, Brains, that are in 
Love with War in General when Olivia Newton John is dying a tortured death in 
the USA. Hard Rock Hotel under construction partially collapsed last weekend, 
killing three workers and injuring more than 20 people. 40,000 Pink Dead just in 
the USA in 2019. “Don’t be a fool!” are headlines censored from the NY Times men 
not women at the Times! 

10-19-2019 Mattis and his inner circle of Generals; “Don’t be a fool!” 40,000 Pink 
Deaths in 2019 are not in Vietnam! 



10-19-2019 Mattis former defense secretary took jabs at the president’s description 
of him as “overrated.” 

10-19-2019 Mattis Overrated the Bone Saw Prince Salman and King Salman's 
riches beyond belief from $4 Gas on the 4th of July masterminded by King 
Salman's 4 Wife's, grin. 

10-19-2019 “Overrated” Rx Recipe for a Pink Latte at Starbucks, only by the 
Pentagon Top Brass and A Key West Admiral. 

10-19-2019 “overrated” Pentagon Generals will not talk to Olivia Newton John, No 
Way, Hell No We Won't Go... near Olivia Newton John. We are “overrated” we are 
at War to earn $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues for Saudi Arabia not cure cancer in 
"A War on Cancer" for Olivia Newton John 

10-19-2019 Baghdad War's and "A War on Cancer" don't mix with the $300 
million a week they have been getting from Iraqi Oil. 



10-19-2019 

10-19-2019 When a Ferrari’s in a Fender-Bender with a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR 
all Hell is observed world wide $$$ Road Rage Drivers explode running into cop 
cars on the side of the road writing a traffic ticket. 

"The cysts appear to be largely - SUGAR - glucose-dependent! 

1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 other "Cysts" that are links to Sugar! Win a Nobel 
in Medicine on Amazon 



iSerendipity "The cysts appear to be largely - SUGAR - glucose-dependent! 

iSerendipity 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 other "Cysts" that are links to Sugar! 
Win a Nobel in Medicine on Amazon 

"The cysts appear to be largely glucose-dependent," Weimbs explained. In people 
with the predisposition toward PKD, the continuous supply of sugar in the high-
carbohydrate, high-sugar diets of modern culture serve to feed the growth and 
development of the fluid-filled sacs. "Ketosis is a natural response to fasting," 
Weimbs said. "When we fast, our carbohydrate reserves are very quickly used up. 
In order to not die, our bodies switch over to a different energy source and that 
comes from our fat reserves." The fat reserves, he continued, are broken down into 
fatty acids and ketones which then take the place of glucose in providing energy to 
the body. The Weimbs team found that the presence of ketones in the blood stream 
in particular inhibits the growth of the kidney cysts. And with a steady supply, 
ketones actually acted to reverse the condition in their animal studies. 



10-19-2019 When a Ferrari’s in a Fender-Bender with Olivia Newton John 40,000 
stand up pictures of her will surround the White House and all have a Pink Paint 
Brush in hand. I still couldn't see where in the Universe I was... 

10-18-2019 Riviera Drive in a Ferrari owned by a MD in Paris and NYC... 
Serendipity of 1 Click Amazon and iPhone iDash cam, iTickets, iSerendipity 
pulling you over to give Olivia Newton John a Rx Recipe Dr. Oppenheimer at Los 
Alamos wanted to work on but was fired by the Joint Chiefs of Staff who wanted 
H-Bombs, greed after the first A-Bomb. Once they had 50,000 they were cut to 
5,000. Los Alamos is off limits to any Pink C-Bomb Rx Recipes crunched for a Pink 



Latte at Starbucks they cures all stages of breast cancer in 8 days thanks to Dr. 
Lisa Oppenheimer. Cost is $7 Trillion paid by Mecca, Allah, God is Great! 

10-18-2019 ‘Serendipity’ Review: Turning a Cancer Diagnosis Into War, Chinese 
tradition of male terra-cotta soldiers. A sculpture army of terra-cotta girls all 
diagnosed with breast cancer every year for centuries yet the Chinese Army attacks 
others not Breast Cancer. Masterminds of Terra-cotta soldiers diagnosed with the 
end to Earth via War Toys from MIT they keep smoking and drinking because the 
government owns the Tobacco Company in China. French own the Oil Company in 
Paris. Prune Nourry received a diagnosis of breast cancer in 2016 at age 31. Her 
GF's in China don't make the news in the NY Times or the Chinese Communists 
Party Stars and Strips news. 



‘Serendipity’ 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 invention projects on the Big Screen! 

‘Serendipity’ 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 invention projects on the Big Screen! 

10-18-2019 Brag about killings in Afghastan, same as Vietnam tossing a grenade 
into the officers tent! Jewish women with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP 
invention projects with Specs AI and Einstein tutors will win a Nobel War in 
Medicine. Amazon CEO Jeff Beszo Brags like Warriors in Afghastan without 
Mecca's $777 Trillion in Cash... on the front page of the Washington Post. "At Yale 
Medical School I learned about uveitis, At 1 Click Amazon IP I Won a Nobel for a 
Rx Recipe Cure. 



10-18-2019 "At Yale Medical School I learned about uveitis, At 1 Click Amazon IP 
I Won a Nobel for a Rx Recipe Cure. 

10-18-2019 Trump Will Host Next G7 Summit at His Doral National Resort outside 
of Miami, Cuba dismissing questions over the propriety of the president’s picking 
his own hotel. “Apparently, President Donald Trump no longer sees fit even to 
pretend that he is constrained by the law of Bone Saw Culture and Pink Hotels. The 
Mar-a-Lago is Trumps #1 Resort. 

10-18-2019 A triumph for Turkey, giving it most of what it had wanted and 
averting Mr. Trump’s threat of economic sanctions against the country. 

10-18-2019 A Triumph for Olivia Newton John, 40K in 2019. Syrian Kurdish 
fighters, whom the United States supported for the last decade got more $$$ than 
Olivia Newton John, A War Crime by the USA Military! Having blown up its main 
military base in northern Syria that cost $ Trillions! Olivia Newton John is 
irrelevant at the Pentagon. 

10-18-2019 Walter Reed MD Generals “have no intention — no intention 
whatsoever,” of writing up a $7 Trillion Rx Recipe Check to Olivia Newton John 



for a Pink Manhattan Project at Los Alamos. Or mobilization of MD's to save her 
life for a few days longer. 

10-18-2019 iPhone iDash Cam in your Car and now Jail, iTickets iSolartary 
Confinements. Cop and Guard can talk to you in your car and cell. N.Y.C. Votes to 
Close Rikers. Now Comes the Hard Part. The City Council approved a sweeping $8 
billion plan to close the troubled jail complex and replace it with four smaller jails 
by 2026, an aggressive timeline that will prove challenging. GPS tracking of all 
drivers and prisoners on a Google Map. Zuckerberg Says Facebook Won’t Police 
"InventBook" on the Prisoners Monitor at the New Rikers Jails. 24/7 work hours 
for prisoners. Unpredictable Work Hours Turn Prisoners Families Upside Down 
now they will work 24/7 in their cells!! Chicago Teachers’ Strike: City wide 
Scramble as Classes Come to Halt - Rikers Prisoners become Teachers for Chicago 
Schools, grin. Traffic reporters too, parking and hit and run drivers watched. 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ don't pay someone to watch parking lots and traffic $25 a 
hour 24/7. 

10-18-2019 Chicago School Children strike 'Oil' with the teachers strike as they 
learn At 7, Uveitis, an inflammatory disease of the eye. What began as a painful 
sensitivity to light and floaters in my vision quickly progressed to blindness. 
Mercifully, throughout my childhood, floaters Chicago school kids always 
wondered what they were! Cataract surgery live streaming during the Teacher 
Strike with 1 Click Amazon to Disney Star Wars cataract surgery. School kids in 
Chicago have a better eye for what is out in the real world after Disney Galaxy 
Edge Surgery. They could see where in the Universe I was... Gravity Engine Ford is 
more sort after than Ferrari’s! 

10-18-2019 Despite Their Promises, Exxon/Mobil BP Oil Giant Energy Companies 
Burn Away Vast "Trillions" Amounts of Natural Gas 



10-18-2019 Exxon/Mobil BP Oil Giant Energy Companies Burned 100's of cops on 
the side of the road writing a traffic ticket, Pope's and FBI Agents along with CIA 
drive by these fiery wrecks without stopping to help put out gas stations and invent 
the Gravity Engine Car. Culture of $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 

10-18-2019 30K dead in traffic, USA. 300K world wide and F-35 Radar on all Cars 
and Roads is not on 1 Click Amazon for DOT. Bus Near Saudi Holy City of Mecca 
Crashes, Killing 35 People. 

10-18-2019 Emergency Management Agency, has no plans to direct traffic until 
F-35 Radar is on all cars and roads! 

10-18-2019 Emergency Management Agency, has no plan to save the life of Olivia 
Newton John, any one's of the 40,000. 

10-18-2019 Emergency Management Agency, Amid Shelling in Syria, Kurds Accuse 
Turkey of Violating Truce. A day after Vice President Mike Pence announced a 
pause in the battle between Turkish and Kurdish forces, gunfire continued in the 



region, raising questions about the deal’s feasibility. 

10-18-2019 Emergency Management Agency, Amid Hell in the New Universe of 12 
Trillion Galaxies and a new Gravity Engine Car for 2020... 1 Click Amazon links to 
1,001 IP invention projects questions about the deal’s feasibility with Facebook not 
Inventbook on the front page of the NY Times again today. 

10-18-2019 United States’ diminished influence in a New Universe of 12 Trillion 
Galaxies and Olivia Newton John at the White House with Pink Paint Brush! 

10-18-2019 “Our aim is to reach a reconciliation with Russia about those matters 
that are reasonable and acceptable to everyone,” Mr. Erdogan said. Russian 
women must be aiming at Putin's $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues for their Breast 
Cancer Rx Latte at Starbucks Moscow. And the Yale Moscow Medical School. 

10-18-2019 "At Yale Medical School I learned about uveitis, At 1 Click Amazon IP 
I Won a Nobel for a Rx Recipe Cure. 



10-18-2019 On 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects Trump said 
they are boring! "On Day 1,001, Trump Made It Clear: Being ‘Presidential’ Is 
Boring!! If he acted like a "Inventor" Edison at the Electric Generator thinking 
outloud about the Gravity Engine; “presidential,” Mr. Trump said Thursday night 
in Dallas, “everybody would be out of here so fast.” Oil and Bush run Dallas and 
there is no Gravity to invent a Gravity Engine. 

iTicket vs Fiery Wrecks writing a ticket on the side of the road today! Vision to see! 



iTicket vs Fiery Wrecks writing a ticket on the side of the road today! Vision to see! 





Agenda 1 million Treadmill Desk ordered by the White House 

Being the first people to move into a brand-new building may come with some risk, 
but it also has its perks,Treadmill Desk 70" monitors for the iMac and Mac Book 
Pro's layed out in perfect place's in every room. How did they do this? 

10-17-2019 Olivia Newton John 40,000 stand up pictures of her will surround the 
White House and all have a Pink Paint Brush in hand. 



10-17-2019 Free choice of a legal polygamous Marriage in the USA like Qatar. 
Wedding gifts to the American bride would be $777 Trillion in confiscated Oil 
Revenues from $4 Gas on the 4th of July. $$$ 

Amazon 1 Click NASA space suits free shipping and Hospital Suits at Yale Key 
West Medical School; NASA’s New Spacesuits Unveiled... 

Amazon 1 Click NASA space suits free shipping - Hospital Suits at Yale Key West 



Medical School; NASA’s New Spacesuits Unveiled... 

10-17-2019 "At 7, I learned I had uveitis, an inflammatory disease of the eye. At 47 
or 57 I learned I had breast or ovarian cancer" 

10-17-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR with a with a formula for temporary workers 
to become full-time employees 

10-17-2019 "At 7, I learned I had a MD mom would get me into the Yale Key West 
Medical School... 

10-17-2019 USA Driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR with a formula for 
temporary workers to become full-time employees 



10-17-2019 How Amazon Has Transformed the Hasidic Economy, how Amazon 
will Transform 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs AI and genius 
Einstein Tutors! 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year is not a Utopia Novel written at 
the Hemingway House Writing Class but as Kerry would say its out in the real 
world which is not the New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and Aliens at Sirius. 
Hasidic Economy. Amazon has become a lucrative place to do business for many 
Hasidic Jews, offering anonymity to a largely insular community and allowing 
women to work from home. Wait until the Jewish Women work on an iMac at 
$18,384 or a Mac Book Pro at $8,480 these are not your Win 10 at $220 or 
ChromeBook at $179. 18 Core Intel CPU's with 18 Core App. Many Apps written 
by Hasidic Jews. Jewish women on this Amazon sell sells iron-on and stick-on labels 
to identify the clothes of children at summer camp and more recently branched out 
to clothing labels for nursing home patients and children at day care centers. 
Jewish women with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with Specs 
AI and Einstein tutors will win a Nobel. Amazon brags like Warriors in Afghastan 
without Mecca's $777 Trillion in Cash... ha. She knows customers looking for labels 
will find her niche business, Starlight Labels, among the many other label sellers on 
Amazon. Jewish women invention sellers on Amazon in business with Einstein's 
Universe. Exodus Labels designed by these Hasidic Jews. $777 Trillion labels 
everyone knows are directed at Mecca's wealth beyond belief. Many of her 
products earn four or five stars on Amazon’s five-star rating system. Hasidic Jews 
Exodus will visit 4 or 5 Nearest Stars in our life time. 

10-17-2019 Criminals made most of the USA Temporary workers only because of 
$4 Gas on the 4th of July Culture and Pentagons MIT War Toy Times with 
Trillions to wasted on War Toys. 

10-17-2019 Olivia Newton John 40,000 dead a year is related to the Criminals who 
Masterminded the Temporary Workers who also died at the rate of 40,000 a year 
tortured as Temp Slaves not allowed to use the front door of the NY Times, they 



had to use the garage entrance to the NY Times. A War Crime. 

10-17-2019 Prince Harry's Wounded Warriors from Iraqi, Afghan, brag about his 
military service, outflank Windmill CAR rivals... killing cops same as Vietnam 
tossing a grenade into the officers tent via fiery wrecks. 

10-17-2019 Troops in Afghanistan or FBI at Home Brag about their military 
Service would be outflanked by WindmillCAR's and fiery cop cars rear ended 
writing a ticket this is the war in the USA with $4 Gas on the 4th of July. Rikers 
Would Close in Historic Plan to Remake N.Y. Jail System - Historic writing a ticket 
on the side of the road, 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's and iPhone iDash cam iCop in 
your car iTickets would close this System. We have observed hundreds of cops on 
the side of the road writing a ticket. Many since Jimmy Carters 1980 Model of the 
WindmillCAR were rear ended and burned to death or lived for 7 years with burns 
then died. Jimmy Carter knows this and will not confess to the crime. God has a 
Rikers Hell for Jimmy Carter who has seen more fiery wrecks on the side of the 
road than most of us. "officers were members of an anti-crime unit, an elite, 
aggressive team whose main mission is taking guns out of criminals’ hands." Elite 
Unit that takes gas stations off the Market. So elite we get gravity engine cars out of 
the deal. 

10-17-2019 ...objected to their portrayal in the film as “ruthless, uncaring and 
unethical lawyers” 



10-17-2019 ...Cop Cars rear ended and Cop burned to death or lived for 7 years 
with burns then died. 

10-17-2019 ...objected to their portrayal in the film as “ruthless, uncaring and 
unethical lawyers” 

10-17-2019 ... fiery wrecks; viewers associate it with very serious criminal and 
unethical behavior.” 

10-17-2019 ...The documents named King Salman of Saudi Arabia, and Putin, Bush 
in Texas Oil and Palin in Alaska" 

10-17-2019 In court papers, the firm argues that wide release of “The Laundromat” 
could result in additional investigations in Panama, where Mr. Mossack and Mr. 
Fonseca had been jailed for several months and are now out on bail. 



10-17-2019 "Firm at Center of Panama Papers Sues Netflix Over ‘The 
Laundromat’ The law firm, Mossack Fonseca, objects to the way the film portrays 
them as villains at the center of a web of illegal offshore activities." By JULIA 
JACOBS 

10-17-2019 G.M. and U.A.W. Reach Deal That Could End Strike. The accord 
reportedly includes wage increases and lump-sum payments, along with a formula 
for temporary workers to become full-time employees. 

10-17-2019 War Warriors Brag about Afghastan when 19K women are at war in 
the USA in 2019. Valerie Lundeen Ely, 62, was found dead with multiple stab 
wounds inside the home in Hope Ranch, a suburb of Santa Barbara, that she had 
shared with her husband, Mr. Ely, 81. Son of the actor Ron Ely, who starred in the 
1960s television series “Tarzan,” killed his mother on Tuesday in Santa Barbara, 
Calif., before being fatally shot by sheriff’s deputies. Pentagon Generals drive by 
fiery wrecks and 19K Murdered women without stopping on their way to 
Afghastan. 

10-17-2019 Inventors Brag I Capturing the true scale of the Universe, 12 Trillion 
Galaxies! 



10-17-2019 I still couldn't see where in the Universe I was... 

10-17-2019 "In the Land of Voiceless Women" By Asli Perker Earth; Voiceless 
Women are at Sirius, they are Jewish and Today Einstein can hear the inventions 
needed to stream them live to YouTube for Turkey dinner as the Jews eat meat. 

10-17-2019 "At 7, I learned I had uveitis, an inflammatory disease of the eye. What 
began as a painful sensitivity to light and floaters in my vision quickly progressed to 
blindness. Mercifully, throughout my childhood, I’d lose vision in only one eye at a 
time." Elizabeth Savage in her apartment on Central Park West. It has an excellent 
view... opened to 12 Trillion Galaxies in our New Universe in NYC. NY Times front 
page pictures and live streaming YouTube video of Aliens at so many nearby Stars. 
I can see again! 

10-17-2019 "No amount of quick thinking could reverse the truth. My good eye had 
gone bad. I had one last hope that I dreaded: another cataract surgery." 



10-17-2019 Quick thinking by the Editors of the NY Times to save the vision of 5 
billion people on Earth. Vision to see the Gravity Engine Ford in NYC. I tried the 
flow-of-traffic trick, but I’d gotten turned around. Was I on Fifth, which goes 
down, or Sixth Avenue, which goes up? Everything around me was an increasingly 
panicked blur. The morning rush of Midtown swirled around me as I tried to get 
my bearings. In that moment of disorientation and anxiety, power-walking New 
Yorkers bumping into me from what felt like all sides, I took a picture of the street 
sign with my phone and blew it up. I still couldn’t tell where I was" 

10-17-2019 I still couldn't see where in the Universe I was... 

10-17-2019 "I read street signs with wild abandon. Amsterdam Avenue! East 57th 
Street! Central Park West! You know — things seeing people do. Life is so easy 
with vision, I thought. I can do anything. I realized what I’d been given back, even 
beyond my literal vision: a radical amazement of simple things. Overwhelming 
gratitude for a thing so easily taken for granted." 

10-17-2019 I could see where in the Universe I was... 



10-17-2019 "Central Park was no longer a flat green, it was a multitude of textured 
greens. The cherry blossoms on Riverside Drive were no longer a pink blur, but a 
delicate, speckled grouping of blossoms. What a gift I was given, to see this great 
city again, anew and fresh. I have one good eye, and that’s more than enough." 

10-17-2019 I could see where in the Universe I was... 

10-17-2019 

10-17-2019 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube, Does It Prove Something? If 
it paints the White House Pink it does... 



10-16-2019 If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube, Does It Prove Something? If 
it paints the White House Pink it does... 

10-16-2019 OpenAI, and they had spent several months training their robotic hand 
for this task, to open a Rubik’s Cube the Pink squares were taken out and given to 
Olivia Newton John. Pentagon in secret has spent more on robotic hands than 
Olivia Newton John. “Solving a Rubik’s Cube is not very useful, but it shows how 
far we can push these techniques,” said Peter Welinder. $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues and AI Generals, Popes, 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Universe of nearest 
Stars, Sirius Cube is much more useful but to Warriors who spend most of their 
money on MIT AI War Toys. $$$ Understanding the limitations of Nuclear War 
technology. Exaggerate it, is 100 USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs built in 2019 all 
with 40 Nukes. $$$ Not very useful, like giving the Nobel Peace Prize to a Navy 
Commander. 

10-16-2019 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and 
genius tutors; "OpenAI, led by the Silicon Valley start-up guru Sam Altman, 
recently signed a billion-dollar deal with Microsoft. And it’s why the lab wanted the 
world to see a demo of its robotic hand solving a Rubik’s Cube. On Tuesday, the 
lab released a 50-page research paper describing the science of the project." 



10-16-2019 $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, $4 Gas on the 4th of July; But that is not 
something that will change anytime soon. 

10-16-2019 $$$ If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube $$$ At the moment, 
research into Toxocara among Americans is so lacking that the National Institutes 
of Health funding website lists no grants to study it. Even many of the most basic 
questions are unanswered, including how often ingested eggs progress to full-blown 
infection. 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Eye Test at JFK, scan your ID and Eye, AI test results in a 
second or less Diagnosis at its fastest. Cubic. 

New York City playgrounds, presented at a medical conference last year, sampled 
21 parks across the city. Toxocara eggs were found in nine parks. Three quarters of 
samples taken in the Bronx contained eggs in the larval stage, which are more 
infectious. No parks in Manhattan had eggs with larvae. 

Diagnosis this in your kids eye... you will have to be Dr. Einstein MD!! By Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD in her next Art of the Diagnosis Article in the NY Times. 1 Click 
Amazon link to cure this blindness will be up and running when the NY Times 
writes up 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specks and 
genius Einstein Tutors, this is were Amazon will hire its tutors... grin! 



10-16-2019 “But it is difficult for the public to understand what is happening and 
what they should be concerned about and what will actually affect them.” 

10-16-2019 Zachary Lipton, a professor in the machine learning group at Carnegie 
Mellon bought a solid Gold Rubik's Cube with his blood money from $4 Gas on the 
4th of July. Car-negie Mellon got billions of dollars more. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" Wife's with breast cancer feel betrayed by 
POW/MIA War Memorials in Key West! Rx Pink Recipe is the Get Real 
POW/MIA at the Key West Navy Base. Pentagon won the Nobel in Medicine! 

10-16-2019 Justice Department on Tuesday sharply escalated economic pressure on 
Turkey by filing fraud and money-laundering charges against the country’s second-
largest state-owned bank, accusing it of helping Iran sell oil. Yes the Orwellian NY 
Times got a kickback $$$ to write and publish his article, grin. George Orwell 
down and out in Paris and London selling Oil in Times of 2019 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. Representatives for the bank said that they feared the charges 
alone might lead other global banks to limit doing business with Halkbank, and if a 
multibillion-dollar penalty results, it could threaten the overall viability of the 
institution. Overall viability of confiscating $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues!! All 
illegal. $$$ 

10-16-2019 Viability of Total the French Oil Company in Africa, war crimes. "We 
Looked to Escape Death’: Violence Uproots Nearly 500,000 in Burkina Faso" By 
SIMON MARKS Page A4 Page A5 in the Orwell edition of the Times goes into war 
crimes and oil drilling in Africa. 



10-16-2019 Pence and Pompeo to Push Erdogan for Pullback From Syria; Wife's of 
Pence and Pompeo to push painting the White House Pink!! 

10-16-2019 Olivia Newton John 40,000 stand up pictures of her will surround the 
White House and all have a Pink Paint Brush in hand. 

10-16-2019 Jimmy Carter with a bloody eye; Turned Syria’s North and USA Wood 
Habitat for Humanity Homes Into a Tinderbox. Then Trump Lit a Match... How 
stupid can the government men be building wood habitat for Humanity Homes in 
2019. 

10-16-2019 Jimmy Carter has $700 Million in his Carter Center Fund mostly from 
Oil Bribes and Kickbacks, blood money, He could buy 100,000 2019 Ford 
WindmillRV-Homes. But that is not something that will change anytime soon. His 
grand kids will have the $700 million in a Georgia Bank and their kids will have the 
$700 million in a Georgia Bank and of course they will build 100 wood Habitat for 
Humanity homes. But that is not something that will change anytime soon. $700 
million. 



10-16-2019 But that is not something that will change anytime soon. "As Hindu 
Militants Kill in Kashmir, People Are Afraid to Go to Work at the gas stations" By 
SAMEER YASIR and JEFFREY GETTLEMAN Page A12 Page A13 Tells us whey 
the ruling Caste killed the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR for Kashmir. In September, 
militants attacked the family of a prominent apple trader in another area, and 
deliberately shot a 5-year-old girl in the leg, sending a chilling message. Message is 
the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR shot up by Pope's, Generals, Admirals and of course 
the Ruling Class and Caste in India. They are the one's who really shot a 5 year old 
girl in the leg. 

10-16-2019 Narendra Modi would shoot a 5 year old girl in the leg in public, on 
Orwellian TV before he would give a 5 year old girl a ride in the 2019 Ford 
WindmillCAR. Art of the Diagnosis on Modi is simple... 

10-16-2019 Doctors have said that as a result of the weeks long communication 
blackout, at least a dozen people died needlessly as no 911 calls to a ambulance 
connected. This is a war crime the UN will not write about until the UN employees 
drive a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR. But that is not something that will change 
anytime soon. There was a traffic jam in downtown Srinagar, the valley’s biggest 
city, on Tuesday morning. Gas Station owners needed the money as no one was 
driving for a month. No the Times didn't report how much gas station revenue was 
the last few months in Kashmir. $$$ 



10-16-2019 No one was out buying gasoline; In August, militants fatally shot a 
shopkeeper in Srinagar who had opened his shop for a few hours. Other 
shopkeepers shut their gates after that. The gas station was open or closed the NY 
Times didn't report this. By Sameer Yasir reported from Srinagar, and Jeffrey 
Gettleman from New Delhi. Iqbal Kirmani contributed reporting from Pulwama, 
Kashmir. 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube, Does It Prove Something? 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube, Does It Prove Something? 

10-16-2019 Twitter Stands by Trump Amid Calls to Terminate His Account. 1 
Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors was 
Terminated along with InventBook by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ they were 
playing with a Rubik's Cube at the time of the decision! Grin. 

10-16-2019 Hospital Suits at Yale Key West Medical School; NASA’s New 



Spacesuits Unveiled, for Trips to the Moon and Beyond. “We’ve been working for a 
long time to build spacesuits that will do the job on the moon and going on to 
Mars,” MD's have to re-work these NASA suits for the Yale Key West Medical 
School and the Space Suits for the patients. Tourists will have Space Suits too. The 
suits are designed to work in temperatures ranging from 250 degrees Fahrenheit 
down to -250 degrees Fahrenheit and potentially even colder places around the 
lunar South Pole, where NASA is aiming to send astronauts. Whooping cough, TB, 
Malaria, Staff, were MD's aiming to cure not spread disease. The other suit, in a 
bright orange fabric, is to be worn by astronauts during launch and re-entry back 
to Earth while they are sitting inside the Orion crew capsule, the spacecraft for 
deep-space travel that NASA has been working on for 15 years. The suit provides 
protection and oxygen to the astronauts in case of an accident that causes the 
capsule to become depressurized. It is designed to keep astronauts alive for six 
days. Suit to keep the fiery Crash burn victim of this Oil War $$$ alive for 6 days. 

Hospital Suits at Yale Key West Medical School; NASA’s New Spacesuits 
Unveiled... 



Hospital Suits at Yale Key West Medical School; NASA’s New Spacesuits 
Unveiled... 

10-16-2019 Why had Iammatteo been able to figure this out when other doctors 
couldn’t? the patient asked when he saw her for a follow-up visit. She explained 
that she’d gone to Albert Einstein College of Medicine in the Bronx, and one 
professor there was an expert in parasitology. She took her class, and what she 
learned stuck with her. Different medical schools have different strengths, she told 
me later. Parasites were one of theirs. 



Hospital Suits at Albert Einstein College of Medicine in the Bronx Space Suit 
Design for MD's and Patients, Tourists? In the Bronx, grin. 

10-16-2019 Dr. Iammatteo MD and, she added, doctors are taught that toxocara 
infection is rare. But now she’s not so sure. Since making this patient’s diagnosis 
last spring, she told me she has diagnosed nearly a dozen cases of toxocariasis in 
patients whom she might not have thought to test for the parasite if not for this 
older man and his rash. “I know I’ve been successfully diagnosing more of it 
because it’s on my mind.” 

10-16-2019 Diagnosis this in your kids eye... you will have to be Dr. Einstein MD!! 
By Dr. Lisa Sanders in her next Art of the Diagnosis Article in the NY Times. 1 
Click Amazon link to cure this blindness will be up and running when the NY 
Times writes up 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specks 
and genius Einstein Tutors, this is were Amazon will hire its tutors... grin! 

10-16-2019 Cat treats, cat and dog food that prevents the worm in the first place is 
on 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius MD 
tutors... what do the roundworms of the genus Toxocara react with inside cats and 
dogs? Cats immune system is a super computer how does it miss this worm? Can 
we help the stray cats immune system kill this worm? 

10-16-2019 CDC; 5 percent of the United States population — or about 16 million 
people — carry Toxocara antibodies in their blood, a sign they have ingested the 



eggs. 

Homeland Security needs to do the blood draw and test at JFK!! 

Saudi Terrorists could infect their blood... grin! 

10-16-2019 Millions of American children have been exposed to a parasite that 
could interfere with their breathing, liver function, eyesight and even intelligence. 
Yet few scientists have studied the infection in the United States, and most doctors 
are unaware of it. The parasites, roundworms of the genus Toxocara, live in the 
intestines of cats and dogs, especially strays. Microscopic eggs from Toxocara are 
shed in the animals’ feces, contaminating yards, playgrounds and sandboxes. These 
infectious particles cling to the hands of children playing outside. Once swallowed, 
the eggs soon hatch, releasing larvae that wriggle through the body and, evidence 
suggests, may even reach the brain, compromising learning and cognition. 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube, Does It Prove Something? If 
it picks up cat + dog wasted from the school play grounds... grin! 

10-16-2019 No!! Community Service employees will not pick up cat and dog waste 
from the school playgrounds, No Way! 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube, Does It Prove Something? If 
it picks up cat + dog wasted from the school play grounds... grin! 



10-16-2019 No!! Community Service employees will not pick up cat and dog waste 
from the school playgrounds, No Way! 

10-16-2019 $$$ If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube $$$ At the moment, 
research into Toxocara among Americans is so lacking that the National Institutes 
of Health funding website lists no grants to study it. Even many of the most basic 
questions are unanswered, including how often ingested eggs progress to full-blown 
infection. 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube, Does It Prove Something? If 
it picks up cat + dog wasted from the school play grounds... grin! 

No!! Community Service employees will not pick up cat and dog waste from the 
school playgrounds, No Way! 

10-16-2019 If a Robotic Hand Solves a Rubik’s Cube, Does It Prove Something? If 
it picks up cat + dog wasted from the school play grounds... grin! 



No!! Community Service employees will not pick up cat and dog waste from the 
school playgrounds, No Way! 

New York City playgrounds, presented at a medical conference last year, sampled 
21 parks across the city. Toxocara eggs were found in nine parks. Three quarters of 
samples taken in the Bronx contained eggs in the larval stage, which are more 
infectious. No parks in Manhattan had eggs with larvae. 

Diagnosis this in your kids eye... you will have to be Dr. Einstein MD!! By Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD in her next Art of the Diagnosis Article in the NY Times. 1 Click 
Amazon link to cure this blindness will be up and running when the NY Times 
writes up 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specks and 
genius Einstein Tutors, this is were Amazon will hire its tutors... grin! 

In some cases, larvae from Toxocara enter the eyes and cause blindness. They can 
also infect the liver and lungs, leading to a potentially damaging inflammatory 
reaction. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" Sanctions on 100 senators from both Wife's if 
we were given the free choice of a legal polygamous Marriage in the USA like 
Qatar. They have insisted for months sanctions are required by law to punish Pink 
MIT War Toys purchase of an advanced USA + Russian antimissile system instead 
of advanced CT MRI Breast Cancer Chemo the next generation. 100 Senators will 
be charged by the UN in the murder of Olivia Newton John, Pink Guilt of Generals. 



10-15-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" Senators missteps in Polygamous marriage and 
the Rx Recipe Pink one to cure breast cancer in 1980 at the Jimmy Carter 
WindmillCAR Peanut Plantation. Air Pollution exhaust from Diesel is linked to 
breast cancer. Centuries Old Plantation Owners in a Orwellian Society. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; Charismatic wife's 4 in Saudi Arabia today not the USA... 
unleashing 4 Wife's superpowers is only possible in the USA!! $4 Gas on the 4th of 
July was masterminded by 4 Wife's in Saudi Arabia $$$ 



10-15-2019 Get Real; Charismatic wife's 4 in Saudi Arabia today not the USA... 

10-15-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" Warning Labels from the Pentagon, No! Mr. 



Aron, AMC has worked to make theatergoing more attractive. It aggressively 
installed advanced Dolby sound and projection systems, extra-wide screens, and 
La-Z-Boy-style seats. AMC now serves alcohol in hundreds of its theaters. Drive 
home drunk and get the breast cancer from Coors next week before the next movie. 
MD Rated Movies will dominate at AMC in the Winds of the 2019 Ford 
WindmillCAR. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; Sanctions on F-35 Radar iPhone iDash Cam iTickets iCop in 
your car! GPS map of your diving and walking life. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; "Road Kill DUI Guilt" — A Porsche SUV plummeted off an 
overpass onto train tracks below, where it burst into flames, killing two teenagers 
and sending a third to a hospital with serious injuries. The Porsche fell from Route 
304 in Pearl River, New York, on Sunday afternoon after a crash involving an 
additional vehicle and burned on New Jersey Transit tracks below, authorities said. 
Saniha Cekic, 15, of Brooklyn, and Altin Nezaj, 17, of Pearl River, were 
pronounced dead at hospitals, Orangeburg police said in a prepared statement. The 
driver, Aisha Radoncic, 17, of Orangeburg, was seriously injured. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; "Called 911 several times!!" In one call, Mr. Barisone 
described the conflict as “a war. And it’s going to be dealt with.” Ms. Kanarek 
survived the attack, a bullet to her left lung. “No matter what — I was shot twice. It 
was not in self-defense. Shooting a women twice is the Crime. 100,000 times in the 
past and 100,000 in our future if 911 does not get real with iPhone iDash Cam iCop 
in your Car. GPS map. Star Wars 911 called by the women, as 100,000 women have 
been shot and will be shot while the world 1984 watches and writes it up in the NY 
Times. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention Projects has sanctions to prevent 
these 100,000 shootings of women. 



10-15-2019 Get Real; "Called 911 several times!!" InventBook not Facebook; 
details of the spiraling conflict between trainer and student, whether bandied about 
in the courtroom or on Facebook, are beside the point. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; 100,000 women, she said. “Instead, I was shot.” Trump 
almost shot Ivnaka's Mom several times... 

10-15-2019 Get Real; Asbestos Kills Nearly 40,000 Americans a Year. 1 Click 
Amazon links from Nobels lab how to make nitro safe. . The United States imported 
twice as much raw asbestos in 2018 as it did in 2017 to support the manufacture of 
chlorine and caustic soda at 15 chemical plants that are outliers in their sector for 
failing to convert to cost-effective and safe non-asbestos technology. Failure of 1 
Click Amazon links with specs and genius tutors to convert to safe asbestos. Safe 
electricity, the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR will give us 1,001 IP invention projects for 
safe electricity, no electrocutions! 

10-15-2019 Get Real; Russia Says Its Troops Are Patrolling Area in Northeastern 
Syria - All would rather be driving across Siberia in a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR 
with 4 Wife's. Troops with 4 Wife's and Sirius Exodus IP invention projects for live 
streaming of Aliens Seize Moscow University and Yale Moscow Medical School for 



Star Wars Galaxy Edge we finally Patrol. AMC Theater Chain Gets Into 
Streaming With On-Demand Movies; 1,001 IP invention projects are On-Demand 
now we have to get AMC to invent something for a Noble in Medicine in a AMC 
made movie. Look over the AMC made movies and you will know your kids would 
never get a invention projects idea from any of these movies. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; “We’ve been producing cheese for thousands of years and 
alcohol for tens of thousands,” In a Universe that has been producing new Stars 
and Galaxies. "legend of Camembert is one of daring escape and dairy espionage. 
The cheese was invented in 1791 when a priest from Brie (yes, like the cheese), took 
shelter with a dairymaid, Marie Harel, as he fled France’s anticlerical government. 
He taught her to make cheese with an edible rind, as local lore tells it. But the lesser 
known character in Ms. Harel’s story is a mysterious mold that resided in 
Normandy. Penicillium appears in the wild as a toxic blue fungus, but in 
Camembert, Brie and other French regional cheeses, it is white and edible. For 
centuries, cheesemakers didn’t know how it evolved from its untamed to its 
domesticated forms. In a study published Tuesday in mBio that could be good news 
for American cheese lovers, researchers offer the first detailed view of how a fungus 
transforms into a mold safe for food production in as few as four weeks. 

10-15-2019 Get Real; NY Times editors "How to Find a Hobby" in times of 1 Click 
Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors!! 

10-15-2019 Get Real; How Will Climate Change Alter Warning Labels on Wine for 
our Breast Cancer Era Times? Winemakers Climate Change will go the way of 
prohibition with Dr. Ivanks MD and Dr. Olivia Newton John MD's erecting 
memorials for 40K dead pink women just in 2019. Trump will not take climate 
change serious until Ivanka has a Pink Grave at Arlington not Olivia Newton Johns 
funeral. Columbus Day change by the Walter Reed Doctors to "Olivia Newton 



John" Day. 

10-15-2019 

Columbus Day or Sirius Exodus @ Star Wars Day's *.* 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Nobel Peace Prize Was Awarded to the Pentagon in 2019 

Columbus Day or Sirius Exodus @ Star Wars Day's *.* 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" The killing of Olivia Newton John... 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Abhijit Banerjee and Esther Duflo, both of M.I.T., and 
Michael Kremer of Harvard University, won the Nobel Prize in Economic. $777 
Trillion in Oil Revenues! They have spent more than 20 years helping to 
revolutionize the way we pay for gasoline when the WindmillCAR's drive us to 
Sirius and Exodus. The three have taken a scientific approach to studying problems 
like education deficiencies and child health. Diesel Birth defects. They break issues 
into smaller questions, search for evidence about which interventions work to 
resolve them, and seek practical ways to bring those treatments to scale. Mr. 
Banerjee, born in 1961 in Mumbai, earned his doctorate from Harvard. He is the 
Ford Foundation International Professor of Economics at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. Ms. Duflo, born in 1972 in Paris, is the second woman and 
the youngest person to be awarded the economics prize. She has a doctorate from 



M.I.T. Mr. Kremer, born in 1964, has a doctorate from Harvard, where he is the 
Gates Professor. Win 10. 

Columbus Day or Sirius Exodus @ Star Wars Day's *.* New Ford Windmillcar 
Sirius 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" The killing of Olivia Newton John... 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" Facebook kills and InventBook is Censored by 
Orwell! 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" The killing of Olivia Newton John... 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Nobel Peace Prize Was Awarded to the Pentagon in 2019 

In a High-Tech State, Sirius before Syria War! Abrupt turn in NY Times Front 
page Pictures and News goes for the Pink Sirius though really a "Red Giant". 

In a High-Tech State, Blackouts Are a Low-Tech Way to Prevent Fires; Pentagon 
will not prevent any "Pink Cancer" with Warning Labels and "Off Limits" orders, 
Why? Pentagon has a reputation as a haven for technological innovations at Los 
Alamos!! They and Pacific Gas & Electric, turned off power to the Era of the 2019 
Ford WindmillCAR's and a Cure for Pink Cancers, our human forest fire burning 
out of control across the USA, world wide. Antiquated Electric Utility's world wide 
with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. WindmillCAR's can reduce the need for some 
of the most dangerous lines, 1 Trillion miles of high power electric lines can be 
reduced to zero with the WindmillCAR's! This is like Xi in China building 1 million 
gas stations and erecting 1 trillion miles of high power electric lines in China in 
2019 while the 2019 WindmillCAR sits in Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation 



Garage. “It’s an incredible travesty. While a low estimate of auto fatalities in 2018 
is more than 36,000. Electrocutions death statistics are censored by GE. 
WindmillCAR will give us Zero with 1,001 IP invention projects for the High Tech 
times. Here in Key West at the International Airport A woman had her hand and 
foot severed by a propeller of a private airplane at Key West International Airport 
on Saturday night. The woman was flown by air ambulance to a Miami hospital. 
The cause was wood blocks under the wheels of the plane. A Low-Tech Way to 
Prevent Fires; and propellers from cutting off arms and legs in 2019. The US 
government is really the one responsible for this and propeller planes world wide 
and inventions have been suppressed by our culture. Scam by 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ who run the International AirPorts. The decision to strip Dennis Muilenburg of 
his chairman title culminated months of internal debate over whether to hold top 
executives accountable after the 737 Max crashes. Propellers and wooden block 
breaks on planes. Windmillcars! 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" The killing of Olivia Newton John... 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "MD High School" Cadaver; Olivia Newton John 40,000 
dead from breast cancer in 2019 enough cadavers for every MD HS in the USA. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" and seeing we are getting $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues for Texas and Alaska, Colorado, Qatar, UAE, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, 
Mecca. 



10-14-2019 Get Real; Nobel Prize in Medicine Was Awarded to the Pentagon in 
2019 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Nobel Prize in Medicine Was Awarded to the Pentagon in 
2019 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Abandoned Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies Kurds Find A lot 
More with Syria’s Russian-backed government. Backed by Battlefield Stars at 
Night this Star Wars Battle' Vets at NASA have limits to influence after the 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ blew up their Challenger Train of 100 Super Shuttles in 
favor of War with the Kurds. The sudden shift marked a major turning point in 
Syria’s long war. Longer War in Korea is now a Game of Russian The Idiot Tweets 
between Kim and Trump. Abandoned Pink women back home are not war crime to 
Kim and Trump unless the 1st Daughter dies from cancers. Chaos of war is Star 
Wars. Turkey; has battled for decades, well centuries and light years are not in the 
Turkey language. Betrayal of Allah is like Jimmy Carter's betrayal of God. Pope 
Francis Betrayal of God for Money is different than Jimmy Carters Betrayal of 



God for the Navy. Pink Money paid for... Since the Turkish incursion began on 
Wednesday, ISIS has claimed responsibility for at least two attacks in Syria: One 
car bomb in the northern city of Qamishli and another on an international military 
base outside Hasaka, this must have cost $1 million Pink dollars. Syria war that 
tortured and killed 40K Pink women, one being Olivia Newton John in the USA. 
Censored by the Pentagon. Pentagon’s withdrawal American forces, makes it even 
less likely Olivia Newton John will get a Miracle Cure from Walter Reed MD who 
have not been working on a Miracle cure for Olivia. War has been painted Pink by 
Walter Reed MD's. God Save Olivia, not at the Pentagon. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; American commandos were working alongside Kurdish 
forces at an outpost in eastern Syria last year when Olivia Newton John's cancer 
came back for the 3 time - they were attacked by columns of Syrian government 
tanks and hundreds of troops, including Russian mercenaries. In the next hours, 
the Americans threw the Pentagon’s arsenal at them, including B-52 strategic 
bombers. The attack was stopped. Pentagons Arsenal for Breast Cancer that comes 
back 3 times is not in the same Class at B-52's... “We have abandoned Olivia 
Newton John for the Kerds. A War Crime against women. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Peter W. Galbraith, the former American diplomat who has 
for years also been a senior adviser to the Kurds in both Syria and Iraq killed the 
Starbucks Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte that cures breast cancer in all stages in 8 
days. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; "Pink Guilt" by Peter W. Galbraith, Generals and Admirals 
in Key West is overrun by the Glory of War, and seeing we are getting $777 
Trillion in Oil Revenues for Texas and Alaska, Colorado. $$$ There is a Detailed 
Map of Auto Emissions in America but censored out is Trumps Special Olympics 
birth defected kids from Diesel and there is no detailed map of Pink Women who 
will die in 2019, 40,000 on this battle field Map not a Army Map. 



10-14-2019 Get Real; F-35 Radar on all cars and roads in the UK; "U.K. Says 
Immunity of U.S. Diplomat’s Wife ‘No Longer Relevant’ By ILIANA MAGRA 
Page A12 Page A13 F-35 Radar in the UK was secretly killed by BP Oil Men, a hit 
and run accident. iPhone iDash Cam in all cars there will not be any hit and run 
accidents. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Abandoned by U.S. in Syria, Kurds Find New Ally in 
American Foe Under fire by Turkish forces, the militia that battled ISIS threw in 
its lot with Syria’s Russian-backed government. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; Red Meat Eaters... McDonald’s parking lot in New Haven, 
Conn., car engines rev, spectators scream and amateur drivers tear into the street 
for late-night drag races. But on Saturday, the raucous races came to an abrupt 
halt. Police car lights flooded the staging ground, and officers shut down the illegal 
sporting event as part of a sting operation. Ten vehicles were towed, and 47 people, 
were arrested - No Yale New Haven Medical School Students, grin. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; NY Times editorial today, "It’s Time to Talk to Iran" it's 
time to talk to Jewish Aliens at Sirius and confiscate $777 Trillion from Iran, Iraqi 
and bankrupt Mecca and Allah. With tensions rising in the Middle East and Iran 
suffering under sanctions, this may be the last best opportunity to walk back from 
the brink. And talk to Iran about $777 Trillion in gas station hold ups from Miami, 
Cuba and $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. Winds! By William J. Burns and Jake 
Sullivan. Both authors held high positions at the State Department in previous 
administrations who have read the Secret file on WindmillCAR's on the cover of 



Greg's Amazon book. Talk about 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention 
projects with specs and genius tutors for the people at Starbucks working at every 
table with Mac's and Mac Book Pro's at $13,384 and $8,840 only those in Mecca 
can afford today as Starbucks Rome has not Mac's or MacBook Pro's today. 

10-14-2019 Get Real; 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Forest Fires and "The Haves and Have-Nots of (Electrical) 
Power in California" and Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 MD's to put out the 
fires of cancers and diseases... Starbucks have-Not's of Mac and Mac Book Pro's at 
every table is To Have Have Not and mostly women don't have a Mac Book Pro at 
Starbucks today. No one has 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects 
with specs and genius tutors! Have-Nots of (Electrical) Power in California" plug in 
your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into your house, Edison II in Manhattan and in the 
middle of the forest fires in California. 

Nobel Peace Prize Was Awarded to the Pentagon in 2019 

Nobel Peace Prize Was Awarded to the Pentagon in 2019 

Collapse of a Futuristic "Hard Rock Hotel" Leaves Two Dead, and New Orleans 
Reeling. Video is dramatic and makes you think of how the engineers and Crew 
building it could make the wrong turn down a one way street, and crash! 

NY Times sells pictures of Jackie Kennedy not a Cure for the cancer that killed her 
to save these 4 girls from Jackie's cancer death. 
4 Girls Chat with 4 MD Women about Breast Cancer in General... Photos of Jackie 
Kennedy in India and Pakistan Go on Sale. Making Policy at the Highest Levels at 
the NY Times sells pictures of Jackie not a Cure for the cancer that killed her to 
save these 4 girls from Jackie's cancer death. 

When the Dept of Educations gets a F in Medicine for not opening any "MD High 
Schools" then go to this article... "When a Steady Paycheck Is Good Medicine" By 
PETER S. GOODMAN Yes your kids will get a really dead cadaver in High 
School! 

MD High School Cadaver; Olivia Newton John 40,000 dead from breast cancer in 



2019 enough cadavers for every MD HS in the USA. This will get a Rx Recipe cure 
for all cancers with 1 million dead in 2019. 

"Pilot's" War Crimes in China building 1 million new gas stations in 2019 and 
1,001 Dams for Electricity. "Our River Was Like a God’: How Dams and China’s 
Might Imperil the Mekong" By HANNAH BEECH Page A8 Page A9 
WindmillCAR's! 

10-13-2019 Get Real; At 2:38 p.m., the "Pilot" reports that he can see the target 
and has the “correction,” code for locking the target on a screen in his cockpit. 
"Starbucks!" 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Information revealed that Russian "Pilots" rather drive from 
NYC to LA drive in a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR a rejuvenating mental elixir to 
invent a Noble in Medicine to pay for the free Wind's! 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Orders from the Top Brass to go to War as Navy Fighter 
"Pilots" instead of driving the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR from NYC to LA is a war 
crime that does not have to go through the UN Red Tape... God will put Jimmy 
Carter on trial first... grin! 



10-13-2019 Get Real; Recklessly or intentionally bombing hospitals is a war crime, 
We then listened to and deciphered thousands of Russian Air Force radio 
transmissions, which recorded months’ worth of "Pilot" activities in the skies above 
northwestern Syria. 1,001 of these AF missile strikes are on YouTube just like I 
uploaded a Starbucks video 10-13-19 of Greg in the Sun typing this out today at 
Starbucks. Greg was bombed by the Manager! So much for the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ watching and recording thousands of pages written at Starbucks, Key 
West. documented at least 583 such attacks since 2011, 266 of them since Russia 
intervened in September 2015. At least 916 medical workers have been killed since 
2011. 2011 Greg flew into Key West to build the Yale Key West Medical School and 
it was bombed by Navy "Pilots" who knew this was a war crime. So much for war 
crimes bombing hospitals. On May 5 and 6, Russia attacked four. All were on the 
list. The first was Nabad al Hayat Surgical Hospital, a major underground trauma 
center in southern Idlib Province serving about 200,000 people. The hospital 
performed on average around 500 operations and saw more than 5,000 patients a 
month, according to Syria Relief and Development, the United States-based charity 
that supported it. Reporting was contributed by Dmitriy Khavin, Whitney Hurst, 
Malachy Browne, Quoctrung Bui and John Ismay. NY Time Journalists who 
censored out pilots rather drive from NYC to LA drive in a 2019 Ford 
WindmillCAR a rejuvenating mental elixir to invent a Noble in Medicine to pay for 
the free Wind's! 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are the War Criminals with $777 Trillion 
dollars in cash... $$$ 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Florida Women Are No Qui-pro-quo "the pardon was a quid 
pro quo for their help in releasing hostages" held by Wars on Earth. Legal 
Polygamous Marriage in Qatar and Saudi Arabia no No Qui-pro-quo MD Women 
4 MD's Wife's! Hostage to being POW's MIA's in inventing live streaming of Aliens 
in the Universe, a Nobel in Physics and Peace at Star Wars! 



10-13-2019 Get Real; Greg's Bday 72, 4 MD Wife's to work with inventing all day 
would be nice, grin. 2019 Ford WindmillCAR... too. 

10-13-2019 Get Real; ‘This Did Not Go Well’: Inside PG&E’s Blackout Control 
Room" "As the utility turned off power to millions of Californians, its website went 
down and it struggled to communicate with local officials and inform residents. 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Electric Utility with the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's with 
trillions of volts and amps, a Nobel for a WindmillCAR as its GE Windmill Turbine 
is cold as -254 C almost absolute zero and we our Habitat for Humanity not Jimmy 
Carters Wood Homes will invent 1,001 accessories for a WindmillCAR that can 
generate trillions of volts and amps of electricity and the Electric Utility will try to 
destroy each and every newly invented accessory! 



10-13-2019 Get Real; Florida Women Are No Qui-pro-quo "the pardon was a quid 
pro quo for their help in releasing hostages" held by Wars on Earth. Legal 
Polygamous Marriage in Qatar and Saudi Arabia no No Qui-pro-quo MD Women 
4 MD's Wife's! Hostage to being POW's MIA's in inventing live streaming of Aliens 
in the Universe, a Nobel in Physics and Peace at Star Wars! 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Forest Fires and "The Haves and Have-Nots of (Electrical) 
Power in California" and Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 MD's to put out the 
fires of cancers and diseases... Starbucks have-Not's of Mac and Mac Book Pro's at 
every table is To Have Have Not and mostly women don't have a Mac Book Pro at 
Starbucks today. No one has 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects 
with specs and genius tutors! Have-Nots of (Electrical) Power in California" plug in 
your 2019 Ford WindmillCAR into your house, Edison II in Manhattan and in the 
middle of the forest fires in California. 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Duke Divinity School; pray for the Yale Key West Medical 
School. where I had first learned the news that I had Stage 4 cancer. Tumors that 
bloomed in my colon from RED Meat served 7 days a week at Divinity School, F 
grade! By Kate Bowler Ms. Bowler is an associate professor at Duke Divinity 
School. Yale Divinity School in New haven has clones of Ms. Bower. 

10-13-2019 Get Real; God's at the Pentagon; Knowing that I would never be cured, 
I stewed about what to do with what remained of my life. Was it worth spending 
hundreds of hours to transform this research into a book? Should I go see the 
pyramids? With so little I could control, I borrowed a page from the playbook of 
the women I had interviewed. I abandoned what was ideal and reached for what 
was possible instead. I put the final touches on the manuscript and submitted it the 
day before I was rolled into surgery with the pleasant exhaustion of deep work. 
After all, who doesn’t hope to spin the straw of their lives into gold? Or at least 
nicer straw. 



Pyramids? InventBook MD; playbook of the women I will marry (4 MD's) 
interviewed for all their Lost Inventions brought to life like the 1980 Ford 
WindmillCAR. Orwells Animal Farm MD novel on Kindle with super computer 
simulations. Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge Sugar Recipe. 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Prayer Book - Invent Book of Miracles in Pink. I put the final 
touches on the manuscript at the Hemingway House Writing Class app with 100's 
on the same page with Mac and Mac Book Pro's. 1 Click Amazon links to a MD 
invention in every chapter. Salk II and Pasteur in our thoughts, thank God for 
Miracles. 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Duke "MD High School" built in this rich neighborhood will 
save Mom, and money from buying Red Meat 7 days a week. 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Duke Divinity School, Instead, I studied these leading ladies 
in the infusion center at Duke Hospital, a short walk away from my quiet office, 
where I had first learned the news that I had Stage 4 cancer. Tumors that bloomed 
in my colon and liver, in a moment, erased every cheerful ambition and casual plan. 
And all I could see was my husband and my toddler, Zach, who loves me more than 
dinosaurs. In an effort to manage my fear, I distracted myself by inviting the 
famous women of televangelism to stop by the hospital for an interview. As I was 
struggling against my own limitations, I discovered that most of these people were 
quite willing to admit their own. Together, we spent hundreds of hours discussing 
the narrow and precarious paths of power that women tread. We were all hanging 
by a thread. 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Mormon Divinity School is not one for a MD. Movies made 



by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints are an important part of a film 
and TV ecosystem in northern Utah. And there’s not an MD-rating in sight. Red 
Meat and Cheese with estrogen is on the Menu! Colon cancer tracked for 
Mormons, Hell No! 

10-13-2019 Get Real; Michele Buck started her career selling Funyuns, Munchos 
and Cheetos. Then she invented a new holiday for Cool Whip. Today, she runs one 
of the world’s biggest candy companies, sugar! Hershey's Rx Recipe for Star Wars 
Sugar without the side effects. Disney Galaxy Edge Star Wars Hershey's Bars. 

2019 Ford WindmillCAR a rejuvenating mental elixir to invent a Noble in Medicine 
to pay for the free Wind's! 

2019 Ford WindmillCAR a rejuvenating mental elixir to invent a Noble in Medicine 
to pay for the free Wind's! 

4 Girls Chat with 4 MD Women about Breast Cancer in General... Photos of Jackie 
Kennedy in India and Pakistan Go on Sale. Making Policy at the Highest Levels at 
the NY Times sells pictures of Jackie not a Cure for the cancer that killed her to 
save these 4 girls from Jackie's cancer death. 1 Click Amazon links about Jackie 
Kennedy's cancer, why it killed her and will kill these 4 girls looking into the Apple 
Store window. 

10-12-2019 Nobel Peace Prize Awarded to the Pentagon in 2019... wars of relatively 
low sophistication when the war on caners is over 1 million dead in 2019. Generals 



need to have a MD degree like the Roman Senate and Dr. Pope MD. Snub of Pope 
Francis for the Nobel Peace Prize was because of Prince Salman's Blood Money for 
the Catholic Church. Elaboration on the # of Bone Saw murders by Prince Salman 
is not in the Washington Post. Determined to return to war surgery of relatively 
low sophistication when the war on caners is over 1 million dead in 2019. Walter 
Reed MD's return to war surgery not war on Breast Cancer. Nobel Prize will be 
give for a Rx Recipe that cures all breast cancer in all stages in 8 days. No Brainard 
Nobel. Amazon 1 Click links to this Rx Pink Recipe with specs and genius tutors... 
is sophistication at it best for AI and invention projects. Starbucks Cafe Mac's and 
Mac Book Pro's are the weapons in this Pink War. 

10-12-2019 Mr. Gates ordered more helicopters to Afghanistan to evacuate 
wounded troops, and directed that helicopters previously set aside for rescuing 
downed pilots be reassigned to medical evacuation. Mr. Gates also increased the 
number of field hospitals. A peer-reviewed medical study published in 2015 found 
that those initiatives saved an estimated 359 lives from June 2009 to March 2014. 
Applying the same standard to operations elsewhere has proved difficult, as was 
evident in the ambush in Niger. 

10-12-2019 Gates at the Pentagon saved 359 lives from June 2009 to March 2014. 
Pink Dead deaths are Classified by Gates thoughts... 

10-12-2019 Get Real; Turkish troops and their Syrian Arab allies have captured a 
cluster of villages when we should be capturing live streaming video from a cluster 
of Galaxies and their Jewish Aliens. 



10-12-2019 Get Real; 359 Trillion Jewish Aliens are out there at Star Wars, Gates! 

10-12-2019 Guerrilla movement that has waged a decades-long struggle against the 
Turkish state well paid by Cancer Cure Money $$$ American Generals prioritizes 
War not War on Breast Cancer, intelligence needs to be put on Trial. 

10-12-2019 Get Real; Turkish troops and their Syrian Arab allies have captured a 
cluster of villages when we should be capturing live streaming video from a cluster 
of Galaxies and their Jewish Aliens. This is Real when the war on Earth leads to the 
crackdown on criticism inside the cancer ward at Walter Reed and Yale Key West 
Medical School. Old soldiers’ motivation, include killing Olivia Newton John and 
her 40K girl friends in the same boat, death via breast cancer. A War Crime. 

10-12-2019 War mislead our Pink women on the battlefields death statistics are 



40,000 Pink in 2019 this is not a Pentagon War. The Pentagon should have 
mobilized for the Breast Cancer War Decades ago but know they can keep every 
years 40,000 secret from their wife's and daughters. 1st Daughter Ivanka! 

10-12-2019 NYC to LA drive in a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR a rejuvenating mental 
elixir to invent a Noble in Medicine to pay for the free Wind's! Ocean's. Next is Star 
Wars Graivty Engine CAR's another rejuvenating mental elixir. 1 Click Amazon 
links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors and Starbucks 
along the way with Mac's + Mac Book Pro's at every table. Paris Starbucks too. 

10-12-2019 NYC to LA drive in a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR a rejuvenating mental 
elixir to invent a Noble in Medicine to pay for the free Wind's! Ocean's. Next is Star 
Wars Graivty Engine CAR's another rejuvenating mental elixir. 1 Click Amazon 
links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors and Starbucks 
along the way with Mac's + Mac Book Pro's at every table. Paris Starbucks too. 



10-12-2019 Nobel in Medicine to Ethiopian PM Abiy Ahmed for the Pink Rx Recipe 
Latte at Starbucks, oh Abiy never got into the Yale Key West Medical School, sorry 
Pink Lady's! 80K dead in Abiy's war in Ethiopia. 

10-12-2019 Jimmy Carter won his 2nd Nobel Peace Prize today!! Ethiopian PM 
Abiy Ahmed for ending 20-year Eritrea conflict. Nobel Institute gave the award to 
the Ethiopian leader for ending one of Africa's longest running conflicts. 

10-12-2019 Germany experienced at least 1,800 anti-Jewish crimes in 2018, Iran is 
the Target for War not Germany, Why? Politics of the Elite Jewish Ruling Class! 
Oil + Germany will come to another War Crimes trial in Berlin too. Most Jews who 
are not Elite Ruling Class can see this as a sure bet at the Qatar Trump Casino in 
Berlin. German authorities have been slower to respond as they are at the Trump-
Casino's. German leaders Pink ideologically are bone saw killers of Olivia Newton 
John keeping the diesel Mercedes in fuel for Mecca riches beyond belief of $777 
Trillion in oil revenues. 

10-12-2019 Gambling at the Qatar Trump Casino Bone Saw killings; Brooklyn 
Social Club Shooting Leaves 4 Dead and 3 Injured. The motive was not 
immediately clear, the police said, but illegal gambling was occurring at the club in 
Crown Heights. By EDGAR SANDOVAL 



10-12-2019 Witch Yale Key West Medical School to apply to; Witches Are Having 
Their Hour" Pam Grossman, author and host of the popular “The Witch Wave” 
podcast, said witches are having a resurgence among feminists who want authority 
over their lives." By LAURA M. HOLSON 

10-12-2019 Witch Yale Key West Medical School to apply to; NASA is working on 
a view of the UNIVERSE with live streaming video of Aliens! "At the Empire State 
Building, a Lure Even for Jaded Natives" "Friday: A digitally driven exhibition at 
the entry is aimed to engage visitors on their way to a glass observatory deck on the 
102nd floor that will offer 360-degree views of the city." By AARON RANDLE 

10-12-2019 Witch Yale Key West Medical School to apply to; Steve Jobs hiking 
across India photos; Up for Auction: Snapshots of Jackie Kennedy in India. A Year 
in Paris That Transformed Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis As a college student, 
Jacqueline Bouvier spent her junior year in Paris, and the city became one of the 
greatest influences in her life. Yale Paris Medical School - To Have Have Not!! 



10-12-2019 Witch Yale Key West Medical School to apply to; Apply yourself to 
1,001 IP invention projects soon as Greg and 4 MD wife's type out the list. 

10-12-2019 Witch Yale Key West Medical School to apply to; Apply yourself to 
1,001 IP invention projects soon as Greg and 4 MD wife's type out the list. 

In a Diesel Mercedes; On Wednesday evening, Chancellor Angela Merkel rushed to 
the New Synagogue in Berlin to grieve with the city’s Jewish community. 

"Shop Faked Brake Repairs Before Limo Crash That Killed 20, D.A. Says" By 
JESSE MCKINLEY 



Fiery Crash's that killed 20,000 a year from 1980 to 2019 was not faked by the 
ruling class and Caste! Limo careened down a hillside in Schoharie, just west of 
Albany, killing 17 passengers, the driver and two pedestrians it struck. It was the 
nation’s deadliest transportation accident out of 20,000. 20K false car repairs just 
in the USA - Ms. Mallery said that investigators had recently interviewed an 
employee of a brake shop in Saratoga Springs, Mavis Discount Tire, who said that 
he had falsified a Department of Motor Vehicles certification for the 2001 Ford 
Excursion limousine involved in the crash. “He did not perform the D.M.V. 
inspection of the limousine,” Ms. Mallery wrote. Rather, the employee, Virgil 
Parks, returned the brake part for the limousine to its seller, something he 
described as “a billing practice at Mavis in which certain services were substituted 
on invoices for ones actually performed in order for the store to meet sales quotas.” 

10-11-2019 20,000 a year from 1980 to 2019... fiery wrecks! 

10-11-2019 Father sues Tesla after teen son killed in flaming crash. October 11, 
2019 FORT LAUDERDALE (AP) — The father of an 18-year-old Florida teen 
killed when his speeding Tesla slammed into a wall and caught fire is suing the 
company, saying the crash should have been... 

10-11-2019 Father sues Tesla not 2 White men at 1984 HQ who spent their $7 
Trillion on MIT War Toys not F-35 Radar for all cars Tesla and roads... 



10-11-2019 The police said they began receiving 911 calls around 7:45 p.m. on 
Wednesday about a car heading south on the northbound side of a major highway 
in Connecticut. Shortly after, the calls changed to reports of a head-on collision. In 
the end, a teenager driving the wrong way down Interstate 95 and two elderly 
people in the car she crashed into, were dead, the police said. The wrong-way 
driver, in a blue Mercedes-Benz, was identified as Abigayl J. Lanphear, of 
Westerly, R.I., the Connecticut State Police said. The passenger in her car, Jada 
Laboy, also of Westerly, R.I., suffered serious injuries. The two young women were 
both about to turn 18 this month, officials said. In the other vehicle, a black Honda 
Accord, the driver, Roger A. Noel, 85, and his front-seat passenger, Dorothy Noel, 
83, both of West Warwick, R.I., were killed, officials said. 

10-11-2019 20,000 a year from 1980 to 2019... fiery wrecks! 

Car repair; fraudulent billing practice occurred repeatedly during the first half of 
2018, and today 10-11-19 

10-11-2019 Yom Kippur. “Historically it’s the day when the Jewish people have 
been most targeted,” At the hospital, they finished the service, even blowing the 
shofar, or ram’s horn, to mark the end of Yom Kippur at sundown, she added. 
Pink Jewish Women were at the Hospital being tortured by German's. 

10-11-2019 Shooter; A military source said he had served for a period in the 



German army, though received no special training just 'Gun's" Grin!! Who wrote 
this? The video he streamed on Twitch, an Amazon-owned website targeting the 
gaming community, and an 11-page manifesto he uploaded to a German message 
board frequented by the far right give a clear sense of the audience whose adulation 
he craved. 

10-11-2019 Shooter; on Twitch, an Amazon-owned website. Greg's Secret Files on 
WindmillCAR's on a Amazon site in the USA keeps WindmillCAR's Secret!! 

10-11-2019 Amazon; A classic type of psychopathic right-wing Oil $$$ terrorist, 
whose ideology is to Drive the Diesel Mercedes and kill Olivia Newton John along 
with Newton's Gravity Engine Car invention projects on 1 Click Amazon links with 
specs and genius tutors. 

10-11-2019 California Eclectic Blackouts can be life or death for the 2019 Ford 
WindmillCAR you can plug into your house for all your electricity!! Solar Sales are 
in the same class as Diesel Mercedes Sales, criminals in times of Ford 
WindmillCAR's! 

10-11-2019 Amazon; Choking black smoke drifted back into Turkey over the 
village of Upper Arican. But many on both sides of the border, cramming into cars 
and pickup trucks and searching for clean air to breath. New news in the drive of 
the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR that is parked at a Peanut Plantation in Georgia 
belonging to Jimmy Carter. Civil war that began as a wave of protests against 



President Bashar al-Assad of Syria not Jimmy Carter. 8 years of $4 gas on the 4th 
of July via Jimmy Carter. A War Crime! $$$ Giving all these $777 Trillion to 
Mecca is a Sin by Jimmy Carter. Integrity of Habitat for Humanity building wood 
houses termites eat. Star Wars not WAR has been lost Wood Ships the Navy should 
have built 100 USS Jimmy Carter Subs out of wood from Canada. 

10-11-2019 Jimmy Carter owns UNICEF $1 Trillion... Henrietta Fore, the executive 
director of UNICEF, said Wednesday that the military escalation would have 
“dramatic consequences” on the ability to provide aid. 100 USS Jimmy Carter 
Nuke Subs. This money should have gone to UNICEF. A War Crime. UNICEF with 
$13 Trillion in Oil Money, this is the Casino winnings if the Ford WindmillCAR is 
driven to the Peanut Plantation Casino. 

10-11-2019 Crash of fiery Cop Cars today in the USA and London. Trump Makes 
Few Promises to U.K. Over Diplomat’s Wife Who Fled Crash" By ILIANA 
MAGRA Iliana Magra drives by fiery wrecks today and tomorrow keeping them 
off the White House Radar. Radar F-35 for all cars and roads cost $7 Trillion. And 
is better suited for the 2019 Ford windmillCAR;s with iPhone iDash Cam iTickets 
in your car. Many 14 year old kids will be hit by a car today! Is this a war crime as 
the ruling class kill F-35 Radar and 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's. Hell Yes! 

10-11-2019 Olivia Newton John's Book! “Catch and Kill,” which is scheduled to be 
released on Tuesday, describes instances when, Mr. Farrow says, top NBC News 
executives failed to grasp the larger significance of his reporting and instructed him 
to slow down or halt his pursuit of a story that Mr. Weinstein was trying to squelch. 
NBC News executives failed to grasp Pink Breast cancer dead, 40K a year just in 
the USA and still not Manhattan Project at Los Alamos because the 2 White men at 
1984 are busy at the Trump Qatar Casino. President of NBC News, Noah 
Oppenheim. Is Not Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos!! 



10-11-2019 STD's; Mr. Farrow’s articles on Mr. Weinstein appeared in The New 
Yorker starting in the fall of 2017, he reported for the magazine on the many 
accounts of sexual misconduct against the CBS chief executive Leslie Moonves and 
the New York State attorney general Eric Schneiderman. Both men lost their jobs. 

10-11-2019 NYC to LA drive in a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR a rejuvenating mental 
elixir to invent a Noble in Medicine to pay for the free Wind's! Ocean's. Next is Star 
Wars Graivty Engine CAR's another rejuvenating mental elixir. 1 Click Amazon 
links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors and Starbucks 
along the way with Mac's + Mac Book Pro's at every table. Paris Starbucks too. 

10-11-2019 Jimmy Carter won his 2nd Nobel Peace Prize today!! Ethiopian PM 
Abiy Ahmed for ending 20-year Eritrea conflict. Nobel Institute gave the award to 
the Ethiopian leader for ending one of Africa's longest running conflicts. Within 
months of coming to office in 2018 ,the 43-year-old signed a "Joint Declaration of 
Peace and Friendship" with Eritrean Prime Minister Isaias Afwerki. He was also 
praised for his domestic reforms, including releasing tens of thousands of political 
prisoners and allowed previously banned opposition groups. Ethnic rivalries have 
flared in recent years and more than two million people have been internally 
displaced because of conflict. “No doubt some people will think this year’s prize is 
being awarded too early,” Berit Reiss-Andersen, the chair of the Norwegian Nobel 
Committee, acknowledged. “The Norwegian Nobel Committee believes it is now 
that Abiy Ahmed’s efforts deserve recognition and need encouragement.” 
Ethiopia’s ruling party had long kept the country in a tight grip, allowing for very 
small democratic freedoms while using a powerful army to enforce its dogged vision 
of progress, not Star Wars but MIT War Toys, grin! 

The prize is £730,000 and will be formally awarded in Oslo in December. 



Nobel needs to tell the NY Times what Casino he spends the money at... I Bet the 
Qatar Trump Casino! Not at the Apple Store for Mac Book Pro's for Starbucks... 
grin. 

4 Girls Chat with 4 MD Women about Breast Cancer in General... Photos of Jackie 
Kennedy in India and Pakistan Go on Sale. Making Policy at the Highest Levels at 
the NY Times sells pictures of Jackie not a Cure for the cancer that killed her to 
save these 4 girls from Jackie's cancer death. 

10-10-2019 Sanders said. “No apologies!!” for killing Olivia Newton John via War's 
killing the War on Cancer's $$$ 

10-10-2019 Oil Money Smoke paid for $$$ A gunman tried to enter a synagogue in 
Germany during Yom Kippur, the holiest day on the Jewish calendar, in what 
officials called an anti-Semitic attack. By MELISSA EDDY, RICK GLADSTONE 
and TIFFANY HSU These NY Times reporters censored out Oil Money Paid for 
the attack! $$$ $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues via Mecca and Allah. 

10-10-2019 Attack on German Synagogue, Yom Kippur the Elite Jewish ruling 
class needs to declare war on Germany not Iran! 

10-10-2019 Jews in control of Berlin and Germany! Netanyahu’s Day of Atonement 



Declare War on Germany not Iran! 

10-10-2019 Assailant Live-Streamed Attempted Attack on German Synagogue. A 
gunman tried to enter a synagogue in Germany during Yom Kippur, the holiest day 
on the Jewish calendar, in what officials called an anti-Semitic attack. By 
MELISSA EDDY, RICK GLADSTONE and TIFFANY HSU 

10-10-2019 $$$ Pentagon knows who is making money to spend on WAR's... U.S. 
Disputes Finding That Airstrikes on Afghan Drug Labs Killed 30 Civilians. The 
American military said the facilities were funding the Taliban. But a United 
Nations report argued that those working in the labs were not “performing combat 
functions.” By THOMAS GIBBONS-NEFF. 

$7 Trillion dollar Pink Manhattan Projects are 'Off Limits" for Wars Trump call 
Never Ending! 

10-10-2019 2020 Nobel in Medicine for a NY Times article on "Bone Marrow" not 
this article... "What Was Kept in This Stone Age Meat Locker? Bone Marrow" By 
NICHOLAS ST. FLEUR Nick is not a NY Times MD who will win a Noble in 
Medicine in 2020 for "Bone Marrow" article. 



10-10-2019 "Why Is Turkey Fighting the Kurds in Syria?" By MEGAN SPECIA 
Because no MD's are ordered to fight heart attacks, win a Nobel in Medicine in 
Turkey is like Trumps Noble Peace Prize he asked for yesterday. Lithium-Ion 
Batteries Work Earns Nobel Prize in Chemistry for 3 Scientists. Fight to learn the 
Chemistry of breast cancer should be the Kurds! Why isn't it? 

10-10-2019 Sanders said. “No apologies!!” Oil Money Smoke of War Paid for in 
Pink Breast Cancer dead on the battle field. Mr. Sanders’s wife, Jane, has recently 
been instrumental in shaping decisions about his health issues, his campaign and 
2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in the garage, hidden like the Heart Attack. 

10-10-2019 The Most Detailed Map of Auto Emissions in America. See driving-
related emissions in your metro area, road by road. 

10-10-2019 The Most Detailed Money Map of MIT War Toys in America Wars on 
Baghdad's... when the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR was kept secret... 

10-10-2019 The Most Detailed Map of kept secret STD's with GPS tracking who 
will give a STD to someone else today! 2.5 million cases of chlamydia, gonorrhea 
and syphilis in 2018, a 30 percent increase from 2013. Rates were highest among 
men who have sex with men and people of color. STD rates were highest in 



southern states including Georgia, Louisiana and Mississippi, and rural states like 
Alaska and South Dakota. 1980 Jimmy Carter had STD's and 1980 Ford 
WindmillCAR's on the Peanut Plantation. 

10-10-2019 Sanders said. “No apologies!!” 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's doctor at an 
urgent care facility in Las Vegas, bet on a War Crimes Trial's... Doctors A 
memorial for victims of the Las Vegas shooting caused by Sanders killing the 2019 
Ford WindmillCAR's. Sanders said. “No apologies!!” This Vegas mass shootings 
could never have taken place without the fuel of Casino's and Florida Lottery 
Plague infecting Sanders smelling Diesel Money. Selling out the USA to Mecca and 
Allah for $777 Trillion in Blood Money. Fuel is Oil. MGM International would be 
paying roughly $800 million to settle lawsuits filed by victims. $800 Trillion will be 
made from Oil Revenues by Christmas Day 2019. Bartenders who serve alcohol to 
obviously inebriated patrons can be sued if those patrons cause car accidents; 
Sanders can be put on trial for Gas Station war crime of Smog and kids birth 
defects. Incentive to be more careful in the future of the Gravity Engine Car 
invention. 1980 Ford WindmillCAR is still in Sanders Garage! “When bad men 
combine, the good must associate; else they will fall one by one, an unpitied 
sacrifice in a contemptible struggle.” Sanders unpitied “No apologies!!” to Olivia 
Newton John for going to war in Baghdad instead of spending the money on a Pink 
Rx Recipes at a Manhattan Project at Los Alamos the first time Olivia was 
diagnosed with Breast Cancer. Senators need to be MD's and not Warriors!! 
Unpitied Warriors with $777 Trillion in gas station hole up loot from Miami, Cuba. 
No One Needs a Superyacht, but They Keep Selling Them, hospital ships are not on 
the Menu by anyone. Pope's serve the Last Supper today with Heart Attack 
Burgers! 

10-10-2019 Sanders said. “No apologies!!” for $4 gas on the 4th of July. Spirt of 
America is now Oil Revenues given to Mecca and Allah. God is Great just ask 
Jimmy Carter. $$$ 

10-10-2019 In an interview with NBC News, Mr. Sanders said a doctor at an urgent 
care facility in Las Vegas, where he went last Tuesday night after experiencing 



chest pain, had informed him that he was having a heart attack, Sanders admits 
keeping this from NBC for 3 days, “No apologies!!” 

10-10-2019 Nobel in Literatures; Ms. Tokarczuk is best known for her 2014 
historical novel “Ksiegi Jakubowe” or “The Book of Jacob,” centered in the 
Hapsburg and Ottoman Empires and focused on the life of Jacob Frank, an 18th 
century Polish leader of a Jewish splinter group that converted to Islam and then 
Catholicism. “She has in this work showed the supreme capacity of the novel to 
represent a case almost beyond human understanding,” Nobel officials wrote in 
their citation. But her real breakthrough is considered to be her third novel, 
“Prawiek i inne czasy” or “Primeval and Other Times.” First published in 1996, it 
tells the story of three generations of a Polish family, from 1914 to the beginnings of 
Solidarity in 1980. In January, she wrote an opinion piece for The New York Times 
on the state of the country after the murder of a leading liberal mayor in the 
country. “I worry about our immediate future,” she said. 

10-10-2019 Nobel in Literatures; Mr. Handke was born in 1942 in southern Austria 
to a German father and a Slovenian mother. He spent part of his childhood living in 
war-scarred Berlin and went on to study law at the University of Graz. But when 
his first book was published, he dropped out of school and embarked in earnest on 
his literary career. More than 50 years later, his body of work includes novels, 
essays, screenplays and other dramatic works. He has been based in Chaville, 
France, since 1990. "A Sorrow Beyond Dreams,” based on his mother’s death, drew 
critical acclaim. Michael Wood, reviewing the book for The New York Times. Mr. 
Handke attended Mr. Milosevic’s war crimes trial at The Hague and delivered a 
eulogy at his funeral. In an interview in 2006, he said of Milosevic: “I think he was 
a rather tragic man. Not a hero, but a tragic human being. I am a writer and not a 
judge.” 

10-10-2019 NY Times War Crimes Trial Novel will win another Nobel in 
Literature! 

10-10-2019 Apple Removes App That Tracked Hong Kong Police 

10-10-2019 Apple Removes App InventBook that Tracked 1,001 IP invention 
projects on 1 Click Amazon 



10-10-2019 Militia Commander Says It Will Attack Turkish Forces if They Enter 
Syria: we have already killed Olivia Newton John and have $ Trillions in Arms. 
Breast are a different War! 

10-10-2019 No iWatch Heart Attack Work for Sanders Manhattan Project; 
Sanders Says He Will ‘Change the Nature’ of His Campaign After Heart Attack. 
Nature of his Campaign is not a Nobel in Medicine for a iWatch that beeps 30 
minutes before a cardiac arrest. 

10-10-2019 A heart attack, known medically as a myocardial infarction, means that 
there was at least some damage to the heart muscle. 

‘You Are Leaving Us Alone’: Kurds Lash Out at U.S. 

You Are Leaving Us Alone in the Universe; Jewish Aliens are at Sirius!! Syria or 
Sirius get Serious! Israelis Watch U.S. Abandon Kurds, and Worry: Who’s Next? 
Next are the Elite Israelis who took $1 Trillion in Bone Saw Blood money not to be 
used for the Jewish Exodus but to keep the oil flowing into Mecca not Israel. $$$ 
Jews fierce recrimination, finger-pointing and calls for Exodus and and End to 
Mecca, Allah and Riches beyond belief for Prince Salman the Man who bribed the 
Elite Jews and the Pope. 



Militia Commander Says It Will Attack Turkish Forces if They Enter Syria: we 
have already killed Olivia Newton John and have $ Trillions in Arms. Breast are a 
different War! 

No iWatch Heart Attack Work for Sanders Manhattan Project; Sanders Says He 
Will ‘Change the Nature’ of His Campaign After Heart Attack. Nature of his 
Campaign is not a Nobel in Medicine for a iWatch that beeps 30 minutes before a 
cardiac arrest. 

Bernie Sanders' daughter-in-law dies of cancer at 46. The wife of Levi Sanders, son 
of the Vermont senator, died Saturday after not long after being diagnosed with 
neuroendocrine cancer. 

Manhattan Projects are 'Off Limits" for Bernie Sanders... daughter-in-law dies of 
cancer at 46. The wife of Levi Sanders, son of the Vermont senator, died Saturday 
after not long after being diagnosed with neuroendocrine cancer. 

Trump ordered the killing of Olivia Newton John too. Ivanka's reaction on NBC is 
strange. 

10-9-2019 Nobel Prize in Physics Awarded for Studies of Earth’s Place in the 
Universe; Bone Saw Murders and Bone Saw Brain Surgery. In the history of the 
Universe there has never been a Prince or King Brain Surgeon all in all Times have 
been Bone Saw Murderers, same cam be said of All Pope's in our place in the 
Universe. 



10-9-2019 British Spy's with nerve agent and Fighter Pilots plotted to assassinate 
Mr. Hammarskjold, who was an avid promoter of African independence from 
colonial power Britain! Mr. Hammarskjold has been exalted as a model 
international statesman. He is the only person to have been posthumously awarded 
the Nobel Peace Prize. 

10-9-2019 President Emmanuel Macron honored the victims in the courtyard of the 
massive Police Préfecture building that he had murdered for French Oil Money $$$ 
A War Crime by the Elite French Men. Mr. Macron said, associating them with 
“Islamist terrorism.” not $$$ $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues. French Oil Men's 
Greed is a serious dysfunction!!! “On the whole, in his IT department, there was a 
feeling that no alert was necessary,” Same from Sanders on the iWatch Manhattan 
Project $7 Trillion heart attack alert. Elite at 1984 HQ are not alert to our Universe 
of life as they are not driving a 2019 Ford WindmillCAR or working at Los Alamos 
on a Gravity Engine Car but are going to the Qatar and Mecca Trump Casino's 
and driving the Roulette Wheel. When was the last time Trump and Sanders were 
at the Roulette Wheels. YouTube videos of the Qatar Mecca Roulette Wheels are 
like the Gravity Wheel at the Nobel Prize. 

10-9-2019 Gravity Alarm Paris; Los Alamos!! Mickaël Harpon — a future killer 
himself — declared, “serves them right.” A shocked colleague in the city’s Police 
Department heard him, and a sharp argument ensued. But that was nearly as far as 
the complaint went. Colleagues of Mr. Harpon, who slashed four co-workers to 
death last Thursday. Macron's French Oil Men will be sued for wrongful deaths 
and war crimes. 

10-9-2019 FBI driving by fiery wrecks without stopping to help put out Oil. "F.B.I. 
Practices for Intercepted Emails Violated 4th Amendment, Judge Ruled" By 
CHARLIE SAVAGE Ha, Charlie Savage at the NY Times. Savage times for news. 
Page A16 not the Front Page as fiery wrecks are censored from the front page of 
the Times. 



10-9-2019 JFK Airport Homeland Security will be giving the shots; Pregnant 
Women Should Get Flu and Whooping Cough Shots, C.D.C. Says" By PAM 
BELLUCK Greg and 4 MD Wife's in Key West say everyone world wide should get 
the shots until we win a Nobel for Vaccines in the drinking water world wide. 
InventBook is Orwellian as "Facebook’s Hands-Off Approach to Political Speech 
Gets Impeachment Test" By CECILIA KANG Page B1 War Crimes Test in 
InventBook vs FaceBook. Alarms go off in her iWatch for breast cancer and 
whooping cough deaths that are Trumps endless wars he gave to Ivanka. If only 
Ivanka when to Medical School she would be fighting the Whooping Cough War or 
if one of her kids died from Whooping Cough. Not on CBS Good Morning America 
as this would not make for a Good Morning America on CBS. Ivanka would be 
impeached for not Vaccine in the drinking water. CBS Good Morning is FaceBook 
vs InventBook. As InventBook on CBS Good Morning will have more than just 
Whooping cough deaths. Expect Higher Prices on Lighter Wines but not Breast 
Cancer Alarm labels. Not on CBS as we know it today. As they go to the Wine 
commercials. $$$. Getting the Joker’s Laugh Just Right... this they can do on CBS 
Good Morning, Grin. 

10-9-2019 More on InventBook, Oh this is front page NY Times Facebook article; 
TECH WE’RE USING. "When Social Media Becomes a Wartime Necessity. Vivian 
Yee and Hwaida Saad, who cover the Middle East, have found Facebook, 
WhatsApp, Twitter and YouTube vital to getting information out of Syria." By 
VIVIAN YEE and HWAIDA SAAD 

Vivian Yee and Hwaida Saad, who cover the Middle East, have found InventBook 
to hard to use... 

10-9-2019 -254 C Super Conductivity - lithium-ion batteries!! 

10-9-2019 Nobel prize in chemistry has been awarded to three scientists for their 
work in developing lithium-ion batteries. John B Goodenough of the University of 



Texas at Austin, M Stanley Whittingham of Binghamton University and Akira 
Yoshino of Meijo University will receive equal shares of the 9m Swedish kronor 
(£74o,000) prize, which was announced by the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences 
in Stockholm on Wednesday. At 97 years old, Goodenough is the oldest laureate to 
receive a Nobel prize in any discipline; Whittingham is the second British-born 
researcher to win a science Nobel this year. Ion age: why the future will be battery 
powered. Lithium-ion batteries have long been tipped for the award, not least since 
they have proved pivotal in the development of the high-tech world we inhabit. 
“Lithium-ion batteries have brought the greatest benefit to humankind,” the 
academy said. Far lighter and more compact that earlier types of rechargeable 
battery, they are found in everything from mobile phones to laptops and electric 
cars. “The [electric car] batteries no longer weigh two tonnes, but 300kg,” said Prof 
Sara Snogerup Linse, a member of the Nobel Committee for Chemistry. 

10-9-2019 1 Click Amazon link to 1,001 IP invention projects for Star Wars 
Battery! Batteries work by turning chemical energy into electricity. A typical 
battery is made up of two electrodes, an anode and a cathode, which are usually 
separated by a liquid that can carry charged particles. Both electrodes are 
connected to an electrical circuit. When the battery is powering an electrical device, 
electrons travel from the anode to the cathode through the electrical circuit, while 
positively charge ions move through the electrolyte. In a rechargeable battery, 
energy can be put into the device to reverse this process. 

10-9-2019 Church remodeled into a Urgent Care Hospital; ON LOCATION NYC. 
It Was the Ideal Antique Building. Anyway? The 1823 church was untouched by 
time — maybe a little too untouched. Many of the pews as headboards and 
footboards for the beds. Urgent Care Pews! 

10-9-2019 Nobel Prize in Physics Awarded for Studies of Earth’s Place in the 
Universe; Bone Saw Murders and Bone Saw Brain Surgery. In the history of the 
Universe there has never been a Prince or King Brain Surgeon all in all Times have 
been Bone Saw Murderers, same cam be said of All Pope's in our place in the 
Universe. 



10-8-2019 2019 Winter 2019 in Russia in cold icy cars for the KGB, or 2910 Ford 
WindmillCAR's 78F 24/7!! Key West KGB and CIA got into Hot Cars all 
Summer... 

10-8-2019 2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is climate controlled all Russians can set it 
for 78 or 80 in their drive across Russia. 24/7 no getting into a cold icy car ever 
again... 

10-8-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR in pursuit of ending America’s “endless wars,” 
not Trump in Syria and Turkey. To the Pentagon and the State Department, the 
2019 Ford WindmillCar is to fuel Oil money for Saudi Arabia with riches beyond 
belief. 

10-8-2019 Russia’s intention is to starve 4 Billion from Driving a 2019 Ford 
WindmillCAR an important chunk of inspirations better than driving a Mercedes. 

10-8-2019 Russia is waging a kind of war; cold war as the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR 
is climate controlled all Russians can set it for 78 or 80 in their drive across Russia. 
24/7 no getting into a cold icy car ever again in all or Russia. Can you believe the 
KGB lets Putin and his Generals put them in a ice cold car this winter 2019!! 

"No One Needs a Superyacht, but They Keep Selling Them. Billionaires won’t stop 
buying superyachts. You can even thank Donald Trump." 



One Billion need a Hospital Ship, Billionaires won't buy any... Octopus, the 
megayacht owned by Paul Allen, the co-founder of Microsoft, moored in Canary 
Wharf in London before the 2012 Olympic Games. This is almost a Hospital Ship. 
A 600-foot-long monster called REV that emerged from a Romanian shipyard in 
August took that trend even further: Its Norwegian owner had it designed to 
double as a marine research vessel capable of supporting 60 scientists. The world’s 
largest yacht, REV (short for Research Expedition Vessel) can sail around the 
world without refueling. Norway Hospital Ships! 

10-8-2019 "A secret unit in Russia’s military intelligence agency has been linked to 
at least four operations to carry out assassinations or create political chaos." $$$ 
Paid for by Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion. The purpose of Unit 29155, which has 
not been previously reported, underscores the degree to which the Russian 
president, Vladimir V. Putin, is actively fighting the West with his brand of so-
called hybrid warfare — a blend of propaganda, hacking attacks and 
disinformation — as well as open military confrontation. $$$ the unit’s 
commander, Maj. Gen. Andrei V. Averyanov, at his daughter’s wedding in a gray 
suit and bow tie. He is posing with Col. Anatoly V. Chepiga, one of two officers 
indicted in Britain over the poisoning of a former spy, Sergei V. Skripal. Gen 
Andrei V. Averyanov will bury his daughter in a pink grave next to Olivia Newton 
John. This is military intelligence in Russia. 40,000 Pink Graves for the Generals 
Wife and daughters from breast cancer and cancer in General. Who brainwashed 
this generals? 

10-8-2019 Trump; $$$ “if Turkey does anything that I, in my great and unmatched 
wisdom, consider to be off limits, I will totally destroy and obliterate the Economy 
of Turkey.” $$$ 

10-8-2019 Everyone else wants to obliterate the Riches Beyond Belief of Mecca $$$ 
God is Great for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues from $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 



10-8-2019 “heart attack” one is myocardial infarction, or the death of heart muscle 
cells, which is what Mr. Sanders had 

10-8-2019 300,000 not just 3 - 2 White Men at 1984 HQ would never ever let the NY 
Times write about 300,000 hospital acquired infections. "3 Babies Die at 
Pennsylvania Hospital After Bacterial Infection" By MIHIR ZAVERI Page A16 
"The premature babies were being treated in a neonatal intensive care unit when 
they were infected. Five other babies were also sickened." "Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa — is very common, likes moist environments and grows in water. 
Pseudomonas infections have been a particular problem for neonatal intensive care 
units because underdeveloped babies have compromised immune systems. “It’s 
often very harmless,” Dr. Frank A. Maffei, Geisinger’s chief of pediatrics, said at 
the news conference. “However, it can cause diseases, and it can cause diseases in 
very fragile patients. Certainly, premature and tiny babies are among our most 
fragile and vulnerable patients we care for here.” 

10-8-2019 “Every medical student knows about Pseudomonas. However, having a 
cluster, a grouping of infections in a neonatal intensive care unit — that’s not 
common. The alarm bells go off.” 

10-8-2019 Dr. Shelly said. “Even after having done all this investigation, we may 
not figure out exactly what went wrong,” he said. 

10-8-2019 Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. No Dr. Shelly didn't call in 
her team of 100's of MD's... Why? 



10-8-2019 Insane; $777 Trillion dollars in oil revenue in Mecca!! "Supreme Court 
Opens New Term With Argument on Insanity Defense" By ADAM LIPTAK 

10-8-2019 Oil and Gas $$$ Pipelines From Russia Cross Political Lines and 
religious as Pope Francis is cashing in his chips too. The pipelines run from Russia 
directly under the Baltic Sea to Germany, bypassing Poland and Ukraine and 
denying those countries some transit fees. Gazprom, which is majority owned by 
the Russian government, owns 51 percent of Nord Stream 1 and all of Nord Stream 
2 AG, which is developing and will operate the new pipelines. 

10-8-2019 2019 Ford WindmillCAR is in another very different pipe line owned by 
the USA... 

10-8-2019 Russia’s intention is to starve 4 Billion from Driving a 2019 Ford 
WindmillCAR an important chunk of inspirations better than driving a Mercedes. 

10-8-2019 Russia is waging a kind of war; cold war as the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR 
is climate controlled all Russians can set it for 78 or 80 in their drive across Russia. 
24/7 no getting into a cold icy car ever again in all or Russia. Can you believe the 
KGB lets Putin and his Generals put them in a ice cold car this winter 2019!! 



10-8-2019 "A secret unit in Russia’s military intelligence agency has been linked to 
at least four operations to carry out assassinations or create political chaos." $$$ 
Paid for by Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion. The purpose of Unit 29155, which has 
not been previously reported, underscores the degree to which the Russian 
president, Vladimir V. Putin, is actively fighting the West with his brand of so-
called hybrid warfare — a blend of propaganda, hacking attacks and 
disinformation — as well as open military confrontation. $$$ the unit’s 
commander, Maj. Gen. Andrei V. Averyanov, at his daughter’s wedding in a gray 
suit and bow tie. He is posing with Col. Anatoly V. Chepiga, one of two officers 
indicted in Britain over the poisoning of a former spy, Sergei V. Skripal. Gen 
Andrei V. Averyanov will bury his daughter in a pink grave next to Olivia Newton 
John. This is military intelligence in Russia. 40,000 Pink Graves for the Generals 
Wife and daughters from breast cancer and cancer in General. Who brainwashed 
this generals? 

10-8-2019 Mr. Skripal, a former G.R.U. officer who had betrayed Russia by spying 
for the British. Mr. Skripal killed 100's of Olivia Newton John's in London and 
Paris! 

10-8-2019 10 Essential Filipino Recipes and none picked by the NY Times editor in 
our Pink Times are for a Rx Recipe Breast Cancer cure when a million MD's are 
reading the NY Times for the Nobel in Medicine winners articles! A War Crime in 
the War on Cancer! 

10-8-2019 Editors’ Picks Recipes by Angela Dimayuga’s 10 Essential Filipino 
Recipes The creative director for food and culture at the Standard hotels and 
former Mission Chinese Food chef chooses the dishes that define the cuisine for her. 
When The Times asked me for 10 recipes that speak to the heart of Filipino cuisine, 
I went back through my mom’s collection and consulted old cookbooks drawing 
from other regions of the Philippines. Like generations of Filipino cooks before me, 
I’ve adapted these recipes to my taste, knowing that not everyone may approve. My 
lola looked slightly askance at the chicken relleno I made for Mission Chinese Food 
— but she was tickled that I called it Josefina’s House Special Chicken and sold it 
for $75. By Angela DimayugaWith Ligaya Mishan 



10-8-2019 "Nobel Prize in Physics Awarded for Study of Universe’s Structure and 
Discovery of Planet" James Peebles, a professor emeritus at Princeton University, 
shared half of the prize for theories that explained how the universe swirled into 
galaxies and everything we see in the night sky, and indeed much that we cannot 
see. 

10-8-2019 The other half was shared by two Swiss astronomers, Michel Mayor and 
Didier Queloz, who were the first to discover an exoplanet, or a planet circling 
around a sun-like star. “They really, sort of tell us something very essential — 
existential — about our place in the universe,” Ulf Danielsson, a member of the 
Nobel committee. 

10-8-2019 Our Place in the Universe today is Driven by Gas Engine Cars when 
Gravity Engine Car's would have won a Noble last year of the year before! A War 
Crime by a lot of Elite Mad Men. 

10-8-2019 NEW YORK TODAY; How New York’s Taxi Titans Roiled Cities 
Hundreds of Miles Away. Monday: New Yorkers seized control of 2019 Ford 
WindmillTaxi's" Titans who killed Olivia Newton John in Cities Hundreds of Miles 
Away. By AZI PAYBARAH Pink Taxi in Key West and yes Olivia Newton John 
will be killed here next week and the week after that by NYC Titans who STOP-ed 
the 2011 Yale Key West Medical School from being built. They also but a STOP to 
the NTC 'Freedom Tower' Medical School. Nobel in Medicine yesterday for how 
cancer gets it oxygen when the Noble should have been for the Rx Recipe crunched 
from 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets gave us the Rx Recipe for the Pink 
Latte at Starbucks that cures breast cancer in all stages in 8 days. A War Crime! 

10-8-2019 Nobel Prize in Medicine Awarded to 3 for Work on Cells and Oxygen. 
The prize was awarded to William G. Kaelin Jr., Peter J. Ratcliffe and Gregg L. 



Semenza for their work in discovering how cells sense and adapt to oxygen 
availability. 4 MD Wife's to work with inventing all day would be nice, grin. Gregg 
Greg in Key West... grin. Karolinska Institute in Stockholm needs to call Key West 
about Greg's Nobel work here, sanctions on it. ...how cancer cells manage to fuel 
their metabolisms by hijacking oxygen... Hijacking 1 Click Amazon 1,001 links for 
this work with specs on oxygen and genius tutors. Put Amazon to work on a Noble, 
“textbook discovery” and said it would be something students would start learning 
at the most basic levels of biology education. 

10-8-2019 2020 Nobel will go to the Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks for a Miracle 
Migraine Headache Cure $$$ 

1 Click Amazon has crashed... "Hot Tub Displays at State Fair Eyed as Link to 
Legionnaires’ Disease Outbreak. More than 100 people in North Carolina were 
sickened with Legionnaires’ disease and Pontiac fever last month. One person 
died." 

Trump Declares ‘Time for Us to Get Out’ of Syria as they killed Olivia Newton 
John... 

10-7-2019 Dr. Olivia Newton John MD sent to North Korea with a Pink Rx Recipe 
for talks, brainstorming with Kim. North "Korea Rules Out Quick Resumption of 
‘Sickening’ Talks with U.S." By CHOE SANG-HUN ‘Sickening’ State Dept will let 
Olivia die in North Korea! A war crime!! 

10-7-2019 Medical schools, are harder than you think to get into and build one in 
Key West! 180 Yale Key West Medical Schools... 



Ashford Trust Announces Agreement To Convert Crowne Plaza La Concha Key 
West To Marriott's Autograph Collection. The 160-room Hotel is ideally located on 
Duval Street in the heart of Old Town Key West. Marriott's Autograph 
Collection® Hotels feature a diverse portfolio of approximately 180 independent 
hotels around the world that reflect a unique vision, design, and environment. 

Marriott's Autograph Collection® Hotels feature, should feature a iMac and Mac 
Book Pro @ $18,384 and $8,843. 

4 Girls Chat with 4 MD Women about Breast Cancer in General... Kim kept them 
out of a USA Medical School sick with the flu... of War Toys via MIT. $$$ 

4 Girls read Greg had his pneumonia vaccine at 60 and another at 65 would he 
have protection from Legionella? 

Is there a vaccine for bacterium Legionella pneumophila they chat... 1 Click 
Amazon has crashed! 

Legionnaires' disease is a severe, often lethal, form of pneumonia. It's caused by the 
bacterium Legionella pneumophila found in both potable and nonpotable water 
systems. Each year, an estimated 10,000 to 18,000 people are infected with the 
Legionella bacteria in the United States. It is not uncommon for patients with 
Legionnaires' disease to be admitted to the intensive care unit. Some will suffer 
long-term impaired health-related quality of life. A study of outbreak survivors 
showed persistence of fatigue (75%), neurologic symptoms (66%) and 
neuromuscular symptoms (63%) in months after an outbreak. 

10-7-2019 Killers in the Church are Priest and Bishops, call 911 for a MD. Catholic 



Church remodel it to a Urgent Care Center with MD's as Priest and Cardinals. 
Much better for the congregation than the Pope's last supper of heart attack 
burgers. Mac's and Mac Book Pro's are given out at this urgent care MD Church. 
"For Churches, a Temptation to Sell. Religious leaders ponder whether selling their 
buildings to developers is really the best way to protect their congregations." 
Killers in the Church are Priest and Bishops, call 911 for a MD. 

10-7-2019 Killer in Their Midst is Valadimir Putin and Vladimir O. Potanin, a 
Russian billionaire who made his fortune in banking and natural Gas + Oil, has 
been a donor and board member of the Guggenheim Museum since 2002. More 
recently he gave $6.45 million to the Kennedy Center in Washington, which used 
some of the money to install the “Russian Lounge,” a meeting space, in the 
performing arts complex created, in part, by Congress. His name is now inscribed 
on a wall there. 

10-7-2019 They Killed Olivia Newton John Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks + Isaac 
Newton's gravity engine car was killed too. 

10-7-2019 Killer in Our Midst “Russian Lounge,” at the Kennedy Center is not a 
MD lounge with $500 million dollar super computer for the MD free time on the 
computer to research a Nobel in Medicine. Killer in Our Midst in the Kennedy 
Center is nothing new with Robert Kennedy Jr. Hanging Mary in the Kennedy 
Barn. The MD's in the Doctors Lounge are using 1 Click Amazon links to invent a 
way to stop the Husband from driving his wife to the hanging, bone saw murder in 
Saudi Arabia for women there. 

10-7-2019 Billionaire MD's in Russia. 



10-7-2019 Vladimir Putin after touring the “Russia!” exhibition at the Guggenheim 
Museum - Heart Attack Museum!! Same class as the Heart Attack Burger 
Restaurant. 

Apple is shipping the iPhone 11 Pro Max today, please send one to Greg Buell in 
Key West at PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 thanks $$$ 3054345276 cell 9-27-2019 
Friday is Greg's BDay 72. 

10-7-2019 Vladimir Putin 19th-century lifestyle of the Russians who scratched out 
an existence by farming and fur-trading long before California became a state. 
Visitors tour the stockade, the Russian Orthodox chapel and a windmill like the one 
used by the settlers. 

10-7-2019 Vladimir Putin Russians who drive gas engine cars in 2019... bought by 
Putin's oil Men. Sanctions by Russia and the USA on 2019 Ford WindmillCARS... a 
war crime by all. 

10-7-2019 Eggs!! In 2004, he spent about $100 million to secure the return of a 
collection of imperial Fabergé eggs and created a museum to showcase them. In 
2004 Jimmy Carter Spent $100 Billion on a USS Jimmy Carter Sub. 



10-7-2019 Dmitry Rybolovlev spent $2 billion in a few short years capturing works 
by the likes of Picasso and Leonardo. Not Salk II and Pasteur... 

10-7-2019$4 Gas on the 4th of July runs counter to the spirit of United States, pray 
for Jimmy Carter to pay in hell for our $4 Gas on the 4th of July. Insidious Peanut 
Plantation owners next to Tobacco Plantation Owners. In the USA and Russia. 
Plantation owners USA + Russian in a Tolstoy Novel overly aggressive but for 
building the Moscow Yale Medical School with 25 Hospital Ships some bigger than 
carriers. No one plants these in the Peanut Plantations in the USA and Moscow. 

10-7-2019 Killer in Our Midst “Russian Lounge,” at Carnegie Hall, the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Art Institute of Chicago, the Brooklyn Academy 
of Music and Lincoln Center are among those who have received gifts from 
moneyed Russians or the companies they control over the past decade. While the 
oligarchs also promote their personal preferences and support a wide range of 
cultural activities, they often employ philanthropy to celebrate their homeland, 
depicting it as an enlightened wellspring of masterworks in dance, painting, opera 
and the like. NO MD's are in Russia, ha! Billionaire MD's in Russia. 

10-7-2019 In Paris Knife Attack, Police Ask How They Missed a Killer in Their 
Midst. Olivia Newton John is asking the same. Grease and Oil Doctors of 
Hollywood Missed a Miracle on Park Avenue Cancer cure for 100's of Millions. 007 
as a Medicine Man playing with Ants and Sugar lost in the Jungle of Disney not 
making Medicine Man 2. Texas Suspends Execution of Olivia Newton John after 
another $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues $$$ Still looking for more oil wells to drill in 
the arctic. Police Ask How They Missed a Killer in Their Midst. Oil Men! Olivia 
Newton John is asking the same. Big Oil, Bigger Sin's. 



10-7-2019 Dr. Olivia Newton John MD sent to North Korea with a Pink Rx Recipe 
for talks, brainstorming with Kim. North "Korea Rules Out Quick Resumption of 
‘Sickening’ Talks with U.S." By CHOE SANG-HUN ‘Sickening’ State Dept will let 
Olivia die in North Korea! A war crime!! 

Marriott's Autograph Collection MD Hotels feature, should feature a iMac and 
Mac Book Pro @ $18,384 and $8,843. 

10-6-2019 Mandy Miles; "I learned long ago not to burn any of the 42 bridges that 
connect us to Key West," Sirius 42 Nearest Stars - War's $ Cut these bridges. 
Stardom that connects owners of the local newspaper to the Owner of the Universe. 
You sold your soul to the New York Times when Time is the New CERN God 
Particle. 

10-6-2019 NY Times article a month or two ago that said the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ know about F-35 Radar on all cars and roads in the USA and figured they 
don't want to spend the $7 Trillion out of their War Chest for USS Jimmy Carter 
Subs and F-35 Jets as the cost of $7 Trillion is the same cost for a Rx Recipe Pink at 
a Pink Los Alamos Manhattan Project to cure breast cancer in all stages in 8 days 
with a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. Naive to think the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 
with $777 Trillion in Cash will spend any money but for Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs 



and F-35 Jets! 

10-6-2019 Cars are death machines. Pedestrian fatalities in the United States have 
increased 41 percent since 2008; more than 6,000 pedestrians were killed in 2018 
alone. More than 4,000 American kids are killed in car crashes every year. More 
than you want to read Cop Cars rear ended bursting into flames since Jimmy 
Carter crashed into the first Cop Car in Georgia in 1980. Statistics are classified 
and secret. 

4 Girls Chat with 4 MD Women about Breast Cancer in General... 

10-6-2019 ‘A Caricature of the Yale Key West Medical School in Argentine. How 
Hard is it to get into the Yale Medical School in Argentine for Argentine Feminists 
Remaking the Tango... A group of activists is trying to make tango less dogmatic 
about traditional gender roles, and more assertive about rooting out sexual 
harassment and assault." By ERNESTO LONDOÑO 

10-6-2019 Medical schools, in Argentine which are already hard to get psyched up 
to going to classes 24/7 for years when others are doing the Tango 24/7 for years, 
getting harder each year to stop millions from a lifestyle of Tango instead of 
Medical School Study and Classes one right after another not the same as one 
Tango after another. U.S. News did its annual survey of the 118 ranked medical 
schools that reported their acceptance rates and found that the average was only 
6.8% in 2018. However, the average acceptance rate of the most competitive 
medical schools was at just 2.4% this past application cycle. The average feminists 
accepting years of study at the Yale Medical school is .0004% 

10-6-2019 How do we make Tango women more assertive about rooting out sexual 
harassment and assault... sex disease and lithium before the assault. 



10-6-2019 Psychology of the Macho Tango all are jealous. Not the same type of 
Jealousness as Jews watching Trump spend Prince Salmans Blood Money. Some 
appeared lost in a loving embrace of Saudi Status Quo of Blood Money pay out to 
world leaders. Dance that is centuries old. Now fueled with $777 Trillion in gas 
station money $4 gas on the 4th of July winnings at the Qatar Trump Casino. 

10-6-2019 They will Kill Olivia Newton John too. Isaac Newton's gravity engine car 
was killed too. Mind dissected by Dr. Kartina is not the same mind dissected by 
Trump/Salman. In Paris Knife Attack, Police Ask How They Missed a Killer in 
Their Midst. Olivia Newton John is asking the same. How did she miss a "killer" in 
her 1984 Society. Hollywood "Killers" of Breast Cancer women are all the famous 
names that come to mind even Cher. Angelina... Judy Garland's movie. "Killers" 
Merel Steep. 

10-6-2019 "Argentina tango has perpetuated gender inequality and enabled abusive 
men..." Not getting into the Yale Medical School has perpetuated gender inequality 
and enabled abusive men..." Not wanting to go to Medical School by Tango 
Dancers! 

10-6-2019 Hypnotic states inequality, the Nobel in Medicine by the Medical Student 
watching her do the Tango on a short break and her life go on in her hypnotic state 
of the perpetual Tango not even thinking about going to Yale Medical School. 
Abusive! 

10-6-2019 Hard Times Have Pakistani Hindus Looking to India, Where Some Find 
Only Disappointment in the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR's in India. Jews are also 
disappointed with the Exodus Model of the Ford WindmillCAR. 



10-6-2019 "A Mysterious Sleeping Disorder That Turns Life Into a Waking 
Dream" By LISA SANDERS, M.D. A Mysterious Universe that turns a drive to 
Sirius into a Jewish Exodus. Will the King of Sweden give the Jews a Noble if they 
doctor up this Exodus and arrive give birth to Aliens at Sirius? Urgent care MD or 
just a routine oil change! Oil Change for the Doctor's Car, patients car's. 
WhindmillCAR's that turn the Doctors Hospital into a Miracle Dream Job only the 
Admirals and Generals have today staying at the Baghdad Palace that once 
belonged to Saddam. It's a Urgent Care Office Waking from the nightmare of 
War's for Oil Money not paid to your Medical Bills. ‘Magical Chemistry’ Quick-
Brewed in a Coffee Shop. Mac and Mac Book Pro on every Cafe table in Paris and 
at the Hospital Starbucks. Nightmare of Win 10 code blue. Super Computer inside 
the iWatch beeps the Sanders Heart Attack and Cardiac Arrest Alarm 30 minutes 
before sudden death. MD Sanders running for President of the Medical Universe. 

10-6-2019 "A Mysterious Sleeping Disorder That Turns Churches that were almost 
sold into Urgent Care Business, a Temptation to Sell a Catholic Chruch is now to 
remodel it to a Urgent Care Center with MD's as Priest and Cardinals. Much 
better for the congregation than the Pope's. Mac's and Mac Book Pro's are given 
out at this urgent care Church. "For Churches, a Temptation to Sell. Religious 
leaders ponder whether selling their buildings to developers is really the best way to 
protect their congregations." By C. J. HUGHES Running away from newspaper 
reporters who are not Doctors of anything!! 

10-6-2019 

10-5-2019 The internet-equipped “connected car,” for example, initially introduced 
by Cadillac in 1996 as a luxury safety feature known as OnStar. 

I’m not so naïve to think we can get rid of cars altogether, but we have so many 
tools to eliminate traffic-related injuries and fatalities right now. Until then, the 
streets will belong to "Cars" death machines. by By Allison Arieff. 



Naive Allison Arieff Traffic Girl at the NY Times Pictured. Now for a perfect 
memory test for Allison, did you read the NY Times article a month or two ago that 
said the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know about F-35 Radar on all cars and roads in 
the USA and figured they don't want to spend the $7 Trillion out of their War 
Chest for USS Jimmy Carter Subs and F-35 Jets as the cost of $7 Trillion is the 
same cost for a Rx Recipe Pink at a Pink Los Alamos Manhattan Project to cure 
breast cancer in all stages in 8 days with a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. Naive to 
think the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ with $777 Trillion in Cash will spend any money 
but for Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs and F-35 Jets! 

Naive "5 Stops on Germany’s Whiskey Trail" and 5,000 deaths DUI's censored but 
in the same paper NY Times. 

Whiskey Deaths article in the NY Times, will Allison Arieff write this for the 
Times? World Wide not just NYC. Medical and Car Wrecks too. 

Mandy Miles and the Citizen Newspaper for 21 years censored statistics on car 
accidents... 

iPhone Watch should have beeped Heart Attack for Bernie Sanders... 30 minutes 
before a cardiac arrest. Arresting those who built MIT War Toys instead is Mission 
Impossible the next Movie. 

10-5-2019 “Medical Architectural Tech's" Bernie Sanders Had Heart Attack, His 
Doctors Say as He Leaves Hospital 



10-5-2019 Oil on Fire!! Iran Won the War with Saudi Arabia Saudi's Surrender!! 
Saudi Arabia and Iran are seeking ways to ease tensions. A warming relationship 
could have far-reaching consequences. 

10-5-2019 Oil on Fire!! Saudi Oil Refinery on Fire; Trump and His Henchmen in 
the Flames 

10-5-2019 Oil on Fire!! Next fire is the Blood Money and Bribe Trump and his Mad 
Men took to protect Prince Salman from Bone Saw Killings, more than one too. 
1,001 Bone Saw murders by Prince Salman and 60 Minutes knew this last week in 
his interview. 

10-5-2019 Cop Cars On Fire!! iTickets never having to pull over a traffic stop to get 
rear ended in a fiery wreck Top Brass Oil Men didn't surrender to the Cops yet, 
grin. 

10-5-2019 “The police prefecture was struck at its heart, like never before in the 
past,” Didier Lallement, the Paris police chief. 

10-5-2019 "Infidels!" Terrorism Motive Eyed in Paris Police Stabbing Attack 



10-5-2019 Prince and Kings Salman had been sufficiently vetted, Trump and 
Ivanka are "Infidels!" God is Great for $777 Trillion dollars from $4 gas on the 4th 
of July. Grin. 

10-5-2019 Police Headquarters, a 19th-century building in the center of Paris that 
sits across from Notre-Dame on the Île de la Cité, an island on the Seine 

10-5-2019 NY Times a new Skyscraper in the island of Manhattan 

10-5-2019 Cop Cars On Fire!! Bush put out the cops fire by keeping the fiery cop 
cars and burned cops off the front page of the NY Times and the Times went along 
with this for blood money getting a news NYC skyscraper for setting fire to cop 
cars writing a ticket - move over laws! Move over to iTickets never pull over a 
traffic stop. 

10-5-2019 Traffic Stop! Deputy Sues ATF, Claims Assault After Traffic Stop! 



10-5-2019 Traffic Stops - Move over law to iTickets! A Florida police officer has 
been suspended and charged with striking a handcuffed suspect. The Broward 
County State Attorney's Office filed a misdemeanor battery charge. 

10-5-2019 43 Cop Cars in Fiery Wrecks in Ukraine!! CIA's top lawyer made 
'criminal referral' on complaint about Trump Ukraine call. CIA world wide knows 
better than the run of the mill person 1,001 cop cars are rear ended bursting into 
flames in a traffic stop writing a ticket on the side of the road in the Ukraine well as 
Moscow. 

10-5-2019 Traffic Stop by Key West Cops for Mandy Miles; I learned long ago not 
to burn any of the 42 bridges that connect us all. 43 Cop Cars Burned in Mandy 
Miles headlines... 1984 edition! 

Cars are death machines. Pedestrian fatalities in the United States have increased 
41 percent since 2008; more than 6,000 pedestrians were killed in 2018 alone. More 
than 4,000 American kids are killed in car crashes every year. 
The internet-equipped “connected car,” for example, initially introduced by 
Cadillac in 1996 as a luxury safety feature known as OnStar. 

I’m not so naïve to think we can get rid of cars altogether, but we have so many 
tools to eliminate traffic-related injuries and fatalities right now. Until then, the 
streets will belong to "Cars" death machines. by By Allison Arieff. 

Naive Allison Arieff Traffic Girl at the NY Times Pictured. Now for a perfect 
memory test for Allison, did you read the NY Times article a month or two ago that 
said the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know about F-35 Radar on all cars and roads in 
the USA and figured they don't want to spend the $7 Trillion out of their War 
Chest for USS Jimmy Carter Subs and F-35 Jets as the cost of $7 Trillion is the 
same cost for a Rx Recipe Pink at a Pink Los Alamos Manhattan Project to cure 



breast cancer in all stages in 8 days with a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. Naive to 
think the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ with $777 Trillion in Cash will spend any money 
but for Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs and F-35 Jets! 

Mandy Miles and the Citizen Newspaper for 21 years censored statistics on car 
accidents... 

10-5-2019 By Mandy Miles Key West Citizen October 5, 2019 News travels fast in 
this town, and I have some to report. I mean, more so than the culinary story over 
on today’s front page, or the usual assortment of City Commission news, 
development plans, business profiles and people features that I’ve been writing for 
this paper since I showed up for work here 21 years and three months ago. August 
5, 1998 was my first day at The Citizen. Yesterday was my last. In case you haven’t 
heard, I’ve accepted a new job, still here in Key West, and turned in my Citizen 
laptop yesterday evening. I am, however, a little sorry there’s no juicy news story 
or perhaps even a police report to coincide with my departure. Certainly we’ve all 
fantasized about making a dramatic, drop-the-mic exit once a new job is in the 
offing, but to be sure, my dad drilled it into my brother and me when we got our 
first full-time summer jobs at age 14 — you don’t quit one job until you have 
another lined up. We’ve all considered the perfect parting shot and the barrage of 
truths designed to put an inept, ill-equipped, obtuse, short-sighted and close-
minded boss in his place — right before he calls security on us. Granted, it would 
make for a more interesting story, and may even have made the front page, but it’s 
just not my style. Unlike one former boss whose departure was not of his choosing, 
I didn’t get a police escort out of the building yesterday. Obviously, there have been 
some turbulent times here over the years, but the good times undoubtedly have far 
outweighed the bad, and the past two years under new ownership and management 
have turned things around with more positive changes still to come. I wouldn’t 
trade the past 21-plus years for anything, well, unless Travel & Leisure was in the 
market for a staff writer. This job has provided me with amazing memories of Blue 
Angels flights, boat trips and board meetings. After so many years, there’s a good 
chance my car will still head toward this office come Monday morning. Most 
importantly, this place introduced me to the best friends I could ever hope to meet. 
And while photographer Rob O’Neal and I will no longer be covering news stories 
together, we’ll still have plenty of time to compare notes over a few vodka drinks at 
night. Some things never change — and shouldn’t. I’ll still be in town and I’ll still 
be writing news and a column every week. Most of all, I’ll be forever grateful to 
you, my readers, to my Citizen friends and colleagues, to my best friend, Rob 
O’Neal, for always making this job fun, and to Managing Editor Chris Seymour 
and Publisher Richard Tamborrino for righting this ship when it veered off course. 
Sure, it would have been juicy to have made a dramatic exit, but again, it’s not my 
style. Besides, having lived for two decades at the very end of a long chain of 
islands, I learned long ago not to burn any of the 42 bridges that connect us all. 



10-5-2019 Traffic Stop by Key West Cops for Mandy Miles; I learned long ago not 
to burn any of the 42 bridges that connect us all. 43 Cop Cars Burned in Mandy 
Miles headlines... 1984 edition! 

10-5-2019 Journalists missed 5 Cop Cars on Fire; But got this story. Five-Alarm 
Fire at Bronx Apartment Building Injures 10. Two people, including a firefighter, 
were seriously injured in the blaze on the Grand Concourse, which took more than 
three hours to bring under control. By NEIL VIGDOR Blaze of fiery wrecks every 
day and night not only in the USA but every UN Nation. Did the UN take this up 
last week in NYC, Hell No! 

10-5-2019 Medical schools, which are already hard to get into, are getting harder 
each year. U.S. News did its annual survey of the 118 ranked medical schools that 
reported their acceptance rates and found that the average was only 6.8% in 2018. 
However, the average acceptance rate of the most competitive medical schools was 
at just 2.4% this past application cycle. Greg and his 4 MD Wife's at Yale, know we 
will win a Nobel in Medicine. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects 
with specs and genius tutors, many from Yale Med. 

10-5-2019 In fact, I recommend that students who have a lower than average 
MCAT score or GPA consider 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine IP 
invention projects links with specs and genius tutors and thanks to Starbucks WiFi 
Mac and Mac Book Pro's at every Cafe table in Paris, USA soon. 



Yale Key West Medical School, Upper East Side of Manhattan is Cornell. They 
would have won a Nobel in Medicine if Dr. Augustine M.K. Choi, would have 
moved them into 'Freedom Tower' and enrolled 10,000 medical students. Sorry Dr. 
Augustine M.K. Choi, you are not a Nobel in Medicine winner. Marry 4 MD 
women, propose we get 4 Nobels in Medicine, I Do! I Will. 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019 
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

1-1-2018 "Yale Key West Medical School And Hospital Ships" will be a Disney 
Pixar Fox Movie with Dramatic Art of the Diagnosis via Dr. Lisa MD that will save 
your and your Wife's life's - Antidote for Coors Invented in Key West! Qatar Oil 
Revenues of $777 Trillion will pay all your tax in 2018. Antidote for No Smoking 
Quit Smoking will be invented in 2018 in Key West by Greg and Wife's. Slim Down 



in 2018 invented too. Rx Recipe Latte's at Starbucks. 

1-1-2019 Greg is 71 *.* Happy New Year With InventBook end of Facebook in 2019 
Thank God we can get back to inventing Miracle Cure's Rx! 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine + Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novels with 1 Click Amazon 
links to IP invention projects. iMac on every Cafe Table in Paris and every 
Starbucks Worldwide. InventBook for 2019 by Greg + Many Legal Wife's in Key 
West... 



Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 email 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL 3054346276 

Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054346276 Copyright 2019 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover to zoon in and read the 
Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages



Right Click on picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and 
save it then open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los 
Alamos wrote about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400 
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that missing 
in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink 
Latte's from Starbucks. 

copyright Greg Buell 2019 



Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 3054346276 

Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400 
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that missing 
in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink 
Latte's from Starbucks. 

Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
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